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Embodied Education: The Lingnan Gardeners Project

The Lingnan Gardeners Project, conceived, realized, practiced, and sustained by our respected, socially
engaging friend and colleague Lau Kin Chi and her devoted team of good Lingnanians, is a most admirable
research and pedagogic endeavor in the Kwan Fong Cultural Research and Development Programme and
the Department of Cultural Studies. Since its inception in the autumn 2014, this project has created and
brought us a nurturing touch of nature within the containment of predetermined concrete space and
curricular establishment. It is an embodied performance of education and self-care in reinventing soil, the
green, and the body in action in everyday urban life. Students, teachers, colleagues, and many others
experience an intellectual and physical use of the human body in practice as “Lingnan Gardeners” whom
we embrace, salute and support. We shall continue to join hands to build a sustainable future.

Professor Li Siu Leung
Head, Department of Cultural Studies, Lingnan University
Director, Kwan Fong Cultural Research and Development Programme, Lingnan University
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Part One
ㅜа䜘࠶

Introduction
ࡽ䀰

Towards a Transition Campus
-- Nurturing the Soil, Nurturing the Roots
Lau Kin Chi
On 22 September 2014, the Lingnan Gardeners project started. On 25 November 2014, the Lingnan
Gardeners project was officially launched. The project is hosted by the Culture and Sustainable Livelihood
Cluster under the Kwan Fong Cultural Research and Development (KFCRD) Programme, and supported by
the Cultural Studies Department and various partners.
Sister Projects
The Lingnan Gardeners project is a sister project alongside several projects for sustainability under
the Culture and Sustainable Livelihood Cluster which has its origin in KFCRD participating, since 2003, in
the nomination of 1000 Women for the Nobel Peace Prize 2005, a global project based in Switzerland,
and partially funded by the Ministry of Culture and Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Switzerland. The 1000
PeaceWomen project continued after 2005 with two core themes: war and conflict resolution, and
ecology and livelihood. KFCRD has served as the East Asia Secretariat of the PeaceWomen Across the
Globe (PWAG) Association (www.1000peacewomen.org). As member of the PWAG International Board
and director of its East Asia Secretariat, I have been in charge of the project on ecology and livelihood,
promoting this theme globally, running projects related to sustainability in Latin America, Asia and Africa.
The Culture and Sustainable Livelihood Cluster under KFCRD has since then launched several PWAG
projects, including making over 10 documentary films on the work on ecology and livelihood by
peacewomen in Greater China; producing the book The Colours of Peace (China Compilation and
Translation Press, 2007, 1093 pages); staging PWAG exhibitions in Hong Kong, mainland China, Taiwan,
Japan, South Korea and Mongolia; facilitating exchange visits among peacewomen from China,
Switzerland, UK, USA, Germany, Spain, Japan, South Korea, Thailand, Mexico, Peru, and Bolivia; and
operating a China office in Beijing (www.1000peacewomen-cn.org; www.weibo.com/peacewomen). It
has also taken the lead in the launch of the WikiPeaceWomen project in October 2015 to collect stories
of one million peacewomen in multiple languages (www.wikipeacewomen.org). The First South-South
Forum on Sustainability (SSFS) (www.southsouthforum.org) was held in Lingnan University in December
2011, co-organized by KFCRD and Cultural Studies Department with institutes from Renmin University of
China, Peking University, and Tsinghua University. Over 200 people from Hong Kong, mainland China, and
over 30 countries from all continents participated. The second SSFS was held in Southwest University of



China, with participants from over 20 countries, and KFCRD was co-organizer, also playing a major role in
editing the two SSFS proceedings Sustainability and Rural Reconstruction (China Agricultural University
Press, 2015, 598 pages). Since 2011, a Comparative Study of Seven Emerging Countries was co-organized
with

UNDP,

Renmin

University

of

China,

and

research

teams

from

seven

countries

(www.emergingcountries.org). The Global University for Sustainability, a forum and network for
consolidation of the connections and research starting with the two SSFSs, was officially launched in
March 2015 at Tunis, at the World Social Forum (www.our-global-u.org). The executive team operates
under the Culture and Sustainable Livelihood Cluster, KFCRD.
Thus, the concern for issues of sustainability, peace, culture, ecology and livelihood has continued
for over twelve years, and well supported over the years by the Presidents of the University – Prof. Edward
Chen, Prof. Chan Yuk Shee, and Prof. Leonard Cheng. The granting of some sites on campus for a
demonstrative organic vegetable garden enabled the Lingnan Gardeners project to take off in September
2014.
Developing the Lingnan Garden
The sites granted by the Presidential Group for Phase One of the Lingnan Gardeners project are the
three open-space areas between the four academic buildings in the main campus, which have been
named Paradise Lot, Wonderland, and Fragrant Garden. Highly visible, the vegetable and herbal gardens
attract curious students, staff and visitors. According to the security guards, on Sundays when tourist
buses bring dozens or even hundreds of local visitors to the Lingnan University campus, the vegetable and
herbal gardens are very popular sites. Some protective guards even cordon off the sites to protect the
plants from keen visitors. We appreciate their concern, but explain that the idea of the Garden is precisely
for public education purposes. Thus, we have put up signs requesting visitors not to pick vegetables or
fruits without permission, but at the same time attach informative placards to explain the names and
attributes of the plants, and even offer recipes!
Over 100 varieties of plants have been grown on the three sites in Phase One. They include grains
(wheat, sorghum, rice, corn, potato, sweet potato), fruits (papaya, dragon fruit, guava, fig, vine), and all
sorts of leaf vegetables and herbs. With the limited space, only small quantities of each variety are grown
but they already serve the purpose of demonstrating which plants may thrive in Hong Kong, how their life
cycle looks like, what care they require, and how they are affected by climate extremities which are now
affecting all farmers in the world. We also make an effort in promoting medicinal plants such as seba
snake grass, aloe vera, madeiravine, roselle… We have cancer patients from the Cancer Fund Association
come to take the plants to grow at home and to learn how to consume it, and we have developed a small



seed bank and given seeds for free to community centres such as the farming group of Yan Oi Tong in
Tuen Mun. 70 students have taken service-learning courses to do their farming practicum at the Lingnan
Garden, and we have run occasional farming classes requested by the Community College, the Elders
Academy, the Hong Kong Academy for Gifted Education, and some secondary schools and community
centres. Over 110 staff, students, alumni and their families and friends have joined the Lingnan Gardeners
club and engaged in activities of both farming and learning. Since the idea of the project is a pedagogical
one with experiential learning as a component, monthly seminars on soil, food, agriculture, climate
change, and political economy have been held, all video-recorded and uploaded to the KFCRD website for
public access.
Where does the produce go? That is a question frequently asked. As the farming sites belong to the
common for the benefit of all Lingnanians, we have rejected ideas of assigning planting boxes to
individuals for a fee or even for voluntary labour, as is the practice in some other universities, and we do
not sell the produce, consciously discouraging individualism or monetarism. Through email, whatsapp
group and the monthly newsletter, harvesting and food sharing activities are announced. Members and
non-members of Lingnan Gardeners club, actually whoever cares to come along, are welcome to the
activities. Vegetable baskets have been presented to annual Christmas staff lunch for lucky draw, organic
vegetables have been given to the security guards and cleaners to express our appreciation for their quiet
contribution to the university, and we have also sent the vegetables to old people’s homes in Tuen Mun
on festival days. From engaging in soil nurturing and organic farming, we have also moved towards related
health activities, such as classes on home-made bread, mooncakes, royal icing cookies, or on the
processing of chili XO sauce and roselle jam, relating healthy food to healthy lifestyle. For months, classes
on taichi have been run several days a week.
In a word, the Lingnan Gardeners club, in taking care of the Lingnan Garden, has sought to promote
a sense of belonging to the university through the gardeners relating with respect to each other and with
respect for nature. It goes for a lifestyle of harmony, patience, and maximal self-sufficiency, reducing
reliance on commodified culture and wasteful energy. Thus, literally and metaphorically, nurturing the
soil which conditions and gives life, and nurturing the roots of both plants and humans. There are so many
moments of simple joy: when we see butterflies, bees and dragonflies, once rare guests, now frequenting
the Garden; when we hold a handful of sorghum or wheat harvested from our land; when the red
amaranth is given a chance for a fully lived life and grows to three metres tall, bearing seeds for numerous
offsprings; when we sit with a pot of roselle tea at the Wonderland, and watch children marvel at the
vegetables and fruits…
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10 ᴸˈᡁ“ࠪ᧘ف㏝ส઼ᒣ႖ྣ㏢ㄉ”(www.wikipeacewomen.org)ˈ䙊䙾ཊぞ䃎䀰൘⨳ޘ᭦䳶Ⲯ㩜઼ᒣ
႖ྣⲴ᭵һǄ↔ཆˈ2011 ᒤ 12 ᴸˈ⭡“㗔㣣”ǃ᮷ॆ⹄ウ㌫઼Ӫ≁བྷᆨǃ㨟བྷᆨǃेӜབྷᆨⲴ⹄ウ
Ώਸ䗖Ⲵㅜаቶইই䄆˄SSFS˅൘Ꮺইབྷᆨਜ䮻ˈ䴢䳶Ҷ䎵䙾 200 սֶ㠚俉ǃѝ഻བྷ䲨઼ 30 ཊػ
഻ᇦⲴᆨ㘵㹼अ㘵(www.southsouthforum.org)ǄㅜҼቶইই䄆൘ѝ഻㾯ইབྷᆨ㠹㹼ˈ䎵䙾 20 ػ഻ᇦ
Ⲵᆨ㘵㹼अ㘵৳㠷ˈ“㗔㣣”ᱟ䄆ਸ䗖սˈҏਸ㐘䕟ޙቶইই䄆᮷䳶——ǉਟᤱ㒼ሖ䑀㠷䜹ᶁ
ᔪ䁝Ǌ ˄ѝ഻䗢ᾝབྷᆨࠪ⡸⽮ˈ2015˗598 丱˅Ǆ 2011 ᒤ䮻ˈ㠷㚟ਸ഻䮻Ⲭ㖢ǃѝ഻Ӫ≁བྷᆨ઼г
ػ഻ᇦⲴᆨ㺃⹄ウൈ䲺਼ޡ䮻ኅ“ᯠ㠸г഻Ⲭኅ∄䔳⹄ウ”丵ⴞ(www.emergingcountries.org)Ǆ 2015 ᒤ 3
ᴸˈ᧕ޙቶইই䄆Ⲵ⹄ウǃሷ䄆ᔪ・Ⲵ㏢㎑ᮤਸⲴ“ਟᤱ㒼ሖ䑀⨳ޘབྷᆨ”(www.our-global-u.org)ˈ
൘ケቬᯟ㠹䗖Ⲵц⭼⽮ᴳ䄆кᇓᐳ↓ᔿᡀ・ˈ㇑⨶ൈ䲺⭡“㗔㣣”᮷ॆ㠷ਟᤱ㒼⭏䀸㍴䋐䋜Ǆ



ഐ↔ˈ12 ᒤԕֶˈ“㗔㣣”Ⲵ᮷ॆ㠷ਟᤱ㒼⭏䀸㍴аⴤ䰌⌘ਟᤱ㒼Ⲭኅǃ઼ᒣǃ᮷ॆǃ⭏ǃ⭏䀸
ㅹ䆠乼ˈҏᗇࡠ↧ԫṑ䮧——䲣ඔ㘰ᮉᦸǃ䲣⦹ᮉᦸǃ䝝഻╒ᮉᦸ——Ⲵ᭟ᤱǄ 2014 ᒤ 9 ᴸˈབྷᆨ
ṑᯩᢩࠪṑൂޗᒮ㲅ൠ⭘ᴹ㭜㨌Ἵ⢙ぞἽൂˈᏪইᖙൂ丵ⴞᗇԕ䮻ኅǄ
Ꮺইᖙൂ
བྷᆨṑᯩᢩࠪᏪইᖙൂㅜаᵏ⭘ᯬぞἽⲴൠˈսᯬѫṑ॰ഋᓗᮉᆨ⁃ѻ䯃Ⲵйػ䮻᭮॰——⭠
ൂǃ㨌ൂǃ㥹ൂǄྲ↔䟂ⴞⲴս㖞ˈ֯ᗇぞἽⲴ㭜㨌઼㥹㰕੨ᕅҶབྷ䟿ྭཷⲴᆨ⭏ǃᮉ㚧઼䙺ᇒ倀
䏣㿰ⴻǄᆨṑ؍ᆹӪ⸕ˈ⇿䙡ᰕˈ⮦䙺བྷᐤᑦֶᒮॱԕ㠣䙾Ⲯᵜൠ䙺ᇒֶབྷᆨ৳㿰ᱲˈᖙൂᱟ
Ԇفᴰௌ↑ⲴൠᯩǄ؍ᆹӪ⭊㠣䁝㖞䱢䆧ℴሱ䧆䂢॰ฏֶ؍䆧Ἵ⢙ˈԕݽਇࡠ㴲㘼㠣Ⲵ⟡ᛵ䙺ᇒ
ⲴᨽᇣǄᡁفᝏ◰؍ᆹӪⲴ䰌➗ˈնҏ䀓䟻䃚ˈᖙൂ丵ⴞⲴⴞⲴˈᚠᚠᱟ⛪Ҷ䙢㹼ޜᮉ㛢ˈᡰԕ
៹䂢؍ᤱ䮻᭮Ǆ⛪↔ˈᡁفᕥ䋬⽪ˈनᵚ㏃ݱ䁡य᧑᪈㭜᷌ˈ਼ᱲ൘Ἵ⢙ᯱ䚺᭮㖞ؑ⡼ˈ䀓䟻
Ἵ⢙Ⲵち઼⢩ᙗˈ⭊㠣䝽к伏䆌ˈ䀓䟻ྲօ伏⭘Ǆ
൘䙉йػ॰ฏˈᐢぞἽҶ䎵䙾 100 ぞἽ⢙ˈवᤜば⢙˄ሿ哕ǃ儈㋡ǃ≤にǃ⦹㊣ǃ俜䡤㯟ǃ⮚
㯟˅ˈ≤᷌˄ᵘ⬌ǃ⚛喽᷌ǃ⮚⸣ῤǃ❑㣡᷌ǃ㪑㨴˅ǃぞ㩹㨌઼俉㥹Ǆ⭡ᯬオ䯃ᴹ䲀ˈ⇿ぞἽ⢙
ਚ㜭⽪ㇴᔿぞἽˈ⭘ԕ䃚᰾ଚӋἽ⢙ਟԕ൘俉⭏䮧ǃ⭏ભ䙡ᵏྲօǃ䴰㾱Ӱ哬≤൏ọԦǃྲօ䙢
㹼㇑⨶ǃਇࡠى≓⨳ޘᖡ丯ᴹӰ哬৽៹ˈㅹㅹǄ൘Ⲭኅ㰕⭘Ἵ⢙ᯩ䶒ᡁڊفҶᖸཊࣚ࣋ˈवᤜぞἽឲ
䙱㥹˄৸⋉ᐤ㳷㥹˅ǃ㰶㮸ǃ㰔йгǃ⍋⾎㣡……ⱼ⯷ᗙᓧᴳⲴⱼ⯷ᛓ㘵㌴ֶਆ⭘ឲ䙱㥹ˈᆨ㘂൘
ᇦ㼑ぞἽ઼伏⭘Ⲵᯩ⌅˗ᡁف䚴㠚⮉ぞᆀݢᆈ൘ぞᆀᓛˈіሷ䜘࠶ぞᆀݽ䋫䘱㎖⟡ᗳӪ༛઼⽮॰ѝᗳˈ
∄ྲኟ䮰॰Ⲵӱᝋา㙅ぞ䜘Ǆ䎵䙾 70 ᆨ⭏൘䚨؞ᴽउ⹄㘂䃢〻ᱲ䚨൘Ꮺইᖙൂᆼᡀ䗢ᾝሖ䑀䃢〻Ǆ
ᡁف䚴⛪⽮॰ᆨ䲒ǃ䮧㘵ᆨ䲒ǃ俉䋷ݚᮉ㛢ᆨ㤁ǃаӋѝᆨ઼⽮॰ѝᗳㅹˈ൘ᖙൂሖൠᮉᦸ䗢㙅䃢
〻Ǆ䎵䙾 110 ᮉ㚧ǃᆨ⭏ǃṑ৻৺ަᇦⵧǃᴻ৻࣐ޕҶᏪইᖙൂ㙅䆰㍴ˈ৳㠷ぞἽ㠷ᆨ㘂⍫अǄ
ᖙൂ丵ⴞ⛪Ҷን㹼ᮉ㛢࣏㜭ˈ䲔Ҷ᧘ᔓ億傇ᔿᆨ㘂ཆˈ䰌ᯬ൏ൠǃ伏⢙ǃ䗢ᾝǃ≓ى䆺ॆ઼᭯⋫㏃☏
Ⲵ⇿ᴸ䀾䄆ᴳᡆ䅋ᓗᐢ㏃䙓㒼㠹䗖 6 ᵏˈᡰᴹ㿆乫ޗᇩк䔹ࡠ“㗔㣣”㏢ㄉˈሽޜޜ䮻Ǆ
⭒ࠪⲴ䗢⢙䜭৫Ҷଚ㼑˛ᖸཊӪ䙉ػ乼Ǆഐ⛪ぞἽ॰ᱟᏪইӪޡӛⲴˈᡁ⋂فᴹަۿԆа
Ӌ䲒ṑ䛓⁓ˈሷぞἽ㇡⭘᭦䋫ᡆ䶎᭦䋫ᯩᔿ࠶㎖ػӪ䋐䋜ˈ㘼ᱟ䳶億ऎअ઼➗亗Ǆᡁفнࠪ䗢⢙ˈ
ᴹ䆈Ⲵन䱫ػӪѫ㗙ᡆ㘵䠁䥒Ӕ᱃Ⲵ㹼⛪Ǆᡁف䙊䙾䴫䜥ǃWhatsApp 㗔㍴઼⇿ᴸ䙊䀺⸕བྷᇦऎअǃ
᭦゛઼伏⢙࠶ӛᴳⲴ⍫अؑǄ❑䄆ᱟᖙൂ㙅䆰㍴Ⲵᡀˈਚ㾱予৳㠷ˈ䜭❑ԫ↑䗾Ǆᡁفሷᴹ
㭜㨌㉳⛪૱䘱㎖ᆨṑᮉ㚧㚆䃅ㇰ㚊佀ᣭ⥾⍫अˈҏ䘱㎖ṑ؍Ⲵޗᆹ઼▄ᐕˈᝏ䅍Ԇفሽབྷ
ᆨⲴ唈唈䋒⦫Ǆߜ㠣ǃ䙾ᒤˈᡁفᢺᴹ㭜㨌䘱㎖ኟ䮰॰Ⲵ䆧㘱䲒ˈហ㘱ӪǄ䲔Ҷ൏༔؍㛢઼ᴹ
䗢㙅ˈᡁف䚴䙀↕ᬤབྷࡠ⭏⍫ᯩ䶒ˈ∄ྲ㠚㼭哥वǃߠⳞᴸ伵ǃ䵌㌆伵ҮǃXO 䗓ὂ䟜ǃ⍋⾎㣡䟜ㅹˈ
ᗎڕᓧ伏⢙ੁڕᓧ⭏⍫ᤃኅǄ⇿䙡ᮨ⅑Ⲵཚᾥ伺⭏⍫अҏ䮻ኅҶᒮػᴸǄ



Ꮺইᖙൂ㙅䆰㍴ᱟа⽮ػ㗔ˈ൘➗ᯉᖙൂⲴ䙾〻ѝˈ䙊䙾ᡀѻ䯃Ⲵᖬ↔ሺ䟽઼ሽ㠚❦Ⲵሺ䟽ˈ
࣋≲᧘अབྷᇦሽབྷᆨᴹ↨ኜᝏǄᡁف䘭≲઼䄗ǃ丶ަ㠚❦ǃⴑ䟿㠚䏣Ⲵ⭏⍫ᯩᔿˈቁሽ୶૱᮷ॆ઼
䶎⭏㜭ⓀⲴ䌤Ǆഐ↔ˈн䄆ᱟᆇ䶒㗙䚴ᱟ䊑ᗥ㗙кˈษ൏ษṩˈᱟࢥ䙐ᆅ㛢⭏ભⲴọԦˈ֯
ᗇڕᓧᡀ䮧ᡀ⛪ਟ㜭ǄἽ⢙ྲᱟˈӪҏྲᱟǄ൘ᖙൂˈᡁޡفᓖ㉑ᘛ′Ⲵᱲᱟྲ↔ཊ˖⮦ᡁڦف
⡮ⴻࡠ㶤㶦ǃ㵌㴲ǃ㵫㵃⍱䙓൘ᖙൂѝ˗⮦ᡁف൘൏ൠк䗋㤖аᆓᖼ᭦゛аᦗሿ哕઼儈㋡˗⮦ᡁف㎖
Ҹ㌵㧗㨌ᆼ⭏Ⲵޘ䮧ᴳˈᆳㄏ䮧ࡠ 3 ㊣儈іф㎀┯ぞᆀ˗⮦ᡁفഽ൘а䎧⋆а༪⍋⾎㣡㥦ˈⴻ㪇
ᆙᆀف൘㭜㨌઼㣡᷌䯃ెెちཷ……
匤䅍
ᝏ䅍ṑᯩ᭟ᤱˈ㎖ࠪᴤཊぞἽ॰ˈ2016 ᒤ 1 ᴸᖙൂ丵ⴞㅜҼᵏ䮻ኅˈ⛪俉Ⲵ䗢ᾝਟᤱ㒼Ⲭኅ઼
᧒≲Ӫ㠷㠚❦ᴤ␡ኔ䰌Ⲵײሖ䑀ˈᨀҶᴤཊਟ㜭ᙗǄᡁف䴰㾱㒬㒼ᆨ㘂ˈ㒬㒼么ᴳǄ
ᵜ㎀䳶ᱟᏪইᖙൂ丵ⴞᗎ 2014 ᒤ 9 ᴸ㠣 2015 ᒤ 12 ᴸㅜаᵏ⍫अⲴ㑭㎀Ǆ䙉㼑᭦䳶Ҷ 13 ᵏǉᏪ
ইᖙൂ䙊䀺Ǌˈ⇿ᴸⲬ⭏Ⲵ⍫अ઼⮉ᖡ䁈䤴൘䙉㼑Ǆ䚴᭦䤴ҶаӋ㠷丵ⴞ䰌Ⲵ᮷ㄐˈᴹᆨ㺃䁚䃷ǃ
Ӕ⍱എ亗ǃ৳㠷㘵ᝏ䀰ǃཕդΏӻ㍩Ǆ
൘↔ˈᝏ䅍ᏪইᮉᆨⲬኅส䠁˄2014-2015 ᒤᓖ˅ǃ䋷ᮉᴳа⅑ᙗ䋷䠁˄2015-2017 ᒤᓖ˅ǃ઼᮷
ॆ⹄ウ㌫ⲴⅮ˗䙉Ӌ䋷ࣙ᭟ԈҶᖙൂ丵ⴞ㌴аॺ䮻᭟˗佈лⲴ䋷䠁䶎ᑨᝏ䅍਼һ઼ᴻ৻ⲴػӪᦀ䌸Ǆ
ᝏ䅍Ꮺইབྷᆨṑ䮧઼䜘䮰Ⲵ਼һ˄वᤜ Mette Hjort, Herdip Singh, Annie Fok, Stephen Ho, Marco Leung,
Sunny Ngan, William Chu, 俜ᆨహǃቩ㭊⪙઼᷇哇⩖˅ᨀᢰ㺃᭟ᨤˈ㎖Ҹ䄞䂒Ǆᝏ䅍ᖙൂ㙅䆰㍴઼৳㠷
ᆨ㘂⹄㘂Ⲵ਼ᆨӛਇऎअⲴᘛ′Ǆ␡␡ᝏ䅍ᵾሿ㢟ǃ䲣܁ǃ䁡ሦᕧǃᗀᜐ⪷ǃ哾ᔓ᭯ǃ䅍伋䳴ǃ
Baiju Praseedǃằᰝ᰾ǃRolien Hoyngǃ䲣ݱѝǃ䲣丶俘ǃ哕␁ނǃ᮷⧺⧺ǃ䝪ٙႧǃઘᙍѝǃᵾ᱕ǃ
█ሿ᮷ǃ։᭨㤡ԕ৺“㗔㣣”઼᮷ॆ⹄ウ㌫Ⲵ਼һˈ㎖Ҹ㋮⾎к⢙䌚к㹼᭯кぞぞ᭟ᤱǄᴰᖼˈ㺧ᗳᝏ
䅍丵ⴞൈ䲺˖ᴹ䗢㙅ሸᇦཙ䇃ǃ᳹䕍ǃ䶣ษӁⲬ᨞ሸᾝ⸕䆈ᢰ㜭ˈ㙀ᗳᮉᦸᆨ˗ཚᾥᑛڵↀ
䲭哇ᄖ㍠ᗳ➗亗Ἵ⢙઼ᡁڕⲴفᓧ˗哳ሿǃ㰷ၹǃ㰷ၹ㆐ǃᵾ㘩ᘇǃઘ䲣⠅᮷ǃᖝᯟㆥǃ㤳֙㨟ǃ
哳䡪ᴨǃ㯋㘐ᗎһ䁝䀸ǃማǃ㘫䆟ǃ䤴ǃ࢚᧕ǃк㏢ㅹぞнਟᡆ㕪Ⲵᖼᨤᐕ˗ᝏ䅍ൈ䲺Ⲵ䰌
ᝋ⧽䟽Ǆ
䇃ᡁ——فᖙൂ㙅䆰㍴ǃ਼ᆨǃ਼һǃṑ৻ǃ㿚ⵧ——⭘ᗳ㹰ษ൏ษṩˈ⭘↑ㅁ㎖ṑൂ㢢ᖙʽ



Seeking a piece of fertile land
Au Yeung Lai Seung

Jin Peiyun

In September 2014, the Lingnan Gardeners project was approved by the University. Many
people were involved in making effort of cooperation and hard work to design the garden locations:
Wonderland, Paradise Lot and Fragrant Garden, choosing the type of soil, plants and water source,
resulting in today’s Lingnan Garden.
Lingnan Garden has planted over a hundred plants including fruit trees, vegetables, herbs and
medicinal plants. All the work has depended on the cooperation and dedications of teachers,
students, colleagues and volunteers.
The most rewarding aspect of Lingnan Garden has been that it has developed into a meaningful
open space. There are always the elderly reading newspapers and appreciating the plants in the
morning. One time an elderly asked us the plants’ names and exchanged farming experiences with us.
During lunch time, our colleagues would watch the plants while chatting and relaxing with leisure.
After working hours, our colleagues would come to appreciate the plants or take photos in Lingnan
Garden. It is also a popular visitors’ place on Sundays and holidays. It seems that Lingnan Garden has
become an open knowledge transfer space for teachers, students and the public.
Every month, we organize activities to update participants, including staff, students, alumni and
their families and friends, on the development of Lingnan Garden and for them to participate in
farming and food sharing, exchange opinions about food and about the project of Lingnan Gardeners.
As of October 2015, we had held 26 events of farming and food sharing and over 440 people had
participated. Moreover, in the last two years during staff Christmas parties, organic vegetables from
Lingnan Garden were given as prizes in the lucky draw. At the Lingnan University Chinese New Year
Media Reception in 2015, guests were invited to taste the vegetables from our garden. In March
2015, Lingnan University Equal Opportunities Committee (LU-EOC) and Lingnan Gardeners
co-organized the Equal Opportunities Awareness Week. In September, we held a Mid-Autumn
Festival activity. In October, we held a tutorial for royal icing for cookies followed by a dinner party,
and in December a hot pot party. All these activities have won strong support and active



participation from staff and students.
As Xunzi says, a journey of a thousand miles can be undertaken only with the accumulation of
every single footstep. Because of the single step of every one of our activity, the distance among
students, staff, their families and their friends has diminished. Not only do they know more about
farming, they also experience the joy of farming. By relating to the farmland, we can return to the
simplest and most peaceful way of life, adjusting our habits and life styles according to the seasons.
Not only the staff, students and alumni but also their children have gained the experience to
harvest vegetables, to till the soil, to plant and water, and to work on other farming toils. Many of
them have never experienced it before, and have very much enjoyed the fun of farming. Frogs,
earthworms, caterpillars and snails …, even these little creatures have provided much excitement for
them.
What’s more, we also hold screenings of videos about agriculture to enrich their knowledge
about agriculture. From September 2014 to October 2015, over 850 participants had enrolled in
farming courses and activities among students, teachers and alumni.
Activities

Participants

26

Farming and sharing

440

6

Public talk

180

In

March

2015,

Lingnan

University

Equal

opportunities

Committee (LU-EOC) and Lingnan Gardeners co-organized the 150
Equal Opportunities Awareness Week
In September 2015, Mid-Autumn Festival activity.

50

In October 2015, Dawn activity, hot and sour noodles with chili
30
peppers and organic sweet potato flour noodles

In order to gain precision in the planting experiments, we have added to the types of plant
samples: roselle, sorghum and sabah snake grass were planted in the three areas of Lingnan Garden:
Wonderland, Paradise Lot, and Fragrant Garden. Comparing the growth and maturity of these three



plants in the three different locations, we have the findings below:
The sorghum in Wonderland was four times higher than the sorghum in Paradise Lot, because
while the sun could reach the sorghum in Wonderland during the whole day, there was no sunshine
reaching the plants in Paradise Lot.
For roselle, while those in Wonderland has borne fruit, the roselle in Paradise Lot, with only 2-3
hours of sunshine a day, still has not bloomed and was shorter. Also, the roselle in the Paradise Lot is
much affected by pests from the trees. The growing condition of roselle in Fragrant Garden, with only
less than 2 hours of sunshine, was the worst.
The sabah snake grass grew very well in Wonderland, but in Paradise Lot where there was no
direct sunlight, it had almost no growth since transplantation. On the contrary, the sabah snake grass
has a good position in Fragrant Garden with sunlight and also grew well.
From the comparisons of the three different plants, it is obvious that the intensity of sunlight
and the length of the exposure of the plants to the sun have a great impact on the plants’ growth.
The University’s allocation of those three areas for experimental farming since September 2014 has
been a great support for Lingnan Garden. Still, in Fragrant Garden and Paradise Lot, with trees
blocking sunlight, the plants could not grow well with inadequate sunlight. From the above
comparisons of the three different plants, it can be seen that farming cannot be separated from the
natural environment. It not only involves the hard work and the wisdom of farmers, but also water
and sunlight from nature. Therefore, we hope that in future we will be able to get more land with
adequate sunlight for farming, to realize the idea of ecological transformation of the campus.
After a year of hard work, Lingnan Gardeners with the support from Lingnan University and our
members has become more colorful, while our various activities, including planting experiments,
public lectures, farming and reading have enriched the experience of many students and others in in
the university campus community.
Seeking a piece of fertile land, it is right under your eyes in Lingnan instead of somewhere in the
horizon far away!






⛪≲а⡷㢟⭠
ↀ䲭哇ᄖǃ䶣ษ䴢
എᜣҼ䴦аഋᒤҍᴸᆨṑᢩ߶ǋᏪইᖙൂǌⲴ䀸ࢳᖼˈ⭡䁝䀸ǋᖙൂǌ
ǃǋ⭠ൂǌ઼ǋ㥹ൂǌй
ػൠᯩぞἽ॰Ⲵ㾿ࢳˈࡠ䚨ぞἽⲴ൏༔ǃἽ⢙઼≤Ⓚㅹˈ䜭ᱟ㏃䙾ཊᯩӪⲴ䙊࣋ਸ઼ࣚ࣋
ᡀቡҶӺཙᖙൂⲴ䶒䊼Ǆ
ᖙൂ㠣ӺᐢぞἽ䙾䙮ⲮぞἽ⢙ˈवᤜ᷌ǃ㭜㨌ǃ俉㥹ǃῆ⢙઼㥹㰕Ǆ㜭ཐᴹ↔֣㑮ˈሖᴹ䌤
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LINGNAN GARDENERS
NEWSLETTER NO.1
Inauguration Ceremony | The Plants| Activities in December

Prof. Leonard Cheng
the President

Inauguration Ceremony
“Thanks to the efforts by Prof
Lau Kin Chi, by the colleagues
from KFCRD and CS department
as well as by the students and
colleagues who participated in it,
the Lingnan Gardeners project
can finally be realised and lead
Lingnan towards the aim of
transition campus. Some
European countries and Japan
have been working on transition
towns in the face of the crisis of
the shortage of petroleum and
the problem of food safety. We
Lingnanians are also taking a
step forward in Hong Kong. I
hope the seeds that we have
planted today are not only
growing in Lingnan, but also
promoting the idea of harmony
between nature and human
beings.”

At the ceremony held on 25 Nov 2014, the President Prof.
Leonard CHENG made an inaugural speech, followed by the
remarks of Prof. Mette HJORT, Associate Vice President;
Prof. LI Siu Leung, Head of Cultural Studies Dept and
Director of KFCRD; Mr YAN Xiaohui, Lingnan Gardeners
project coordinator; Mui Che, representative of the Lingnan
Gardeners; and two student representatives Venus and Heihei
from Cultural Studies programme. The guests of honour
harvested some vegetables which went immediately to the
lunch table with simple but delicious food. The most exciting
part was when the guests of honour planted chili saplings,
because that’s what we are doing here: plant some plants,
plant some hope, plant some future.
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Harvest activity on Dec 9
Look how happy everyone was with a box of green vegetables!



















Cultural Studies
students have their own
row of responsibility in the
Wonderland. They sowed the
seeds and will be watching the
entire process of the growth of
the plants, all the way to harvest;
but more than that, they let
their creativity sparkle, too!

Insects Awakening
In this month, with "Insects
Awakening”, we will start spring
planting. Come and check out new
additions we have to Wonderland,
Fragrant Garden and Paradise Lot.
Can you tell what these fruit trees
are?

Activities in March
8/3
(Sun)

10:30-12:00

9/3
(Mon)

13:00

Harvest for the women!

along with the Equal Opportunities Committee at Lingnan, we are co-organizing the kick-off
event for the ‘Equal Opportunities Awareness Week’.
You are most welcome! The more, the merrier!

19/3
(Thurs)

Hmm… imagine that
wonderful smell!

12:30-14:00
planting mints, Sabah snake grass, etc. on the slope in Fragrant Garden.

17:30-18:30
seminar on “food safety”, presented by Mr. Yan Xiaohui.
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On March 19, Mr. Yan Xiaohui gave an excellentt
lecture on food safety. If you missed it, don’tt
worry, you can watch it on YouTube: https:///
youtu.be/hBahdBy06z0. And there is anotherr
lecture on soil, which was given on Decemberr
2014, check it here: https://youtu.be/
LcqONXipq5E.
Now with spring here, we have made full use off
the planting sites. You can find 18 more planting
boxes in Wonderland, Fragrant Garden and
Paradise Lot, and on March 17 we had asked forr
help for moving soil. More varieties of plants are
now in the garden: strawberry, passion fruit,
lemon, peach, grape, shiso… among many
others. Come and find them by yourself!

Activities in April:
12/4 (Sun)

09:00-11:00
building a path in Fragrant Garden; along with harvest: lettuce, leaf lettuce and various
herbs. Come and enjoy!

15/4 (Wed)

12:30-14:00
all kinds of chores: building sheds, grubbing up weeds, loosening the soil, etc. Weather
forecast: cloudy, 21-26 ℃.

21/4 (Tue)
LKK

17:30-19:00
Mr. Chow Sze Chong’s talk on “Good learning from agriculture” with Prof. Hui Po Keung as
moderator, the spoken language would be Cantonese.





Quiz with Prize: guess who am I?
 
r
The ﬁrst ten participants who reply the correct answers to
LN.gardeners@gmail.com will be rewarded with the fruits when we
harvest them! All are welcome!
*+VU\6 LN.gardeners@gmail.com#/$C);*&
0S“”soB5pZ4^C)s
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Beginning of Summer Day
You can ﬁnd ﬁve big pots in
Fragrant Lot, in which we are
planting rice. They are ﬁve
different varieties from ﬁve
different places: Jiangxi Province,
Japan, Thailand, Taiwan, the
Philippines; the seeds are kindly
donated by Prof Hui Po Keung
(a part-time rice farmer) and
SangWoodGoon Farm.
If you want to grow your own
rice, please write to us and ask
for the seedlings, we would be
most happy to give them to you
for a try. You can simply plant a
few seedlings in a deep bowl
with soil and water, and have fun
to see how rice grows!





You Are Wanted!
Now with the temperature going up, we would like to organize the Gardeners to form an “action
group” for the most important task in farming: watering. You can take responsibility for one morning
or one evening during the week to water the plants, except when it rains. If you want to be part of
this, please write to us, and we will contact you to make a roster and let you know how to do it right.

Good Learning from Agriculture
Last month, with honour we had a lecture with Mr. Chow
Sze Chong on the topic of “Good Learning from
Agriculture”, moderated by Prof Hui Po Keung. If you
missed it, don’t worry, watch it through the link: https://
youtu.be/wlt87I_BuGc

Activities of May:
10/5 (Sun)
Fragrant Lot

09:00-11:00
build a platband with bricks, harvest leaf lettuce, water spinach, and herbs for the herbal tea, too!

12/5 (Tue)
LKK201

17:30-19:00
Mr. Yan Xiaohui will give us a talk on the topic of “Rural Reconstruction Movement in Mainland China and
Participation of Youth”.

20/5 (Wed)
Wonderland

12:30-14:00
genuinely home-made noodles will be served, along with Pesto sauce fresh from the Fragrant Lot!
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LINGNAN GARDENERS
NEWSLETTER NO.7
06.06.2015
GRAIN IN EAR DAY

Bad news. Due to the flood and
extraordinary heat, some of our
plants, such as cucumber, pumpkin,
Hairy gourd, bottle gourd, tomato,
green bean, rosemary, thyme,
country borage, are either died out
or suffered from diseases. This is
going to be a tough year for farmers
in the Pacific-rim:
“The El Nino weather
phenomenon is becoming stronger
and could lead to severe floods in
southern China and drought in the
north, one of China’s disaster
management agencies said on
Friday…. Cities that have never
encountered serious flooding will

occurred 15 times over the past 60
need to be careful, while local
years and will continue to do so
governments in the north should
into late 2015.”
plan their water resources as the
regions have been suffering from
water shortage……flooding in the
Data Source: El Niño Grows Stronger, Threatens Floods in
south has worsened this
China’s South and Drought in North, Alvin Ybanez, May
30, 2015
month(May), with over 7.8 million
people from 15 provinces and
autonomous regions affected,
and with 43 dead, 14 missing
and 15,000 houses collapsed.
The worst-hit areas were
Guangdong, Jiangxi, Hunan,
Hubei and Fujian provinces…El
Nino normally occurs every two
to seven years and is formed
El Nino data map for 2015. (Photo : NOAA)
because of the emission of
greenhouse gases,
adding that radical
Here are some data for May in Hong Kong:
weather conditions
will occur more
Monthly Normals of May
May
frequently in the
M e t e o r o l o g i c a l (1981-2010)
(2015)
Elements
future due to climate
change.
rainfall
304.7 mm
513.0 mm
According to data
27.5℃
Average temperature 25.9 ℃
from the Japan
Meteorological
Data source: Hong Kong Observatory
Agency, El Nino has
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Madeira Vine
Madeira vine with
hidden extraordinariness
There are a few plants that climb up the bamboo
sticks in the garden boxes in Fragrant Garden,
(between LKK and HSH) which is called Madeira
Vine (Anredera cordifolia). They looks ordinary with
their lushly green leaves, but they are very good
for health.
In Chinese, madeira vine is called tengsanqi(藤三七),
chuanqi(川七), tusanqi(土三七). This plant, originally
from Brazil, is usually planted in Southern China
and they are mainly distributed in Yunnan,
Guangdong, Taiwan and so on.
Madeira vine, which is rich in iron, Vitamin A,
Vitamin C and especially selenium, has the effect of
anti-cancer, anti-ageing ,nourishment and
nourishing liver and helping to strengthen the
stomach, waist and knees, improve blood
circulation, dispel blood stasis, reduce swelling and
promote good bone health.
The leaves, the fruits and the buds of madeira vine
are edible and they have comprehensive nutrition
and medical effects. The cooking methods are
simple. Not only you can make a salad after boiling
the leaves, the fruits and the buds, but also fry
them with shredded ginger. They both are
delicious.
We would like to recommend a recipe for madeira vines with garlic :
Ingredients：
100g madeira vines
20g wolfberries
30g young ginger
Appropriate amount of sesame oil, rice wine and salt
Method：
1. Remove the stem of madeira vines and wash them. Slightly wash the wolfberry seeds
and shred the young ginger.
2. Heat sesame oil in a wok and stir-fry the shredded young ginger and the wolfberry
seeds until the aromas comes. Add the madeira vines leaves, rice wine and salt into the
wok. Cover the wok with the lid and cook for 30 seconds, and mix it with a little flavor
enhancer. Then transfer the cooked food to a serving container. Crack and beat an egg to
mix it with the food if you would like to make a smooth taste. Then ready for serving.



Okra
“Doomsday vegetables”
Okra
In the film Interstellar in which
doomsday scenario is depicted, only okra
and corn can be planted on earth. Why is
Okra seen as “doomsday vegetables” by
the film’s screenwriters?

Upcoming Events in September：
10th September (Thu), 6:00 -8:00 p.m. at LBY
G02: Seminar on "Economics of Happiness How Human Scale is Essential for Solving our
Social and Ecological Problems"(Speaker: Helena
Norberg-Hodge, Pioneer of New Economy
Movement)
10th September (Thu), 12:30-14:00p.m. at
Lingnan Garden: Food sharing with eggplants
from our garden.You are welcome to taste our
food and join us if you have a creative way of
cooking eggplants!

Okra, also known as ladies’ finger, bhindi,
bamia, ochro or gumbo, is originally from
Africa. In early 20th century, okra was
introduced to China and is usually
planted in Southern China. There are two
kinds of okra, red and green. The okra
that we planted in Lingnan Garden is the
green one. It normally blooms in the
early morning. However, the length of its
flowering process is only a few hours and
it wither in the afternoon. If you really
want to see the beautiful flowers of
Okra, waking up early is very important.
Okra is very good for kidney and
therefore it is called ‘the fruit of tonifying
kidney’ and even it is considered as
‘Plant Viagra’ in the USA. Apart from
that, okra can supply calcium and is also
helpful for weight loss and dispelling
fatigue. Not just the fruit of okra, but
also the oil extracted from its seed is
nutritious.
The cooking methods of okra are very
easy and no matter which way you cook
okra, making a salad or soup, or frying,
the dish with okra will be tasty. It should
be noted that, for removing its
astringent taste, okra should be boiled
for three to five minutes before frying it
or making an okra salad.

24th September (Tue). 5:30-7:00p.m. at
Lingnan Garden: Mid-Autumn Festival party
with lanterns and self-made mooncakes, and
Mooncake-making tutorial
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藤三七
“大智若愚”
藤三七
在草園的木箱內，有幾纏繞竹竿
生長的植物， 叫藤三七，看上去
只是葉子生長的繁茂些，似乎沒什
特別，但細細究下來，這是
個好東西。
藤三七又稱川七、土三七，原

于巴
¾ï

西，在中國南方地區種植較多，主要
分佈于雲南、廣東、臺灣等地。
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藤三七含有富的鐵、Va和Vc，其
中富含量奇高，具有抗癌防老、滋
補壯腰膝、活血及消腫化瘀、健胃保
肝、促進骨生長的功效。
藤三七的葉片、果實和嫩芽都可食
用，具有全面的營養成分和醫用功
效，

的食用方法比較簡單，水

拌、薑絲炒都美味。下面就
給大家推薦一種“蒜茸藤三七”的製作
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秋葵
“µ'Õ”
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在電影《星際穿越》中，末日的地球只能種植秋葵
和玉米。秋葵什會作“末日蔬菜”入劇？
秋葵又名黃秋葵、羊角豆，原 於非洲，20世紀
初由印度進入中國，多種植於中國南方。秋葵有
綠色和紅色兩種，彩園種植的是綠色的品種，
通常晨開花，花期只有幾個小時，當天午後就
會萎謝。如果想看到美麗的秋葵花，早起重
要。
秋葵又被稱“補腎果”，在美國更是被推“植物
偉哥”，足見 的補腎功效之 。除此之外，秋
葵還有補、減肥和去疲勞的作用。除了果實，
秋葵種子出的油也是營養價 高的植物油。
秋葵的做法簡單易學，拌、油炸、做湯都
美味，需要注意的是，秋葵在炒食和拌之前必
須在沸水中3-5分鐘去。

九月活動預告：
9月10日，星期四，6:00-8:00p.m., LBY G02 開拓視野，與大師同行。
主講人：Helena Norberg-Hodge 題目《幸福經濟學—全球視野下的在地行動》
9月10日，星期四，12:30-14:00pm，彩園：天氣轉，茄子終於有收穫，將與大家一起
分享。如果有好的創意吃法，歡迎加入我們 ！
9月24日，星期二， 5:30-7:00pm，彩園：中秋到，這裡有燈籠，有自製的有機月，居
然還可以現場參與制作月 ，能不來？！

感謝彩園水隊成員的辛勤付出！
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Our eggplants came a bit late.

Can you smell the aroma of the paddy?
稻香

而來的茄子

Do you know soybean is called edamame bean
when it was young?
哈哈， 原來黃豆年輕的時候叫“毛豆”

Our delicious red amaranth stem soup
美味的菜根湯
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Cold Dews


Cold Dews
Dry air in autumn can cause autumn dryness
such as the dryness of skin, nasal cavity and
respiratory tract and thus we should have a diet
which can nourish the Yin and lung.

The term of “Cold Dews” (hanlu), the 17th solar
term, means that the temperature in this period is
lower than the temperature during the period of
White Dews which was introduced in our previous
newsletter.The weather after White Dews is getting
cooler and dews start to appear in this period. With
the cooler weather in Cold Dews, dews become
heavier, almost solidifying into frost.

Here are some tips for the prevention of autumn
dryness:
1. Eat more soft and moist food for
strengthening the body and less spicy food for
preventing from accumulating too much heat in
the body.

The part of Nan Mountains and the northern area
in China have already entered into late autumn
with white clouds, red leaves and occasional early
frost.Winter is coming very soon or has come to
the northeast and northwest China. Winter is
coming very soon or has come to the northeast and
northwest China. In the southern area, the autumn
atmosphere is getting stronger with the silence of
cicadas and the withering of lotus.

2. Keep the indoor humidity up by placing a
humidifier or an aquarium.

Since we should not expose our body after White
Dews and our feet after Cold Dews, we should wear
long sleeves during the period after White Dews
and keep our feet warm after Cold Dews.

3. Drink more water
and take more soup and
w
fruits such as snow pears, bananas, melons,
apples, persimmons and grapes.

4. Put on moisture cream forr skin protection aand
prevention
of skin dryness.
p
y



Lingnan Garden's Activities
in September
Many activities were held in Lingnan Garden
in September. On the 10 September, for
the preparation for the planting of autumn
vegetables, we, Lingnan Gardeners, harvested
malabar spinach, water spinach and amaranth
,and consolidated the land. Besides, we had
okra soup, eggplant rice and noodles with
Lingnan Garden’s chili sauce for lunch and they
were very delicious and healthy.

Here is the link of the video on the food sharing
on 10 September:
https://youtu.be/KUJi4A8rMMg
In the evening, co-organizing with Global
University for Sustainability, we had Helena
Norberg-Hodge, the founder and the director of
Local Futures/International Society for Ecology
and Culture (ISEC), and the producer and codirector of the award-winning documentary The
Economics of Happiness (2011), as our speaker
for the public lecture "Economics of Happiness
- How Human Scale is Essential for Solving our
Social and Ecological Problems".
We have uploaded a video of the seminar on
our Youtube channel. Please find our video on
Youtube and watch it, if you missed the event.

Here is the link of the video on Helena’s talk on
Economics of Happiness:

https://youtu.be/gsXf88fy8FU



On 24 September, about 40 people joined
our Mid-Autumn Festival party in Lingnan
Garden. We made snowy mooncakes and
   
    

members of Lingnan Gardeners brought
their self-made food or drinks to the
party, such as brown sugar buns, banana
cake and plum wine. We all really had fun
at the party. We would like to share the
happiness with you with our video about
the party.Here is the link of the video on
our Mid-Autumn Festival party:
https://youtu.be/BigDp1jl0KY

Upcoming Events in October:
13/10 (Tue),10:30a.m.-12:30p.m. at MBG01:
Co-organized by Lingnan Gardeners and Global
University for Sustainability [www.our-global-u.org]:
Seminar on “Buddhist Economics: the relevance of
an ancient wisdom tradition to today’s dilemmas”
Speaker: Prof. Jonathan Dawson, Head of Economics
at Schumacher College in Devon
15/10(Thu), 5:30p.m.-12:30p.m. at Lingnan Garden:
Food sharing with sour and hot noodles, and rice
cooker chicken
5/11 (Thu), 5:30p.m.-7:00p.m.at Lingnan Garden:
Tutorial for making cookies for royal icying

Moreover, we would like to share the
Chinese recipes of snowy mooncake, chili
sauce, eggplant ric and okra soup that we
made for the activitives in September.
(please see the Chinese version of this
newsletter.)
This year, we would like to hold more
cooking tutorials in the future. Please
stay tuned.
Please send us an email at ln.gardeners@gmail.com
if you will join the event.
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A little harvest from our garden
㼭㼭涸佐瑁

鼹㷸绢鼹❜崩
Exchanging their learning experience

剓㥪涸⚥猨狲暟厴㶩敚硱
Pomelo lantern is the best gift in MidAutumn Festival.
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Winter Begins
Lidong, the Chinese words of the
19th solar term Winter Begins,
not only signifies the beginning of
winter, but also of the period of all
living things’ hiding, hibernation
and avoidance of the cold winter
days, since “li” means “begins and
“dong” means “end”. Winter Begins
is a very important solar term
for agricultural society because
farmers, after a whole year of hard
work, stay with their families and
share the harvest and happiness
on the day of Winter Begins.
Around the period of Winter
Begins, the precipitation is reduced
significantly in most parts of
China. In northern China, the
crops enter into hibernation as
the ground is frozen. However,
in the south, this is the best
time for planting vegetables and
thus we just planted some new
vegetables in Lingnan Garden.

Winter tonic-taking is a Chinese traditional custom. In
winter, dumplings, beef and mutton are main food items in
northern China. But in the south, there are more varieties
of food in winter, including not only beef and mutton, but
also duck, chicken, seafood, carrot, sesame seed and nuts,
which are indispensable for warming the body during the
cold season.
After a year of our hard work, Lingnan Gardeners, with
the support from Lingnan University and our members,
becomes more colourful and our various activities,
including planting experiments, public lectures, farming
and reading, have enriched the experience of many
students and others from the community in the university
campus.

Sunlight has a Great Impact
on the Growth of the Plants in
Lingnan Garden
It is almost winter and it should be the time of harvesting
the paddies in Lingnan Garden. After a half-year growth,
although they were planted in the same period with the
same soil moisture condition, the level of growth and
maturity of the paddies planted in two different places are
quite different. Here is a comparison of the result.

Rice paddies' exposure
to sunlight during
different periods in
Lingnan Garden

10 a.m.

2 p.m.

12 p.m.



In early April, we planted five different kinds of paddy:
Jiangxi rice, Taiwanese rice, Filipino rice, Thai rice, and
Japanese black rice, in five pots with pond mud in Lingnan
Garden. On the day of Grain Buds, the 8th solar term, we
moved half of the Thai paddies to a pond in Sheung Cheung
Wai, Yuen Long, to contrast with the paddies grown in
Lingnan Garden. For the prevention of mosquito breeding,
we put some young fish into the pots to eat mosquito larvae.
Besides, fish manure can fertilize the rice paddies, forming a
micro-ecosystem in the pots.

As seen from the above pictures showing the exposure to
sunshine during different periods in Lingnan Garden, the
sunlight before 12 noon almost could not reach the paddies
and it only reached the first pot of Jiangxi rice paddies at
12 noon. After 2 pm, the sun was strong but reached all
the five pots only after 3pm. The length of the rice paddies’
exposure to sunlight was less than 6 hours. Among all the
pots of different kinds of rice paddies, Jiangxi rice paddies
which got the most sunshine were the tallest, about 80cm,
followed by Filipino rice paddies and Taiwanese rice paddies.
The Japanese black rice paddies and Thai rice paddies did not
grow well because they received sunshine only after 3pm.

Rice Paddies in Sheung Cheung Wai

Thai rice paddies planted in a small pond in Sheung
Cheung Wai as the counterpart to the paddies
in Lingnan Garden grew much better. Its length
was much taller, about 1.8m., since they received
sunlight for a whole day. Also, the ears were strong
and thick.





From the comparisons of four different plants, it is
obvious that the intensity of sunlight and the length of
the exposure of the plants to the sun have a great impact
on the plants’ growth. The University’s allocation of three
areas for experimental farming since September 2014
has been a great support for Lingnan Garden. However,
in Fragrant Garden and Paradise Lot, with trees blocking
sunlight, the plants could not grow without adequate
sunlight. From the above comparisons of the four different

plants, it can be seen that farming cannot be separated
from the natural environment and it not only involves the
hard work and the wisdom of the farmers, but also water
and sunlight from nature. We hope that we will have
more land that can receive adequate sunlight for farming,
actualizing the concept of ecological transformation of the
campus.

Lingnan Garden,
Lingnan University and
the Community

This year, we tried to plant various
kinds of staple food, including
wheat, rice, sorghum, corn, potato
and sweet potato, in order to
help students who have enrolled
in Service-Learning Programme
to understand the conditions
for growing the plants, and how
the staple food they take look
like before they see them on the
dining table. The students were
enabled to understand that there
is no guarantee for a good harvest
through their farming experience,
when they found that, after a half
year of hard work, the harvest of
wheat was not enough to make
a loaf of bread, or the rice not
enough for one meal for a family,
even though they had worked hard
in seeding and watering. Their
understanding on farming and
food has been deepened.

From September 2014 to October
2015, students enrolled in farming
courses were over 850 persontimes. Besides, we also worked
with different departments and
provided more than 7 hours of
farming classes to students from
the community college and other
societies. What’s more, we also
held screenings of videos about
agriculture for enhancing their
knowledge about agriculture.



Every month, we organized activities to update participants,
including staff, students, alumni and their families and
friends, on the development of Lingnan Garden and
for them to participate in farming and food sharing,
exchange their opinion about food and the project of
Lingnan Gardeners. As of October 2015, we have held 26
activities of farming and food sharing and over 440 people
participated. Moreover, last year, during the staff Christmas
dinner, organic vegetables from Lingnan Garden were
given as prizes in the lucky draw. At the Lingnan University
Chinese New Year Media Reception of 2015, guests were
invited to taste the vegetables from our garden. In March
2015, Lingnan University Equal Opportunities Committee
(LU-EOC) and Lingnan Gardeners co-organised the Equal

Opportunities Awareness Week. In September, we held a
Mid-Autumn Festival activity. All these activities have won
strong support from and active participation of staff and
students.
As Xunzi says, a journey of a thousand miles can be
undertaken only with the accumulation of every single
footstep. Because of every single step of our activity, the
distance among students, staff, their families and their
friends has diminished. They not only know more about
farming, they also experience the joy of farming. In relating
to the farmland, we can return to the simplest and most
peaceful way of life, adjusting our habits and life style
according to the seasons.



Food Party for Chong Yang Festival
On the evening of 15 October, we made hot and sour
noodles with chili peppers and organic sweet potato flour
noodles at the food party for Chong Yang Festival. If you
missed this event, please find the video on our Youtube
channel: https://youtu.be/sIFB0Sp3XZY
p //y
/
p

young farmers and scholars who specialize in
global development studies. The public seminars
covered a wide range of topics, including the rural
reconstruction, reflection on agriculture in Hong
Kong, and “Economics Happiness” presented
by Helena Norberg-Hodge, a pioneer of the 'new
economy' movement.

“Farming during sunny days, studying
on rainy days” (Qinggengyudu), a combination
of practice and learning, is the aim of Lingnan
Garden. Apart from providing students farming
lessons and organizing food sharing parties, we
also held six public lectures with the speakers
from different cultural backgrounds, including



Lecture by Professor Jonathan Dawson, Head
of Economics at Schumacher College, U.K.
On 13 November, we had Prof. Jonathan Dawson, Head
of Economics at Schumacher College in Devon, as our
speaker for a public lecture on “Buddhist Economics:
the relevance of an ancient wisdom tradition to today’s
dilemmas”. The event was co-organised with Global
University for Sustainability.

ecovillages, African cultural encounters, as well as the
happiness of parenthood. Here is the link of the video:
https://youtu.be/EzzmTKps9Lo

Professor Chan Shun Hing of the Department of
Cultural Studies was moderator and Professor Sit
Tsui of Southwest University was commentator.
Apart from Lingnan faculty staff, undergraduates,
postgraduates, and alumni, representatives of social
organizations like St. James' Settlement of Wan Chai,
and Partnership for Eco-Agriculture and Conservation
of Earth attended the lecture, with a total of around
60 participants. The audience enthusiastically raised a
lot of questions that aroused heated discussions. The
lecture lasted for 3 hours. If you missed the seminar,
you can watch our video on the talk on YouTube at
https://youtu.be/2h_0Fa4yQoI

Prof. Dawson visited Lingnan Gardeners

In July 2014, a delegation from Lingnan University and
Southwest University visited Schumacher College, in
order to learn and share the experiences of education
for sustainable development and the Transition Town
Movement. The members included Professor Lau Kin
Chi of the Department of Cultural Studies, Dr Erebus
Wong of Kwan Fong Cultural Research and Development
Programme, Professor Sit Tsui of Southwest University,
Mr Yan Xiaohui, the coordinator of Lingnan Gardeners,
among others. The recent lecture by Professor Dawson
reinforces the cooperative partnership among the three
academic institutions, working together to explore
theories and practices of education for sustainability.

After lunch, Professor Dawson visited Lingnan Gardeners.
He highly appreciated that Lingnan’s teachers and
students have been committed to food production, going
towards a “Transition Campus”. Professor Dawson was
also interviewed by Global University for Sustainability,
sharing his life experiences, particularly the turning
points in his life, such as the living experiences at



Schumacher College was founded in 1990. It is a leading centre
of education for sustainability in the world, promoting ecological
studies, social action and transformative learning. It aims to
inherit the spirit of rural reconstruction culture of the great Indian
poet, Rabindranath Tagore, as well as to follow the philosophy
of pro-people livelihood of the well-known economist, E.F.
Schumacher. Schumacher College joins hand with the Transition
Town Movement, encouraging teachers and students to develop
a harmonious co-existing relationship between the individual, the
campus, the community and the nature.
A group photo with the faculty staff of
Schumacher College

Professor Dawson is the former president of The Global Ecovillage
Network. He is the principal author of the Gaia Education
sustainable economy curriculum that has been endorsed by
UNITAR and adopted by UNESCO as a valuable contribution to the
UN Decade of Education for Sustainable Development.

Sabah Snake Grass
When I was preparing for this newsletter, one colleague
reminded me to write the story of sabah snake grass
here. Initially, I did not know much about this grass and
did not get used to its juice with the taste of grass. Then, I
realized the significance of sabah snake grass when some
cancer patients who were kins or friends of our Lingnan
staff came to collect the leaves or took some grass plants
to grow them at home. In spite of the advancement of
information and technology, more and more people get
sick and their diseases cannot be cured after receiving
all kinds of medical treatments. They finally choose to
go back to the basic and look for other possibilities of
survival in nature. Why? Is the development still not
enough, or is it the problem of the development itself?

Our organic vegetables may not look good because of insect bites, but their
taste is so much better than those with chemical pest control. The satisfaction
we get when we enjoy the harvest is priceless. We hope that, starting from
farming, this complicated world can go back to the origin and, from the moment
of sowing, can plant our future.
Finally, we would like to thank Lingnan University, the Department of Cultural
Studies, KFCRD and Global University for Sustainability for their support to the
project of Lingnan Gardeners. We deeply appreciate students, staff, alumni and
their families for their contribution to the garden and their participation.
Upcoming Events in November:
5 November (Thu), 5:30p.m.-7:30p.m., Tutorial for royal icing for cookies and dinner party
10 November (Tue), 12:30p.m.-14:00p.m., Hot Pot Party
We will share the vegetables from our garden and hand-made noodles with the students who have
worked very hard this term in looking after Lingnan Garden. You are welcome to join us!
13 November (Fri), 7:00-10:00p.m., LKK103
Lecture on “Community and Ecological Agriculture” by Mr. Yan Xiaohui
19 November (Thu), Farming lesson for 13 English-speaking students of Lingnan University
*We have XO sauce recipe at the end of the Chinese version of the newsletter.
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Prof. Kin-Chi Lau is currently Associate Professor at the Department of Cultural Studies,
Lingnan University, Hong Kong.1 Her areas of interest cover cultural studies, contemporary China studies, and comparative literature as well as critical pedagogy and gender
studies. She promotes the idea of a transition campus at Lingnan University and is one of
the initiators of the organic Urban Gardening Project2 there. She is also a founding member of the Global University for Sustainability.3 Rainer Einzenberger conducted this interview with Prof. Kin-Chi-Lau on the topic of urban gardening in Hong Kong via Skype in
March 2015. Michaela Hochmuth was in charge of the editing. The interview portrays the
Urban Gardening Project, its history, structures, and organizational characteristics. It engages with the participants of the project and their challenges and difficulties in realizing
it. The broader and complex concepts of food sovereignty, food security, and ‘commons’
build the contextual background of this dialogue.

Prof. Kin-Chi Lau ist derzeit außerordentliche Professorin am Institut für Kulturwissenschaften an der Universität von Lingnan, Hong Kong. Ihre Interessensgebiete umfassen
Kulturwissenschaften, zeitgenössische China-Studien, vergleichende Literaturwissenschaften sowie kritische Erziehungswissenschaften und Gender Studies. Sie treibt die
Ideen des transition campus an der Universität von Lingnan voran und ist diesbezüglich
eine der Projektinitiatorinnen des Stadtgartens für biologischen Anbau. Darüber hinaus
ist sie Gründungsmitglied der Global University for Sustainability. Rainer Einzenberger
führte dieses Interview mit Prof. Kin-Chi Lau zur Thematik des städtischen Gartenbaus
in Hong Kong via Skype im März 2015. Michaela Hochmuth war für die Editierung verantwortlich. Urbane Landwirtschaft erfreut sich in Südostasien angesichts wachsender
Besorgnis über Klimawandel und fortschreitende Urbanisierung sowie im Kontext einer
Wiederaufwertung bio-ökologischer Anbauformen als „gutes“ Essen einer wachsenden
Popularität. Das Interview zeichnet das Stadtgarten-Projekt, dessen Geschichte, Strukturen und organisatorische Merkmale nach. Es beschäftigt sich mit den Akteuren und Akteurinnen sowie deren Herausforderungen und Schwierigkeiten im Zuge der Umsetzung
des Projekts. Die umfassenden und vielschichtigen Konzepte von Ernährungssouveränität, Ernährungssicherheit und commons stellen den kontextuellen Rahmen des Dialogs
dar.

1 For Prof. Kin-Chi Lau university proﬁle, see: www.ln.edu.hk/cultural/staﬀ/lau-kin-chi.
2 The title of this interview “Plant Some Plants, Plant Some Hope, Plant Some Future” (Lingnan Gardeners, 2014, p.1) originates from the ﬁrst newsletter of the Urban Gardening Project at Lingnan University.
3 For more information, see the Global University for Sustainability’s website: our-global-u.org.


Rainer Einzenberger: You initiated an organic Urban Gardening Project at Lingnan
University in Hong Kong in 2014. What was the intention of the project and how did the
idea for this project come into being?
Kin-Chi Lau: We started this project in September 2014 but prior, we had been very
much concerned with questions of food security, food safety, and food sovereignty.
These issues have been our main concern ever since we convened two forums on
questions of sustainability. In December 2011, we held one main conference called
the South-South Forum on Sustainability4 at Lingnan University in Hong Kong and
in December 2012, we had the second forum in Chongqing at the Southwest University. To these two forums we invited over 200 scholars and activists from over 30
countries across diﬀerent continents, including Cuba, Brazil, Mexico, Peru, Bolivia
from South America; South Africa, Mozambique, Mali, Senegal, Egypt from Africa;
Thailand, India, Nepal, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Korea, and Japan from
Asia; as well as countries from Europe and North America. So the concern about food
sovereignty and sustainability has already been there for many years.
As for the project at the university, the main idea is that it would be a pedagogic
project by which students could gain more understanding not only about plants and
gardening, but also about issues of global warming and climate change. Lingnan is
a small liberal arts university. We have about 2,700 undergraduates, 3,000 associate
degree students, and maybe 2,000 postgraduate students. Previously, I sent students
to do their internships at diﬀerent farms in Hong Kong or even in Beijing. But this
only beneﬁted a few students. So, we thought, putting the garden in the campus itself would arouse more curiosity and interest, and with that we can promote certain
issues.
In September 2014, we made an application to the president of Lingnan University
to give us some sites on campus and he was quite interested in the idea. He himself
liked planting and came from a rural background in mainland China. He endorsed
our plan. The main locations for the garden plots are between several main academic
buildings, which means most people pass through the sites every day. At these central
sites, we started to make planting boxes, ﬁnd soil, get seeds, and then ﬁnd people who
wished to get involved.
Today, the people involved come from two diﬀerent groups: One group are students
who are taking some of my courses, which have to do with questions of sustainability, farming, or understanding global issues. So as part of their assignment, the
students are doing some farming at the garden during the semester. Another group
is called ‘the Lingnan Gardeners’ which includes staﬀ, students, alumni, friends, or
family members. This group is open for anyone who is interested – even people from
the neighborhood can come and be part of the project – and we encourage everybody
to participate according to their time and energy available. Sometimes, we also have
speciﬁc groups to whom we give the produce, for example the cleaning staﬀ, or the
security guards. The idea is that although we organize this project and take care of
the seedlings and plants, the produce belongs to anyone who cares to come to the
campus on the harvest days to have their shares.
4 For the South-South Forum on Sustainability, see: www.southsouthforum.org.


Apart from the farming and harvesting in the garden, we also organize seminars to
talk about food safety and other issues. One question we try to tackle is the question of ‘commons’. For instance, we tailor-made some 20 planting boxes with wooden
frames for the gardens in the campus. When people joined the Lingnan Gardeners
group, some people came and asked, “Which box is mine?” They had the idea that if
they took care of a box, it would be theirs and so they would be entitled to the produce. We encountered this question many times when we were asked what we would
do with the harvest. We have been trying a lot to emphasize that we would want the
people to see the campus as a common space, for which we are only caretakers. Concerning the garden, we only need to manage the water and the soil, since the plants
grow by themselves. We announce the harvest day at the beginning of the month in
our newsletter. On harvest day, whoever comes by will be able to enjoy a part of the
harvest. But the idea of commons is already very alien to many people who are so
used to private property, privatization, and the monetized economy.
We also tell students that the campus is a common space – not only for students
and staﬀ, but also for the cats living at Lingnan University campus. When we started
the planting, one main discussion we had was how we could coexist with these cats,
since they would mess up the gardens a little bit. We eventually designed some ‘playground’ for the cats with soil in certain boxes, and the cats got the message and did
not mess with our plants in the garden plots.
Another issue we had was that the campus management team used to spray pesticides to kill mosquitos and other insects. When we started this project, we wanted
to bring back butterﬂies and bees because we saw so few of them on the campus, yet
they are so important to nature. But we were told by the management team that if
there were any report of bees they would have to kill them since people were used
to some ‘urban’ idea of what was an appropriate environment for humans, and they
would see bees with their stings as dangerous. So bees needed to be eliminated. After
we started the organic farming, we negotiated with the management team to refrain
from spraying pesticides in the garden areas and now we have bees and butterﬂies in
our areas, but not in others. This may appear to be trivial issues, but we bring up these
issues to our students, some of whom may never have thought about them before.
We explain for example why certain chemical pesticides are killing all microorganisms in the soil and that normally there are millions of microorganisms in a handful
of healthy soil. In particular, we raise the issue of organic farming and the problems
of modern farming.
Einzenberger: How come the cultural studies program initiated such a project, and not
e.g. agricultural sciences or life sciences?
Lau: Cultural studies at Lingnan University is quite a unique program because we
are an interdisciplinary program and we have faculty members who are quite actively involved in social movements and local and global initiatives. That is also why
it seemed quite natural that it would be the cultural studies program running this
gardening project.
In our undergraduate studies, for example, we cover the question of ecological justice
in the curriculum. We discuss the linkages between ecological and socio-economic


justice. As students normally learn only with their heads but not their hands and
their hearts, we ask our students to sweat and labor in the garden. Through growing
local organic products, we also encourage students to see how over 90 percent of the
food we consume in Hong Kong is imported – some of it travelling very long distances from the USA or Europe to come to our dining table. In our master’s program
we have been running new courses which are concerned with the food crisis, the future of farming, food sovereignty, and food movements. Further, we have courses on
global issues and global cultures where we also take up questions of sustainability. We
draw on experiences from the people’s science movement in India or the Aymaran
indigenous movement in Peru, where we see the diﬀerent initiatives on water, soil,
and food. Such issues have been taken up in our courses.
That is why, I think, this subject is not only a matter of life sciences. At the cultural
studies program, we try to understand the kind of crisis we are facing in today’s world
and we also try to look for alternatives. But if we discuss alternatives that are too
grand or too remote from daily life, then the impact on the students is going to be
limited. That is why we also have this kind of farming project on the campus itself
– so that it oﬀers some kind of experiential learning, watching the plants grow and
linking that to diﬀerent issues. For example, we saw how the heat island eﬀect5 on our
campus caused the plants to grow very well in the winter because of all the glass and
concrete walls surrounding the gardening plots. We asked our students to do some
research and they found that the heat island eﬀect in Hong Kong was serious and that
the temperature rose by 3 degrees Celsius for every kilometer from the edge of the
city moving towards the city center, and that the average rise of temperature in Hong
Kong in the last century was three times the rise of the average world temperature.
These are some examples of how we try to link local experience with broader perspectives and global concerns.
Einzenberger: You refer to your campus also as transition campus, how is this linked
to the transition movement6 which tries to ﬁnd small-scale local responses to the global
challenges of climate change and ecological limitations?
Lau: In the summer of 2014, we went to the UK to see some of the transition towns,
for example Totnes7 and Bristol8. Introducing the idea of the transition town and
transition campus is a ﬁrst step to have people critically reﬂect upon the whole question of urbanization. The idea of the mainstream is that being modernized means
you are urbanized. Whether it is Hong Kong, or mainland China, or other countries,
people take pride when the proportion of peasants is altogether very small, and if the
urban population is high, it is taken as something positive. In 2011, China already had
over 50 percent of the population being urban. But we know that cities are basically
parasitical, since they do not produce food and there are a whole series of problems
5 The (urban) heat island eﬀect is the phenomenon of the average urban air temperature being higher
than that of the nearby rural environment. This eﬀect varies in time and place as a result of geographical,
meteorological, and urban characteristics. See also Kleerekoper, van Esch, & Baldiri Salcedo, 2011.
6 For the transition movement, see: www.transitionnetwork.org.
7 For Transition Town Totnes, see: www.transitiontowntotnes.org.
8 For Transition Town Bristol, see: transitionbristol.org.


related to urbanization. Therefore, on the one hand, the idea of the transition campus is to look for alternatives to global warming and the unsustainable ways of life in
the urban environment. On the other hand, it is to try to reverse and change some of
the values that favor and also privilege urbanization. One agenda for us is to try to see
how people can value farming and the peasants because they produce food and because they have been the most exploited sector of the population for a whole century.
It is in this context that we try to promote the idea of the transition campus. The
transition campus is one way in which we also try to pose the questions addressed by
the rural reconstruction movement in China. For about 15 years I have been working
with some professors, students, and social movements in mainland China to encourage young people to go back to the countryside, stay there for six months or one year,
so that they can learn about the problems of the countryside and through their experience there, reﬂect on their ideas about urbanization and modernization.
Einzenberger: Where did the knowledge for the gardening project come from, did you
have some advisors or experts?
Lau: Yes, we have one graduate from our master’s program who is the director of
the Little Donkey Farm9 in Beijing. He is an agricultural expert and has done organic
farming in China for 12 years now. As our key expert he teaches students, helps to
plan the farming, and takes care of some of the problems. We are all learning together
with him. I myself started to learn organic farming back in 1994, when I started some
poverty alleviation projects in the rural mountain areas of mainland China. At that
time I thought that I needed to know more about farming and agriculture before I
could start interacting with the local villagers. I have been trying to learn from this
and it has been a great pleasure for me to do farming.
Einzenberger: How are the participants actively involved in the gardening experience
working physically with the plants and soil?
Lau: Students had to do some hard labor during the clearing and the construction of
the garden and some students told us that they had never sweated so much within
two hours. Others made their ﬁrst experiences in constructing a path. One main
impact is that they realized the amount of labor, care, and time involved in growing
a plant. Certain perceptions, usually taken for granted, for example that rice is just
easily available at the supermarket or that there is abundant supply at the wet market, might change. We will also be growing some paddy rice on the campus so that
students not only know how rice grows, but that they also learn that food is precious.
Many students told me that one reﬂection they have since their involvement in the
project, is the kind of importance they now attach to food, and how they now feel
that the prices for food which takes so long to grow are inappropriately low.

9 The Little Donkey Farm is the ﬁrst Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) farm in Beijing. For more
information see: www.littledonkeyfarm.com.


Einzenberger: You also have special harvest days for women in your urban garden projects. What gender aspects do you see in this context?
Lau: That particular harvest day was the international women’s day on March 8th but
in fact among the Lingnan Gardeners, three quarters are women. We have some men
but they are a minority. Of course there are certain gender aspects to the questions
of farming and food but this is not a main focus of our work, maybe because most of
the initiators and participants are women, and most of us are feminists. So we put
in a lot of value to reciprocity and to contributions which cannot be calculated by
monetized exchange. These are some of the feminist values and approaches which
we have taken up.
Einzenberger: How important is healthy (organic) food for Hong Kong people, and is it
aﬀordable?
Lau: This question is related to a much more complex context about value change,
cultural change, and social change. Organic food from abroad is available in certain
supermarkets in Hong Kong for the upper and middle classes, and organic vegetables
are even imported from mainland China to Hong Kong. Now in Hong Kong you have
big corporations in the organic food market. But since the price for organic food is
50 to 100 percent higher than for conventional food, for the general population – the
lower and lower middle classes – it is hard to aﬀord. But if you would stop going to
restaurants and cook at home, you probably can aﬀord all the organic food for your
meal. But then there is also the question of time and energy that you have to spend
on going to the market and on cooking. That is also some constraint in Hong Kong
because so many people work overtime. I think the ‘cook your own meal’ movement
that has been going on in diﬀerent parts of the world needs to be promoted in Hong
Kong. But that will also require changes in work time patterns and in the intensity
of work.
Einzenberger: China experienced several food scandals in the last years (with baby formula, rotten meat, etc.). How was this taken up in the Hong Kong media and has this
inﬂuenced the idea for the project?
Lau: The Hong Kong media of course has been reporting a lot about food scandals
because this is a question that people are concerned with. The food scandals come
not only from mainland China but also from Taiwan, which previously was supposed
to be very safe, and then it was found that contaminated and recycled oil was used or
that they were using color and ﬂavoring ingredients. So there have been food scandals from mainland China, from Taiwan, and occasionally from Hong Kong itself. I
think the awareness for safe food is quite high in Hong Kong. There are quite a lot of
mechanisms introduced by the government for quality control. For instance, if there
is bird ﬂu somewhere in mainland China, no live poultry, chicken, or duck would
be imported to Hong Kong. Sometimes I feel that the phobia about food safety is
excessive. There is need for more education about food that seems to be hygienically
produced and safe, such as junk food from big food chains, but of course some of us


know that it is not healthy. There is still a lot that we need to do in terms of people’s
understanding about what kind of food is healthy.
Another aspect on which we would like to focus is the idea of local production for local consumption. It is both a question of food sovereignty, and the need to reduce the
distance that food travels from around the world to the dinner tables in Hong Kong.
That of course has direct consequences for the CO2 emissions, climate change, and
global warming. Hong Kong is very vulnerable in terms of its dependence on food
imports from the USA, Brazil, and mainland China.10 This question is relevant not
only in terms of food safety and food sovereignty, but also in terms of the ecological
footprint.
Einzenberger: What resonance does your project have in Hong Kong and maybe beyond?
Lau: Many people have been interested in our project and we got reported on in
some mass media. After we started this project, some universities in Shanghai and
Chongqing also got interested in promoting the idea of the transition campus. They
contacted us and wanted to see how they could grow organic food on the campus as
an educational project for all students. Many universities in Southeast Asia, South
Asia, or China have sites where they do organic agriculture, but mostly by the agricultural departments. For us, we want to stress not only growing organic food but also
a whole series of issues. So we have been discussing this with other colleagues from
Shanghai and Beijing, and there is some interest in building certain networks so we
can interact with and learn from each other.
Einzenberger: Do you also have networks with Southeast Asia?
Lau: Yes, for example in Thailand, we visited Chiang Mai University two months ago
and also know many colleagues at Chulalongkorn University. They have been sending students for internships to the countryside and to villages. Apart from academia,
we also have contacts with several rural reconstruction movements in Southeast Asia
and South Asia – in the Philippines, Thailand, India, and Nepal. With them, we have
been working on networks to see how we can share our resources to run short term
courses or particular programs for young people.
Einzenberger: In Vienna, since recently, there are many urban agriculture and gardening initiatives. Would you say that urban gardening in Hong Kong and Southeast Asia is
becoming popular or is it rather a marginal issue within a small group of academics or
activists?
Lau: Of course, in a way it is still marginal but I also ﬁnd that urban gardening has
gone beyond a small group of activists or academics. In some neighborhoods, for
instance in some primary and secondary schools, we can also see the promotion of
urban gardening. These initiatives also come up as a kind of response to the problems
10 According to the statistics of the Office of the United States Trade Representative, in 2013, Hong
Kong was the 6th largest export market for agricultural goods. Mainland China was the largest (United
States Trade Representative, 2014, p. 1).


of food insecurity, global warming, etc. Somehow we can try to promote this more as
an alternative to the crises and problems that we face today.
Einzenberger: Do you see any evolving research topics in this context?
Lau: I think one question is about food movements. How there can be autonomous
food movements of people who grow their own food, in their local neighborhoods,
and take up urban farming or subsidize and support rural regeneration movements,
and also how these would be related to lifestyle changes. I think Michael Pollan11 said
in his promotion of the food movement, that as long as people cook their own meals
they won’t have all the problems of obesity and heart disease which come along with
the consumption of junk food.
But these issues need to be taken up by the general public and not only by activist
groups, advocacy groups, or academics who discuss them in the classrooms. People
need to make eﬀorts to make some changes, however trivial they may appear to be.
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伢伏ǃڕᓧ㠷⭏᮷᰾
üü⠏伺ᆨ㠷Ā、ᆨѫ㗙āⲴ৽ᙍ
ࢹڕ㣍ǃ⭠ᶮǃ█ہ

ᕅ䀰˖ࡽнѵⴻࡠаࡷᯠ㚎:Ā≁ޘ㼌⻈ 15 ᒤ˖⻈咭㠤⯵⯁䴢ā
Ǆ1990 ᒤˈѝ഻ੁц⭼䄮ˈ
㾱൘ 2000 ᒤሖ⨮⎸䲔⻈㕪ѿ⯵Ǆ⛪ሖ⨮䙉ˈ⁉ⴞػ1994 ᒤˈǉ伏咭࣐⻈⎸䲔⻈㕪ѿডᇣ㇑
⨶ọֻǊ↓ᔿ䙊䙾іᯭ㹼ˈ≁ޘ伏咭࣐⻈⛪а丵഻ㆆˈԕ⌅ᖻᖒᔿቡ↔പᇊǄնᬊѝ഻ڕ
ᓧᮉ㛢ѝᗳ 2013 ᒤⲴ䋷ᯉ亟⽪ˈᐢᴹĀ5 ⴱ॰⻈䙾䟿ᇈᯩ䂽ေ㜵ڕᓧā
ǄԕेӜᐲ⛪ֻˈ
⭢⣰㞪ⱼⲬ⯵⦷䘁ॱᒤ˄2003-2013˅кॷҶ 393.42%Ǆ伏咭࣐⻈Ⲵࡍ㺧ᱟྭⲴˈնᱟফᢺа
ྭػػㄟㄟⲴ↓ᑨӪ࣐ᡀҶ⭢ӒǄ

⠏伺ᆨԕڕᓧѻ䙢ࡠޕӪⲴفᰕᑨ⭏⍫ˈሽᡁⲴف伢伏ᯩᔿ઼ڕᓧ⭒⭏㪇䟽㾱Ⲵᖡ丯Ǆ
ਟ䇃ᡁفഠᜁⲴᱟ˖ྲӺӪⲴف⠏伺䆈䎺ֶ䎺ᕧҶˈਟᡁڕⲴفᓧᛵ⋱ফ䎺ֶ䎺ᐞҶǄ䙉
ࡠᓅᱟӰ哬ൠᯩࠪҶ乼? 䙉⅑ሽ䃷Ⲵޙսహ䌃࠶ࡕᱟ俉ᏪইབྷᆨⲴࢹڕ㣍ঊ༛઼ेӜ
ᑛㇴབྷᆨⲴ⭠ᶮঊ༛ǄԆف䮧ᵏᗎһ⭏䗢ᾝ઼ਟᤱ㒼ⲬኅⲴ⹄ウ઼ሖ䑀ˈሷᗎ伢伏伺⭏
乼Ⲵ䀾䄆䮻ˈ৽ᙍ⠏伺ᆨ൘、ᆨѫ㗙лᑦֶⲴ伺⭏Ⲵڕ؍䃔॰ˈ∄䔳࠶᷀ѝ㾯䟛伺⭏Ⲵн
਼ˈі䙢а↕䙊䙾ӻ㍩࠶᷀⭏䗢ᾝㅹ৽ᙍᙗⲴ㹼अˈӻ㍩؍䆧৺ᗙ⍫ۣ㎡⸕䆈৺ᔪΏ⭏
᮷᰾Ⲵ䀾䄆Ǆ

ࢹڕ㣍ˈ俉བྷᆨ∄䔳᮷ᆨঊ༛ˈԫᮉᏪইབྷᆨ᮷ॆ⹄ウ㌫ˈᏪইབྷᆨ㗔㣣᮷ॆ⹄ウ৺Ⲭኅ
䜘⭏⭏䀸㠷᮷ॆ丵ⴞ㎡㉼Ǆ઼⨳ޘᒣ႖ྣᴳ˄Peace Women Across the Globe˅⨶һ˗ਖ
于ሖ䑀ц⭼䄆˄World Forum for Alternatives˅࢟ѫᑝ˗ӎ⍢ᆨ㘵Ӕ⍱˄Asian Regional Exchange
for New Alternatives˅ѫᑝǄѫ㾱Ⲵ⹄ウ㠸䏓ᱟ᮷ᆨ㠷᮷ॆǃॆ⨳ޘ㠷ਟᤱ㒼ሖ䑀ǃᢩࡔᮉ
㛢ᆨㅹǄ
⭠ᶮˈѝ഻⽮ᴳ、ᆨ䲒ଢᆨঊ༛ˈѝ഻、ᆨ䲒⨶ᆨ˄、ᆨਢ˅ঊ༛ˈेӜᑛㇴབྷᆨଢᆨ㠷⽮



ᴳᆨᆨ䲒ᮉᦸˈѝ഻㠚❦䗟䅹⌅⹄ウᴳ⨶һˈѝ഻、ᆨଢᆨᆨᴳ⨶һǄ㪇ᴹǉ䆖ᜅ、ᆨǊǃ
ǉᆨ࿆㠷ഋဘཚ᭸៹——、ᆨ᮷ॆሽ䂡䤴Ǌ(㠷ࢹ㨟ہਸ㪇)ǃ
ǉ⾎䵸ц⭼Ⲵ佈丫——㌽㾯᯿,а
ػਔ㘱≁᯿Ⲵ䆺䚧Ǌǃ
ǉᴹ䲀ൠ⨳ᱲԓⲴᠧ⯁䄆——ᵚֶⲴц⭼ᱟඳ൮ⲴǊㅹሸ㪇Ǆѫ㾱⹄
ウ么ฏवᤜ、ᆨଢᆨǃ、ᆨᙍᜣਢǃ、ᆨӪ于ᆨǃ⫠ຳଢᆨǃ、ᆨٛ⨶ㅹ˗ٿᝋ䐘ᆨ、Ṹֻ
⹄ウˈ∄ྲሽ⢋ྦǃ⠏伺ᆨ઼ඳ൮Ⲵ㏌ਸ⹄ウǄ
█ˈہѝ㨟ਟᤱ㒼Ⲭኅ⹄ウᡰⲴ〈ᴨ䮧ˈ俉བྷᆨᰕᵜ⹄ウ㠷Ӫ于ᆨঊ༛ˈᴮቡ㚧ᯬѝ഻⽮
ᴳ、ᆨ䲒⽮ᴳᆨ⹄ウᡰǄѫ㾱⹄ウᯩੁ⛪伏૱ᆹޘ乼ǃਟᤱ㒼Ⲭኅ乼ǃਸ㏃☏઼᮷ॆ
⭒ᾝǄঊ༛䄆᮷ᱟሽᰕᵜⲴ伏૱ᆹޘ乼઼ਸ㏃☏Ⲵ⹄ウǄ
⠏伺ᆨ㠷ڕᓧ⸕䆈Ⲵഠᜁ

█˖ᗎ⻈咭Ⲵֻᆀⴻˈ⨮ԓ⠏伺ᆨࡠᓅࠪҶӰ哬乼˛Ҽս㘱ᑛᘾ哬ⴻ˛
⭠˖伏咭࣐⻈Ⲵ⨶䄆ᱟᡁفᗎሿቡ⟏⸕Ⲵˈаੁᱟ⛪、ᆨ䙐⾿Ӫ于Ⲵ䟽㾱ᬊǄն൘ᗎଢ
ᆨⲴ㗙кᇊҶỠ㠚❦㿰ѻᖼˈሽᯬᖸབྷа䜘࠶、ᆨᡁف䜭䴰㾱䌚⯁ˈ⨮ԓ⠏伺ᆨ↓ᱟ
ަѝѻаǄ㉑㘼䀰ѻˈ⨮ԓ⠏伺ᆨⲴ䂽䆈䄆ส⼾㠷ᒮѾᡰᴹᮨ⨶、ᆨа⁓ˈᱟỠ㠚❦㿰Ǆ
Ỡ㠚❦㿰वᤜйػኔ䶒˖Ỡ䄆ǃ䚴䄆઼⊪ᇊ䄆Ǆ俆ˈݸ㠚❦㻛ⴻᡀаػಘˈ㠚❦⭼
ػ䜘࠶ѻ䯃Ⲵ䰌ײҏ䜭ᱟỠⲴ˗ަ⅑ˈಘᱟ⭡䴦ԦΏᡀⲴˈਟԕনǃਟԕᴯᨋǃਟ
ԕ䟽ᯠ㍴㼍ǄᴰᖼˈỠⲴ䙻㹼䚥ᗚ㪇⢙⨶㾿ᖻˈ䙉Ӌ㾿ᖻᱟ⊪ᇊᙗⲴˈਟԕ㻛Ӫᡰᦼᨑˈ
ማᡀਟԕ䀸㇇Ⲵᯩ〻Ǆ⠏伺ᆨ↓ᱟ䙉⁓ˈᆳᢺ伏⢙䚴ᡀ⠏伺㍐ˈᢺӪ億䚴ᡀ⭏⢙ಘˈ
іؑ൘⠏伺㍐઼⭏⢙ಘⲴ࣏㜭ѻ䯃ˈᆈ൘ааሽ៹Ⲵ䰌ײǄ∄ྲ㏝⭏㍐ A ሽ៹ଚᒮ丵࣏
㜭ˈଚ丵࣏㜭䰌㚟㪇ଚӋ⠏伺㍐Ǆ䙉ぞ㿰ᘥ㻛ӪᲞ䙽᧕ਇˈᡰԕˈӪفᮒᯬ൘伏咭䟼࣐⻈ˈ
іф⽮ޘᴳ䜭᧕ਇ࣐⻈Ⲵ伏咭Ǆ



、ᆨ৺ަᢰ㺃䜭ᱟสᯬỠ㠚❦㿰Ⲵᮨ⨶、ᆨᡰ㹽⭏ֶࠪⲴᢰ㺃ǄሽᯬԫօһԦˈӪف
ؑ、ᆨⲴ䀓䟻ˈ∄ྲ䰌ᯬӪⲴ䓛億㠷伏⢙ѻ䯃Ⲵ䰌ˈײӪؑف䙉ぞ䚴䄆Ⲵ⠏伺ᆨˈᯬ
ᱟ伢伏㹼⛪ቡ㴫䆺ᡀ⠏伺㍐ⲴਆǄӪˈؑفᬊ⨮ԓ⠏伺ᆨˈਟԕ⛪Ӫ䙉ぞ⭏⢙ಘ㼭
䙐ࠪᆼ㖾Ⲵ伏૱——ぞ⠏伺㍐Ⲵᴰ֣ᩝ䝽ˈᯬᱟᴹҶぞ㼌䡓ǃ㼌㏝⭏㍐Ⲵ㰕૱Ǆ⭡⠏
伺ᆨࡠ伏૱ᐕᾝˈ、ᆨᢰ㺃䋐䶒᭸៹Ⲵ⨮䙾〻བྷ億ᱟ于լⲴˈሽᯬḀぞࡦˈݸᴹа、ػ
ᆨ䀓䟻ˈṩᬊ䙉ػ䀓䟻ˈᨀࠪаぞᢰ㺃ᒢ乀ᯩṸˈ㒬㘼⭒⭏аぞ⭒૱ˈ䙉ぞ⭒૱ቡਟԕᡀ⛪
а⭒ػᾝˈ⛪䋷ᵜ⇆ᴽउǄնᱟབྷ㠚❦нᱟỠˈԕỠ㠚❦㿰Ⲵᢰ㺃ᒢ乀ˈቡᴳ⭒⭏䋐
䶒᭸៹Ǆ⻈咭ሾ㠤䄨ཊ⭢⣰㞪乼ˈ↓ᱟ䙉⁓ⲴֻᆀǄ
ࢹ˖ᡁ਼⭠㘱ᑛⲴ㿰唎Ǆ⠏伺ᆨ䙉ػ乼ˈн۵ᱟѝ഻Ⲵ乼ˈҏᱟⲴ⨳ޘ乼ˈਟԕ䃚
ᱟѝ഻䕨⨮ⲴޕԓॆⲴа䜘࠶Ǆ⨮ԓ伢伏ᆨ઼䟛ᆨⲴᡰ䄲Ā、ᆨ⨶ᙗāˈᱟሽ、ᆨⲴаぞ䳶
億䘧ؑˈᢺӪ億ᡰ䴰Ⲵ㏌ਸᙗ伏⢙⭘ሖ傇ᇔⲴᯩ⌅ˈᆔ・࠶䀓⛪㏝⭏㍐ǃ⽖⢙䌚ˈ❦ᖼˈ⨮
ԓ㰕ᾝҏ൘䙉ػส⼾кᔪ・䎧ֶǄᡁفᴹᗵ㾱᧒ウ䰌ᯬ⠏伺ᆨⲴĀሸᾝā⸕䆈ԕ৺䙊䙾བྷ
ۣჂۣⲴᡰ䄲а㡜Āᑨ䆈āˈᱟᘾ⁓㼭䙐ֶࠪⲴǄ
ൠᯩᙗ⸕䆈㠷ѝ㾯䟛伺⭏

█˖ֶ⠏伺ᆨⲴ䂽䆈䄆ส⼾ቡᴹ乼Ǆਟᱟྲօ䀓⊪˛ᡁ䁈ᗇ൘ǉ䴌伏㘵Ⲵޙ䴓Ǌ䛓ᵜ
ᴨ㼑ˈ䚱ݻ⡮·⌒ٛ1 (Michael Pollan) ᨀࡠ䙾໘㾯କӪ⦹㊣ぞᆀⲴ䆺ॆᖼˈ䳘㪇⭏⢙ཊ⁓ᙗ
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Ⲵ⎸ཡˈぞ⍱㹼⯵Ⲵ㠸䎧Ǆᗎ䙉㼑ਟԕⴻࡠ໘㾯କӪⲴۣ㎡伢伏᮷ॆѝᵜᱟᴹа྇⸕䆈
億㌫ਟԕ䚄ࡠ伢伏ڕᓧ൷㺑Ⲵˈѝ഻↧ֶҏᴹĀаᯩ≤൏伺аᯩӪāⲴ䃚⌅Ǆ䙉Ӌൠᯩᙗ⸕
䆈ᱟਟԕ䀓⊪⠏伺ᆨᑦֶⲴഠᜁ˛Ҽս㘱ᑛᘾ哬ⴻ˛
ࢹ˖⌒ٛማҶнቁᴨˈ䃷৺ᡁ⨮ف൘伏⭘ⲴĀ伏⢙āˈṩᵜнᱟĀ伏⢙ā
Ǆབྷ㾿⁑ぞἽⲴ䗢
⢙ˈ䶐Ⲵᱟሖ傇ᇔᔴֶࠪⲴぞᆀˈ䶐≞⼧䡰йབྷݳ㍐Ⲵॆ㛕ۜ䉧ˈ䶐བྷ䟿⇪㸢ࣁǃ䲔㥹ࣁ⇪
↫൏༔㼑䶒Ⲵᗞ⭏⢙ĂĂᬊ䃚ˈаᦗྭ൏㼑ᴹ 70 ܴػᗞ⭏⢙ˈնӺཙⲴ⌕൏ᰙᐢнᱟڕᓧ
Ⲵ⌕൏ˈབྷ㠚❦Ⲵ䘤സ䧸ᰙ㻛⸽ᯧˈ⌕൏ѝнࡠ⭏ࣳࣳⲴ⭏⢙ᗞ⭏⢙ˈ䃚ᗇᾥㄟа唎ˈ
ਚ㎖Ἵ⢙੨᭦≞⼧䡰ˈ䙢ޕӪ億Ⲵ伏⢙䚴ᴹӰ哬Ā⠏伺āਟ䀰˛⌕൏㠷ӪⲴ䰌ࢢײᯧҶˈ⨮
ԓ⭏⍫ǃ伢伏Ⲵぞぞˈቔަᱟᐲ⭏⍫઼␡࣐ᐕ伏⢙ˈᰙᐢ㠷ڕᓧн⋮䚺Ǆ
⭠ᶮ˖ᱟⲴˈ⌒ٛ䚴䃚䙾˖
Ā伏⢙ᱟӪ㠷⫠ຳѻ䯃ⲴԢӻāǄӪᱟԕਲ਼Ⲵᯩᔿⴤ᧕㠷⫠ຳΏᡀ
⢙䌚кⲴ䰌㚟ǄΏᡀᡁف䓛億Ⲵˈቡᱟԕ伏⢙ᖒᔿ⨮Ⲵᡁ⫠Ⲵفຳᵜ䓛Ǆ൘伢伏乼кˈ
ᡁሗ予ۣؑ㎡Ǆ⭊㠣ᡁ䂽⛪ˈۣ㎡Ⲵൠᯩᙗ᮷ॆǃൠᯩᙗ⸕䆈ˈᐢ㏃ᖸྭൠ䀓⊪ҶԕᖰⲴ
伢伏乼ˈࡷ䙉ػൠᯩⲴӪቡ䴓ԕ⭏ᆈлֶǄۣ㎡䎺䮧ˈቡᴹ䎺䮧Ⲵ⭏ᆈᲪភǄ
ࢹ˖Ӻཙ䘭䏅▞⍱Ⲵᱲ儖ӪˈጷቊĀ′⍫ā઼Āڕᓧ伏⢙āˈ儈㍊伏૱㑭ᱟ࣐кĀ㏐㢢āа
䂎ˈ䙉ӋĀ儈㍊㏐㢢伏૱āˈሽᯬᡁݸⲴف䕙ֶ䃚ˈᵜᱟᒣᑨн䙾Ⲵᶡ㾯ǄᡁفӺཙሽۣ㎡
伢伏ᯩᔿ઼⭏⍫ᯩᔿⲴ᧘ጷˈінᱟ㉑㾱䘄↨ⵏˈ㘼ᱟ㾱৽ᙍĀⲬኅā઼Ā⨮ԓॆāⲴ
䘭≲䇃ᡁفԈࠪҶᘾ⁓⊹䟽Ⲵǃ❑䄲ⲴԓܩǄᡁف৸ᱟᘾ⁓䕅⦷ൠỴҶۣ㎡ᑨ䆈઼ۣ㎡Ც
ភǄ
⭠˖ᡁᴰ䘁ᒮᒤᑨᝏⅾ˖
Āଢᆨᴹ∂ˈ䴰㾱Ӫ于ᆨֶ䀓āǄ㾯ᯩଢᆨ䘭≲Პ䙽ᙗ㎡аᙗˈ䘭≲
㍲ᾥഐǃа䀓䟻ˈ䙉ቡᱟ㾯ᯩଢᆨѻ∂ǄնӪ于ᆨⲴࡽᨀࡷᱟ᮷ॆཊ⁓ᙗǄѝ഻Ӫ䃚а
ᯩ≤൏伺аᯩӪˈ䚴䃚䶐ኡਲ਼ኡǃ䶐≤ਲ਼≤ˈӪᵜֶቡᱟ⭏⍫ᯬ⫠ຳѻѝˈ伢伏ᗎֶቡᱟ㠷
ᡰ⭏ᆈⲴ⫠ຳᇶ࠷䰌ⲴǄᡰԕ៹䂢ਲ਼Ӱ哬н៹䂢ਲ਼Ӱ哬ˈ䙉ػ乼ᗵ❦ᱟ㠷ൠฏ䰌ˈ㠷
ۣ㎡䰌ˈ㠷↧ਢ᮷ॆ䰌Ǆ⮦❦ᐕᾝ᮷᰾ᬤᕥѻᖼˈ⨮ԓ⽮ᴳࠪ⨮ҶаӋᯠⲴ乼ˈ∄ྲ
伏⢙ֶⓀ䎵ࠪҶᵜൠⲴㇴഽˈѳ㠣ֶ㠚ˈ⨳ޘ䙉Ӌ乼ᱟۣ㎡᮷ॆᡰᵚᴮ䶒ሽ䙾ⲴǄ
█˖ᴰ䘁ѝ഻ޗൠѝ䟛伺⭏൘䟽ᯠ㠸䎧ˈᡁفᑨਟⴻࡠѝ䟛伺⭏Ⲵᴨǃ䴫㿆ㇰⴞ䶎ᑨਇ↑䗾ˈ
∄ྲǉ≲䟛нྲ≲ᐡǊ˗俉ྭۿѝ䟛伺⭏Ⲵ㿰ᘥаⴤ䜭ᖸᕧǄѝ䟛伺⭏㿰ᘥ㠷㾯䟛Ⲵ⠏伺

䳮ຳൠǊаҖᴤ㻛ǉ㓭㓖ᰦᣕǊ઼ǉॾⴋ亯䛞ᣕǊ䇴䘹ѪĀ2006 ᒤᓖॱབྷࠪ⡸⢙āǄԆⲴ૱ᢺ伏⢙䟽
ᯠ᭮ࡠ㠚❦ѝоӪ㊫᮷᰾䘋㹼䇘䇪ˈሩ伏૱ǃߌъǃڕᓧо⧟ຳⲴਖ㊫⹄ウоᇎ䐥䜭ᴹ⵰䟽㾱Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆ



ᆨࡠᓅᴹଚӋна⁓?
⭠ᶮ˖ṨᗳⲴ॰ࡕ൘ᯬˈ㾯ᯩ䟛ᆨⲴ䂽䆈䄆ส⼾ᱟỠ㠚❦㿰ˈᢺӪҏⴻᡀỠ˗ѝ䟛ࡷᢺ
Ӫ㿆⛪⭏ભǄ㾯䟛䶒ሽ⯵Ӫˈᱟᐕ〻ᑛ䶒ሽаػᴹ∋⯵Ⲵಘ˗ѝ䟛䶒ሽ⯵ӪˈᱟаػӪ䶒
ሽਖаػӪǄ൘㾯䟛ⲴỠ㠚❦㿰ѻлˈа࠷⯮⯵䜭ᴹаػሽаⲴഐˈ∄ྲ⯵∂ǃ㍠
㧼ǃ㹰⏢㋈ぐㅹˈ㾯䟛ⲴᯩṸᱟԕᢰ㺃ᒢ乀˄㰕૱ǃ㺃)Ⲵᯩᔿˈ⎸⓵䙉ӋഐǄѝ䟛ᢺ⯮
⯵㿆⛪⯵Ӫ㑭億䓛億⣰⋱Ⲵ㺘ˈۿሽަޘ䓛ᗳ㏌ਸ㘳ሏˈіфᴤᕧ䃯⯵Ӫ㠚䓛Ⲵѫ億ᙗǄᡁ
ማ䙾ᒮㇷ㠷↔䰌Ⲵ᮷ㄐˈᡁ㠚ᐡੁۮҾѝ䟛Ǆ
ࢹ˖ᡁҏੁۮѝ䟛ˈ݈㇑ᴳُࣙ㾯䟛Ⲵᯧ⯷⇥ˈնᡁн䂽⛪ѝ䟛ᵜ䌚кᴤݚ䎺Ǆ冟䗵нᱟ
ሽᓨ䟛␡ᜑⰋ㎅˛ᡁف㾱ⴻѝ䟛൘䙾৫ⲮᒤⲴާ億Ⲭኅ䙾〻ˈवᤜ㥹㰕Ⲵ䆺ॆǄ⮦㙅ぞ⁑
ᔿ᭩䆺ǃኡ᷇⎸ཡˈ䗢㰕ॆ㛕≮☛ˈぞᐕᾝ⊑ḃ䟽ˈҏቡ䴓䃚ۣ㎡Ⲵ㥹㰕㰕ᙗᴳᴹᘾ哬
⁓Ⲵ᭩䆺ҶǄ↔ཆˈ䚴ᴹӪⲴ乼ˈн۵ᱟѝ䟛ᑛˈ䚴वᤜ㰕ᡯⲴ䝽㰕ᑛǄ൘俉ˈѝ㰕ᡯ
䟽㕪ѿᒤ䕅аԓ᧕⨝ˈ䙉䐏⽮ޘᴳᙕ࣏䘁࡙Ⲵ᮷ॆᴹ䰌Ǆа㡜Ӫн予⊹лֶ㣡ཊᒤᱲ䯃
ᆨ㰍ˈ䙉䐏ަԆۣ㎡㰍Ⲵ⎸ӑᱟа⁓ⲴǄ 䰌ᯬ伺⭏㿰ᘥˈᡁࢋ䃚Ҷˈ⋂ᴹڕᓧⲴྭ൏ˈ
ቡ⋂ᴹڕᓧⲴἽ⢙ˈഐ⛪൘⌕൏ѝ⭏䮧ⲴἽ⢙ҏᴳ㕪ѿ⌕൏㕪ѿⲴ伺࠶ˈ䙉⁓䓛億ҏᴳ੨᭦
нࡠ䙉Ӌ伺࠶Ǆഐ↔ˈ⋂ᴹڕᓧⲴ⌕൏ˈӪⲴڕᓧਚᴳᰕ⳺ਇᨽǄᨋਕ䂡䃚ˈᢺ䓛億ᆔ・ֶ
ⴻˈᢺἽ⢙ᆔ・ֶⴻˈׯн㜭ᢺᨑ⠏伺ᖒᡀ઼㏝㒛ᡰ䌤ⲴᴤᔓབྷⲴ㜸㎑Ǆ
ྲօⴻ䠍ሽ伢伏乼Ⲵ㹼अ˛
█˖ⴻֶൠᯩᙗ⸕䆈ሽ䀓⊪⨮ԓॆᖼ᷌ᴹаᇊⲴ᭸⭘ˈਟᱟ൘⨮ԓॆⲴ䙾〻ѝҏ䶒㠘㪇ᖸཊ
ᡠǄᡁفᴰ䘁ҏ㜭ⴻࡠаӋ㹼अˈ䂖െ൘ᚒᗙൠᯩᙗⲴаӋ⸕䆈ǃ؍䆧ۣ㎡ˈ∄ྲᰕᵜĀᇦ
ᓝѫ႖āⲬ䎧Ⲵˈ⛪؍ᤱᵜ൏伢伏઼伺⭏⸕䆈ۣ㎡ⲴĀ؍䆧ۣ㎡ᰙ佀āⲴ䙻अ˗৫ᒤ俉བྷ
ᆨ䮻Ҷᇦ㍐伏佀ᔣˈ䚴ᴹҶаػĀཙ㠪㨌ൂā……Ҽս㘱ᑛྲօⴻᖵ䙉Ӌ㹼अ?
ࢹ˖⭈ൠᴹаਕ䀰ˈĀbe the change you want to see in the worldā(㾱᭩䆺ˈቡ㾱ᗎᡁف㠚
ᐡ䮻䓛億࣋㹼)ǄӺᒤ 9 ᴸ 22 ᰕˈᡁف൘ᏪইབྷᆨṑൂⲬ䎧ҶĀᏪইᖙൂ㙅䆰䀸⮛āˈ൘
བྷᆨṑൂѝᗳս㖞䮻䰒Ҷᖙൂ˄㨌ൂ˅ǃ⭠ൂǃ㥹ൂˈᴹぞἽᒮॱぞ㭜㨌ǃ⬌᷌ǃ㥹㰕ǃ
俉㥹Ǆ৳㠷Ⲵ਼ᆨǃᮉ㚧ǃṑ৻ᴹ 60 ཊӪǄᡁفᨀࠪⲴ⨶ᘥᱟĀ䕹රṑൂāˈቡᱟ൘≤⌕
ൠк᭮ぞἽ㇡ˈ൘ᯌඑк؞ở⭠ˈ᭩䙐ᔪㇹᔒൠǄ݈㇑ਚᱟᗞරⲴǃኅ⽪ᙗⲴ䂖傇ˈնᱟᜣ
ۣ䚄Ⲵ⨶ᘥˈᱟᙍ㘳ᐲॆྲօ༎䗢ൠˈሖ䑀кྲօᚒᗙ䗢㙅ǄⲴ⨳ޘĀ䕹ර䧞䙻अā
൘ↀ㖾ᐢ㏃᧘㹼ॱཊᒤˈᡁفҏᜣ൘俉᧘ᔓǄᴹᙍⲴᱟˈԕࡽഐ⛪ṑൂ㏐ॆᐕ〻ತ⚁བྷ



䟿䗢㰕ˈṑൂ㼑ᖸቁ㵌㴲㶤㶦Ҷˈ൘ᡁف䮻ぞἽᖼˈѵ䚅Ⲵ〰ᇒ৸എֶҶǄᡁف䙉ػ㙅䆰
䀸⮛ˈᗎअษ൏䮻ˈᕧ䃯ษṩǃᵘǃӪⲴ⨶ᘥˈᕅ䎧਼ᆨ䰌⌘⨳ޘ᳆ॆǃ⟡ጦ᭸៹ǃ
⭏ཡ㺑Ⲵ乼Ǆ
⭠˖ᡁሽᏪইབྷᆨṑൂ㼑Ⲵ㙅䆰ሖ䑀䶎ᑨ䇊䌎Ǆᡰ䄲≁ԕ伏⛪ཙˈ伢伏乼ᱟབྷһˈ❑䄆ᘾ
⁓ᕧ䃯䜭н䙾࠶Ǆሽ伢伏ⲴаػሿⲴ㿰ᘥˈ䜭ᴳ䙓䧆᭮བྷˈ⭒⭏ᐘབྷⲴᖼ᷌Ǆ∄ྲˈ⮦Ӫف
᧕ਇ⢋ྦᱟᡰ䄲ᆼ㖾伏૱Ⲵ㿰ᘥѻᖼˈቡ⭒⭏Ҷ⇿Ӫ⇿ཙаᶟྦⲴ䴰≲ˈቡሾ㠤ྦ⢋Ⲵབྷ㾿
⁑ᐕᾝॆ伺⇆ˈ䙢㘼⭒⭏⫠ຳᖼ᷌Ǆྲ᷌䙉Ӌ⍫अ㜭ཐ᧘ᔓˈᡁفᴤཊⲴ伏⭘ֶ㠚⭏䗢ᾝˈ
ҏᴳሽ䗢ᾝᵜ䓛⭒⭏⭘ˈ䙢㘼ሽᮤ⫠ػຳ⭒⭏↓䶒Ⲵ⭘Ǆ䚴ᱟ᤹➗⌒ٛⲴ䃚⌅ˈĀ伏⢙
ᱟӪ㠷⫠ຳⲴԢӻā˖⮦ᡁⲴف伏⢙ֶ㠚ᐕᾝॆ䗢ᾝˈᡁⲴف䓛億䰌㚟Ⲵᱟ䗢㰕ǃॆ㛕ǃ
࣐ࣁ˗ྲᡁⲴف伏⢙ֶ㠚⭏䗢ᾝˈᡁⲴف䓛億䰌㚟Ⲵቡᱟ䲭ݹ㠷བྷൠǄ
ࢹ˖ᡁفла↕䀸⮛᧘ᔓ⌒ٛ䰌ᯬᇦᓝ➞伏Ⲵ㘂នˈቁ伏⭘ᐕᾝ࣐ᐕ伏⢙ˈ䛓Ӌਚᱟ࣐
ࣁǃ䱢㞀ࣁਸⲴ◳ણᐕᾝ⭒૱Ǆᡁ㠚ᐡԕࡽ⛪Ҷⴱᱲⴱһˈ൘བྷᆨ䗖ޜᇔߠ㇡㼑᭮㪇ᒮػ
Ā⌒Ԅāⴂ伟Ǆ
Ā⌒Ԅā ൘俉乇⍱㹼ˈൠ䩥⋯㐊ᴹ࠶ᓇˈ᭮ᗞ⌒⡀࣐⟡࠶ޝ䩈ׯਟǄ⸕
䚃䙉ⴂػ伟ᴹ᭸ᵏཊ䮧˛аᒤʽᮒਲ਼˛ᡁ䚴ᴹаⴂĀ⌒Ԅā䊜ᢂ⮚㤴䟜㗙བྷ࡙㊹᭮൘
ߠ㇡㼑ˈնᡁнᢃ㇇ਲ਼䙉ぞᐕᾝ૱ҶǄᡁفᴳ䃻᳹䕍ǃ㺱᱃ཙㅹሸᇦֶᮉሾᡁفᘾ哬ぞἽˈ
ᘾ哬㠚ᐡڊ哥ọǃ㮴伵ǃ䃯ણ䟜ˈ਼ᱲ࣐ᡁفሽ伏⢙Ⲵ䂽䆈ǄԆޙفսᴮ㏃ᱟⲴفሽ䃷
హ䌃Ǆ
ҏ䃷伏⢙ٛ⨶˖Ӫ于ਚᴹаػൠ⨳ˈնᱟൠ⨳кнਚᴹӪ于

█˖ሽˈᡁفкаᵏ䃻Ԇف䅋ҶĀӜ⽮॰᭟ᤱ䗢ᾝⲴ∄䔳āǄᡁ䙉⅑എेӜⴻҶػ䴫ᖡǉᱏ
䳋ク䎺Ǌˈ䅋ࡠ⫠ຳ乼ᑦֶⲴ㌗伏ড઼ڕᓧডлˈൠ⨳♅ᯬ⇰⓵ࡽӪ于㠚ᡁᮁⲴ᭵



һǄ䙉ػ䴫ᖡᴹሽ⨮ԓॆⲴ৽ᙍˈਟᱟ䚪Ⲵᱟ৽ᙍ㼑ⴻࡠⲴӽ❦ਚᱟӪ于㠚ᐡˈަԆ⭏⢙
Ⲵ㻛⓵㎅ін൘ަ৽ᙍѻࡇǄᴰ䘁䰌ᯬĀ伏⤇㚹㘵āǃ
Ā伏刘āㅹⲴ⡝䄆аⴤ䜭ᱟ⟡䮰Ⲵ䂡乼Ǆ
ᡁفウㄏ䂢ྲօⴻᖵӪ㠷伏⢙Ⲵٛ⨶䰌ײ?
ࢹ˖Ⲵ⻪ྲᡰ䃚ˈ䴫ᖡǉᱏ䳋ク䎺Ǌ䰌ᗳⲴਚᴹӪ于㠚ᐡˈ᧘ࡠᾥㄟˈѫ䀂䰌ᗳⲴᒮѾਚ
ᴹԆⲴྣނǄᖡ⡷а䮻ˈӪ于䶒㠘Ⲵഠຳü—⋉ລ᳤ǃ㕪≤ǃ㕪㌗ˈ䙉ぞ⚭䴓ᛵᲟн䴰
ԫօ䀓䟻Ӕԓˈഐ⛪ᆳᐢ㏃ᱟ⨮ԓӪⲴޡ䆈ҶǄᖡ⡷ѝᴹаਕ䀰˖ĀᡁⲴفԫउнᱟᮁ
ൠ⨳,㘼ᱟ䴒䮻ൠ⨳āˈഐ⛪ൠ⨳ᐢ㏃㻛༎ᗇ∛❑ᮁⲴਟ㜭Ǆࢷᛵഽ㒎ѫ䀂ྲօ㻛偉——
Ԇ予䋐䎧ཆཚオⲴԫउˈਚഐԆؑԆⲴྣ઼ނൠ⨳кⲴӪ于ӽਟ㻛ᮁǄ㘼㘱、ᆨᇦ
Ā偉ᆀāফ␡⸕ˈ䕹〫ൠ⨳ӪкཚオⲴ A 䀸⮛ṩᵜнਟ㜭ˈᗎֶਚᴹ B 䀸⮛ᴹаб唎ނᗞ
ѾަᗞⲴਟ㜭ᙗǄᖡ⡷ᴰ㍲䇃Ӫ于⦢ᮁˈ൘ཆཚオḀػᱏ⨳кᔦ㒼䙉ػ⢙ぞˈնফᱟ䌤㎅
❑۵ᴹⲴ㐓ᐗਸǄഐ⛪ѫ䀂䙢ޕ唁⍎㘼н㊹䓛⺾僘䙉ػнਟ㜭Ⲵһˈᡀ⛪Ӫ于⦢ᮁⲴ䰌䦥Ǆ
䂡䃚എֶˈᡁ䚴ᱟᥪௌ↑ᖡ⡷㼑Ⲵว㪇㋮⾎ˈྲ㪋㱝㾯˄Gramsci˅ᡰ䃚ˈ䶒ሽഠຳˈ⨶ᙗᛢ
㿰ˈᘇ′㿰˄pessimism of the intellect, optimism of the will˅ˈণԕሙ㿆а࠷ᒫ䊑Ⲵࣷ≓ˈ
ᤂ㎅䓢൘㠚ⅪⅪӪⲴᒫຳѝˈ൘㤖䴓ǃᠧ⯁䶒ࡽˈ∛н㼩䏣ˈ㺍а࠷㲋❑Ǆ
⭠:ǉᱏ䳋ǊቡӪ于ⲴᵚֶᨀࠪҶᖸཊ٬ᗇᙍ㘳Ⲵ乼Ǆн䙾ˈ䙉䜘ᖡ⡷Ⲵ㑭億ੁۮᡁінௌ
↑ˈ䙉ᱟа⭘ػĀᝋāव㼍䎧ֶⲴ、ᆨѫ㗙——Ӫ于ᴰ㍲Ⲵᮁ൘ᯬ䀓ࠪҶḀаػᯩ〻ǄӪ
㠷伏⢙Ⲵٛ⨶乼ˈ䙉ᱟаྭػ乼ˈᱟаػ٬ᗇᙍ㘳ⲴᯩੁǄᘾ哬⁓Ⲵ伏⢙ᱟਸѾٛ⨶Ⲵ˛
䙉ػ乼ਟԕᗎཊػኔ䶒৫ᙍ㘳Ǆ俆ݸᱟ⢙ᵜ䓛Ⲵٛ⨶ˈ䙉ᱟᴰⴤ᧕Ⲵኔ䶒ˈĀ⢙ⴑަ⭘āǃ
Ā᳤↴ཙ⢙ā
ˈ䃚Ⲵ䜭ᱟ⢙Ⲵٛ⨶Ǆ
Ā䃠⸕ⴔѝ佀ˈ㋂㋂Ⲷ䗋㤖āҏᴹ⢙Ⲵٛ⨶Ⲵኔ䶒Ǆ൘⎹
৺ࡠअ⢙ᙗ伏⢙Ⲵኔ䶒ˈнਟ䚯ݽൠ⎹৺अ⢙ٛ⨶Ǆ൘ᖸཊ᮷ॆۣ㎡ѝˈ⇪⭏ᱟаぞ൘ٛ⨶
кᖸ䟽Ⲵ㹼⛪ˈӪ൘⇪⭏ᱲᱟᴹ㖚ᜑᝏⲴǄѝ഻ۣ㎡⽮ᴳ൘⇪䴎ǃ⇪䊜ѻࡽᴳᴹ㉑Ⲵ⾝
⽰⍫अˈぶᯟ᷇⇪㖺ѻࡽ䴰㾱ᘥ㏃ˈ䙉ਟԕ㿆⛪аぞٛ⨶кⲴᮁˈ֯⇪⭏䙉Ԧһ⦢ᗇٛ⨶
кⲴ䂽ਟǄ਼ᱲҏнᱟᡰᴹⲴअ⢙䜭ਟԕਲ਼ˈ≁ػ᯿ᴹн਼Ⲵ⾱ᗼǄ∄ྲˈᗼਲ਼⤇㚹ᱟ
ሽᲞ䙽ⲴǄᬊᡁᡰ⸕ˈᡰᴹⲴ⤙⦥≁᯿䜭ᗼਲ਼⤇ˈইᯩᡰᴹⲴに≁᯿ҏ䜭ᗼਲ਼⤇Ǆୟа䃚
ᗇкᴹਲ਼⤇ۣ㎡Ⲵˈਚᴹᵍ凞᯿Ǆᡁ㿪ᗇ䙉ᱟаػ⢩↺ⲴӪ于ᆨ⨮䊑ˈ٬ᗇ⹄ウǄᴹӋۣ㎡
䴰㾱൘⨮ԓ᮷᰾Ⲵ㛼Ჟл࣐ԕ㘳ሏˈቔަᱟᗎ⮦лᲞ䙽Ⲵ⫠ຳড㠷⭏ডⲴ㛼Ჟл࣐ԕ
㘳ሏǄ∄ྲᰕᵜӪਲ਼刘ˈ䴆❦ᱟۣ㎡ˈնᱟᵚᗵㅖਸ⭏ٛ⨶Ǆ



䗢ᾝ⭏⭒ѝⲴἽ⢙ᙗ伏⢙ҏ⎹৺ٛ⨶乼Ǆ䙉ػਟԕᗎ࡙ྗ⌒ᗧ2Ⲵ൏ൠٛ⨶ᡆ㘵⭏
ٛ⨶Ⲵ䀂ᓖ৫㘳ឞǄӰ哬⁓Ⲵ㌗伏ᱟਸѾٛ⨶Ⲵ˛Ӱ哬⁓Ⲵ⭏⭒ᱟਸѾٛ⨶Ⲵ˛࡙ྗ⌒ᗧѫ
ᕥˈᢺ൏ൠ䙓਼൏ൠкⲴἽ⢙ǃअ⢙ǃᗞ⭏⢙䜭㿆⛪а਼ޡػ億ˈ䛓哬ۧᇣ൏༔ᗞ⭏⢙Ⲵ䗢
ᾝᯩᔿˈׯᱟнㅖਸ൏ൠٛ⨶ⲴǄᗎ⭏ٛ⨶Ⲵ䀂ᓖˈ⭏⭒䙾〻ሽઘ䚺⭏㌫㎡Ώᡀ༎Ⲵˈ
ᱟнㅖਸٛ⨶ⲴǄ䛓Ӌሽઘ䚺⭏㌫㎡ᖡ丯нབྷˈ⭊㠣֯㠚䓛ᡀ⛪ઘ䚺⭏䙾〻ѻа䜘࠶Ⲵ
䗢ᾝᯩᔿˈᱟਸѾٛ⨶ⲴǄᡰԕ㎀䄆ᖸ㉑ˈᐕᾝॆ䗢ᾝᱟнਸѾٛ⨶ⲴǄᐕᾝॆ䗢ᾝ⭏⭒
ֶࠪⲴ伏⢙ҏᱟнਸٛ⨶ⲴǄ
伢伏ᆹޘ㠷᭯⋫˖䕹สഐ⛪ֻ

█˖伏⢙ٛ⨶⻪ሖᱟаػབྷ乼Ǆ伏૱乼нਚᱟਲ਼Ӱ哬䛓哬㉑ˈᆳ㠷ᡁڕⲴفᓧ
䰌ˈ䃷ࡠа≁ػ᯿Ⲵ伢伏億㌫ˈ㛼ᖼ৸⎹৺ࡠぞ⁓Ⲵ࡙⳺偵઼֯᭯⋫䀂䙀Ǆᴰ䘁ˈޗൠ䰌
ᯬ䕹สഐѫ㌗Ⲵ⡝䄆ᕅ䎧ޜ䎺ֶ䎺ཊⲴ䰌⌘ˈぞ㿰唎᷇・ˈна㘼䏣ǄҼս㘱ᑛ㜭䃷
䃷ࡠᓅ䕹สഐⲴ⡝䄆൘⡝ӋӰ哬˛ᡁف䂢ྲօⴻᖵ䕹สഐ伏૱?
⭠ᶮ˖ᡁሽᯬ䕹สഐ伏૱ᱟี⊪৽ሽⲴǄᡁࢋࢋف䃚ࡠٛ⨶乼Ǆ䕹สഐ⢙ᱟᐕᾝॆ䗢ᾝ
Ⲵ儈㍊䲾⇥ˈᆳᱟнਸѾ⭏ٛ⨶ⲴǄ਼ᱲˈ䕹สഐ⎹৺ࡠሽ⭏ભᵜ䓛Ⲵ᭩䙐ˈᗎ⭏ભٛ⨶
Ⲵ䀂ᓖⴻˈҏᱟᆈ൘ٛ⨶乼ⲴǄᡁᴮሸ䮰ማ䙾᮷ㄐˈᗎ↧ਢ˄ᐕᾝॆ䗢ᾝ˅㠷ଢᆨ˄Ỡ
㠚❦㿰˅Ⲵ䀂ᓖˈ䄆䅹䕹สഐ⢙䁫ᇊᴳሽ⫠ຳ⭒⭏༎ˈሾ㠤⭏乼ˈҏ䁫ᇊᴳሽӪⲴ
䓛億䙐ᡀۧᇣǄ俆ˈݸ䕹สഐ乼нᱟ、ᆨ乼ˈ㘼ᱟ୶ᾝ乼ǃ⽮ᴳ乼ǃ᭯⋫乼઼⫠

2ྗ⡮ཊg࡙ྗ⌒ᗧ(Aldo

Leopold)ˈ㖾഻㪇⭏ᆨᇦ઼⫠ຳ؍䆧ѫ㗙Ⲵݸ偵ˈ㻛ち⛪ǋ㖾഻ᯠ⫠ຳ⨶䄆

Ⲵࢥ㘵ǌǄԆ൘ǉ⋉䜹ᒤ䪂Ǌ(A Sand Country Almanac)аᴨѝ俆⅑ᇓሾ൏ൠٛ⨶Ǆ



ຳ乼Ǆᗵ丸ᢺ䕹สഐ乼ᗎ、ᆨ乼Ⲵ⤩ሿㇴഽѝᨀֶࠪˈ㜭ⴻ䕹สഐ乼Ǆ
ࢹ˖ᡁ䂽⛪䕹สഐ乼ケ亟Ҷ⸕䆈୶૱ॆⲴ乼Ǆ⸕䆈ᴽउ䋷ᵜˈ⛪䋷ᵜᡰ⭘ˈণа࠷䜭㻛
࡙▔Ⲵ❑䚺ྴ≲৺࡙▔⿱ᴹॆⲴ❑ᛵⅢᵋᡰ偵ㆆˈԫօ䰌ᯬ⽮ᴳǃӪ≁Ⲵ⾿⽹䜭ᡀҶ㯹ਓǄ
ն⸕䆈нᱟӰ哬⿱ᴹ䋑⭒ˈ㘼ᱟ⭒⭏ަˈⲴޡޜǃ⍱䙊৺ӛ⭘䜭н㜭㝛䴒ޡޜ么ฏˈн㜭н
・䏣ᯬ䳶億ᙗкˈ⮦❦н㜭㝛䴒⭠㘱ᑛᤷࠪⲴٛ⨶㘳ឞǄਟᱟˈᡁࡠⴻف䕹สഐㅹ乼ˈᡀ
⛪བྷԱᾝ䓢㯿൘ሖ傇ᇔ、ُٷˈޗᆨ઼⽹⾿≁ޘѻˈ㹼୶ᾝ⢏࡙ѻሖǄᢺ䙊䙾⽮ᴳਸ⭏
⭒Ⲵ䋑ᇼ⿱ᴹॆˈнն㝛䴒ޡޜ么ฏབྷⲴⴓሏǃ⡝䗟ˈᴤ䙐ᡀ⽮ᴳ࠶ॆǃ䋗ᇼᠨ↺ǃ䋷Ⓚ
༏ᯧǃ⫠ຳ༎ㅹнޜн㗙Ǆୟᴹ㛟ᇊ⸕䆈Ⲵޡޜᙗǃ䮻᭮ᙗˈ㜭нᯧ䮻㣡㎀᷌ˈ⿱ᴹॆ
ਚᴳ䱫⽉ަ・䏣ᯬ䮻᭮ᙗⲴࢥ䙐࣋ˈ㘼⛪Ⲵޡޜᆈ൘Ⲵ⸕䆈ˈ㠚❦н㜭ԕ⿱ᴹ䋑⭒ǃ⛪⸕
䆈㘼⸕䆈ㅹ⨶⭡㠚ሱ⛪⦘・⦻഻ˈᴤн㜭⋯⭘ۣ㎡Ⲵᡰ䄲㠚ѫ⦘・㯹ਓ؍䳌ۣ㎡ᆨ、࠶・Ⲵ
㰙㊜Ǆ
㠹ֻػᆀǄↀ㖾⽮ᴳ䙻अ∄䔳⍫䒽ˈ㾱≲伏૱୶൘伏⢙к⁉㊔ᱟਜ਼䕹สഐⲴ⢙ᯉǄӺ
ᒤ 5 ᴸ 8 ᰕˈ㖾഻㫉⢩ᐎ˄Vermont˅⦷ݸ䙊䙾⌅ֻˈᕧࡦ伏૱⭏⭒୶൘伏૱к⁉㊔⌘᰾
䕹สഐᡀ࠶Ǆਟᱟˈᆏኡ䜭˄Monsanto˅ফԕԱᾝᱟ⌅Ӫˈަ㠚⭡㺘䚄ⲴĀӪā℺ਇࡠץ⣟
⛪⭡ˈᤂ㎅ᣛ䵢䋷䀺ˈ䚴ᨊ䀰⣰㫉⢩ᐎ᭯ᓌǄ ഐ↔ˈᴹ䰌䕹สഐ乼Ⲵ䀾䄆ˈнਟ㜭
н⎹৺བྷԱᾝˈቔަᱟ᧗ࡦぞᆀǃ㌗伏ǃ伏⢙⭏⭒Ⲵ䐘഻ԱᾝⲴ༏ᯧਢˈ਼ᱲҏᕅ么ᡁف৫
䰌⌘Ⲵ⨳ޘሿ䗢䙻अǄֻྲ൘ ⨳ޘ73 ػ഻ᇦˈᴹ 164 ػൈ億ᡀˈԓ㺘 2 ܴ䗢≁ⲴĀ䗢≁
ѻ䐟ā
˄La Via Campesina˅
ˈྲօ㠷䐘഻Աᾝ䙢㹼⌅ᓝ䁤䁏ˈ㺋ۣ㎡ሿ䗢㠚⮉ぞᆀˈ⮉؍䗢
ൠˈ㠚ᇊ䗢㙅ᯩ⌅ˈ᧘䙢伏⢙ѫ℺Ⲵ䙻अǄ
䰌ᯬ、ᆨ㠷、ᆨѫ㗙
█˖䲔Ҷ䕹สഐཆˈᡁف䚴ⴻࡠྭཊ⭏⢙ᢰ㺃൘伏૱么ฏѝ൘៹⭘㪇Ǆ↓ྲࢹ㘱ᑛᤷࠪⲴˈ
Ā䕹สഐㅹ乼ˈᡀ⛪བྷԱᾝ䓢㯿൘ሖ傇ᇔ、ُٷˈޗᆨ઼⽹⾿≁ޘѻˈ㹼୶ᾝ⢏࡙ѻሖāǄ
䕹สഐⲴ᭟ᤱ㘵઼ॆᆨ䗢ᾝⲴ᭟ᤱ㘵аⴤᕧ䃯Ⲵਸ⌅ᙗ䜭ᱟĀ、ᆨāˈᡁف䂢ྲօⴻᖵ、ᆨ
઼、ᆨѫ㗙˛



⭠ᶮ˖ᡁѫᕥĀ䆖ᜅ、ᆨāǃĀ䆖ᜅ、ᆨᇦāǄᗎĀ䴉࠳ࢽā䙉ػ䃚⌅ࠪⲬˈਟԕᖸᇩ᱃ൠ䀓
䟻㾱Ā䆖ᜅ、ᆨ઼、ᆨᇦāⲴഐǄྲ᷌ᡁف䂽䴉࠳ࢽⲴ䃚⌅ˈ൘䚿䕟кቡᆈ൘㪇䙉⁓а
ぞਟ㜭ᙗˈаᰖ、ᆨᢰ㺃Ⲵ䋐䶒᭸៹བྷᯬ↓䶒᭸៹ˈࡷᡁفቡ៹䂢䃚ˈ、ᆨᢰ㺃㎖Ӫ于䙐ᡀ
Ⲵ哫➙བྷᯬ㎖Ӫ于ᑦֶⲴ࡙ׯǄ䛓哬㑭Ⲵֶ䃚ˈ、ᆨᢰ㺃ቡнᱟྭᶡ㾯Ǆਚ㾱予䂽䙉
ぞਟ㜭ᙗˈᡁفቡਟԕ䀾䄆л䶒Ⲵ乼ˈ、ᆨᢰ㺃Ⲵ䋐䶒᭸៹ࡠᓅᴹཊ䟽Ǆᡁᨀࠪаػ
乼ˈ㠚ᗎ 1962 ᒤˈ㮮࠷⡮·䚌˄Rachel Carson˅ࠪ⡸ǉᇲ䶌Ⲵ᱕ཙǊԕֶˈޘц⭼ㇴഽˈޗ
、ᆨᢰ㺃Ⲵ䋐䶒᭸៹ᱟ䎺ֶ䎺ཊҶˈ䚴ᱟ䎺ֶ䎺ቁҶ˛㠚ᗎ 1980 ᒤԓѝ഻Ӫ䮻ᴹ⫠ຳ
䆈ᴹ⫠⨶؍ᘥԕֶˈѝ഻ㇴഽ、ˈޗᆨᢰ㺃Ⲵ䋐䶒᭸៹ᱟ䎺ֶ䎺ཊҶˈ䚴ᱟ䎺ֶ䎺ቁҶ˛ᗎ
、ᆨਢ৺、ᆨଢᆨⲴ䀂ᓖⴻˈ、ᆨᢰ㺃Ⲵ䋐䶒᭸៹ҏᗎֶ⋂ᴹ㻛ᯠⲴᢰ㺃ᡰ䀓⊪䙾ˈ串ཊᱟ
н⭒⭏ԕᖰⲴ䋐䶒᭸៹㘼ᐢˈ㘼фˈ䁫ᇊ䚴ᴳ⭒⭏ᯠⲴ䋐䶒᭸៹Ǆ䙉ቡᱟ⛪Ӱ哬ˈ、ᆨᢰ㺃
Ⲵ䋐䶒᭸៹ᴳ䎺ֶ䎺ཊˈ䎺ֶ䎺䟽Ǆᡁ⨮൘Ⲵ㎀䄆ᱟ˖、ᆨ઼、ᆨ਼ޡ億һሖкᐢ㏃ᡀ⛪
ডᇣ⽮ᴳⲴ࣋䟿ˈᡰԕ㾱䆖ᜅ、ᆨǃ䆖ᜅ、ᆨᇦˈ㾱ᔪ・䎧аぞ⽮ᴳࡦˈ䱢→、ᆨሽ⽮ᴳ
઼ൠ⨳⭏⢙സⲴۧᇣǄ
ࢹ˖ᡁ䂽⛪䲔Ҷ℺㺑、ᆨⲴ↓ǃ䋐䶒᭸៹ˈ䚴㾱⍎ᚹ、ᆨѫ㗙Ⲵ䚿䕟৺ަ䙻Ⲵާ億ᯩᔿǄ
㠹Ṩ䴫⛪ֻǄ2011 ᒤⲬ⭏ᰕᵜ⾿ጦṨ䴫ᔐһ᭵ᖼˈᰕᵜ᭟ᤱṨ䴫Ⲵ≁∄ֻᗎһ᭵ࡽⲴ㎅
བྷཊᮨˈ䆺ᡀ㎅ቁᮨǄ؇䃎䃚˖н㾻Ἢᶀн⍱␊ǄᰕᵜⲴབྷཊᮨᲞ䙊≁ˈ൘ཆⲬ⭏ᖼˈ
傊㿪ᡰ䄲Ṩ䴫Āᆹޘāᱟ䙉哬аػབྷ偉ተǄн㇑ԫօഐˈਚ㾱䴫࣋ѝᯧˈߧফᗚ⫠㌫㎡
→ڌ䙻ˈṨ⟳ᯉἂׯᴳഐ⛪Ṩ㻲䆺нਟ༃→㘼䙾⟡ⓦᦹǄ⾿ጦػޙṨ৽៹⡀ⓦᦹҶˈӪف
ṩᵜнਟᜣ⨮ˈۿ൘ᘾ哬䗖˛ഐ⛪⋂ᴹԫօ、ᆨᯩ⌅㜭⨶䛓ػޙⓦᦹⲴṨ৽៹⡀Ǆབྷۣ
Ⴢнሾˈ᭯ᓌ⮦ተ઼ᶡӜ䴫࣋ޜਨ᧑ਆĀ䳶億ཡ៦āㆆ⮕᧙㫻ਟᙅⲴ⨮⋱ˈቡㅹᯬ乼ᐢ



㏃䀓⊪Ҷ˛ᡁᴳ䘭ˈྲ᷌Ӫ于䚴ᵚᦼᨑ᧗ࡦṨ㻲䆺Ⲵᢰ㺃ˈফ⛪ࡽ࡙⳺൘⨳ޘᔪ䙐䙻
㹼❑ᮨṨ䴫ᔐˈ䙉ᱟӰ哬ⰻ⣲Ⲵ䚿䕟˛䊑⭏ॆ↖ಘа⁓ˈṨᢰ㺃ᗎֶ䜭ᱟ↖ಘˈᱟབྷ㾿⁑⇪
ۧᙗ↖ಘˈ⛪Ҷ⇢⓵ᮥӪˈнᜌᩝк㠚ᐡⲴᆹডǄ⾿ጦһ᭵ˈㅹᯬ൘ᰕᵜᵜ൏ᕅ⠶ҶṨᕸˈ
Ṩ䕫ሴⲴ䚪ᇣᐢ❑㢢❑ણൠ⊑ḃҶ൏༔ǃൠл≤ǃ⎧⌻ˈᜑ᷌ᐢ❦⨮Ǆ ഐ↔ˈ、ᆨѫ㗙
㾱㖞ᯬާ億ⲴҼॱц㌰ǃҼॱац㌰Ⲵ䓽һǃ᭯⋫ǃ㏃☏㜸㎑ѝˈ㜭⨶䀓Ӫ于ྲօ㻛㖞ᯬ
୶ᾝ⢏઼࡙䓽һ⇢ᮥޙབྷᠨ൘九кⲴ࡙ࢽေ㜵Ǆ
䰌ᯬ⭏᮷᰾

█˖ ⴻֶᴹᗵ㾱ሽᮤػᐕᾝ᮷᰾䙢㹼৽ᙍǄᡁ䁈ᗇ൘ㅜа⅑ইই䄆ˈ䀾䄆ਖ于Ⲭኅਟ㜭
ᙗᱲˈҼս䜭ᴮᨀࠪ䙾аػĀ⭏᮷᰾āⲴΏᜣǄҼս㘱ᑛ㜭䃷ал⛪Ӱ哬ᴳ㿪ᗇሽ、ᆨ
ѫ㗙ᤷሾлⲴⲬኅⲴഠຳ乼ˈ⭏᮷᰾ਟԕᡀ⛪аػਟᤱ㒼Ⲵਖ于Ⲭኅ䐟ᗁˈ⭏᮷᰾Ⲵ
Ώᜣ൘ѝ഻ۣ㎡᮷ॆ㼑৸ᴹ㪇Ӱ哬⁓Ⲵส⼾?
⭠ᶮ˖⭏᮷᰾ᱟӪ于Ⲵᗵ⭡ѻ䐟ˈྲ᷌Ӫ于н㜭䎠ੁ⭏᮷᰾ˈӪ于᮷᰾ቡᴳ൘ᖸਟ㾻Ⲵ
ᱲ䯃ޗ㍲㎀Ǆ䰌ᯬ⭏᮷᰾ˈབྷ億кᡁ㑭㎀ᴹйػ⡸ᵜǄㅜаぞᱟᴰ㉑ॆⲴˈᢺ⭏᮷᰾⨶
䀓ᡀаぞ⭒ᾝǄ∄ྲаػ㑓ˈ൘䗢ᶁᔪ䁝䗢ᾝ᮷᰾ˈ൘䧞ᔪ䜹䧞ᐕᔐˈᔪ䁝ᐕᾝ᮷᰾ˈ
ᢺаػ॰ฏസ䎧ֶˈᔪ䁝⭏ൂˈቡᱟ⭏᮷᰾ҶǄ䙉ぞ⨶䀓н䏣ཊ䄆ǄㅜҼぞ⡸ᵜᱟ∄䔳
Პ䙽Ⲵˈ䂽⛪⭏᮷᰾ᱟᐕᾝ᮷᰾Ⲵ儈㍊ᖒˈ䙊䙾ᢰ㺃Ⲭኅǃᢰ㺃䙢↕ᢺᐕᾝ᮷᰾᭩䙐ᡀ
⭏᮷᰾ˈ∄ྲᢺᢰ㺃ᖒᴯᨋᡀվ⻣ᢰ㺃ˈᢺ㜭Ⓚᴯᨋᡀ▄㜭Ⓚˈᢺ㏃☏⁑ᔿᴯᨋᡀ䘤
സ㏃☏ˈᐕᾝ᮷᰾ቡ㠚अॷ㍊⛪⭏᮷᰾ҶǄ䙉ぞ⨶䀓∄䔳Პ䙽ˈնᱟ䙉ػ⡸ᵜⲴ⭏᮷᰾
ᱟᴹᇣⲴˈᆳ൘僘ᆀ䚴ᱟᔪ䁝ᐕᾝ᮷᰾ˈ㘼фᴳ䋭䃔ᱲǄ䙉ᱟа、ػᆨѫ㗙Ⲵ⡸ᵜˈަѝ
ሽ᮷᰾Ⲵ⨶䀓㠷ሽ、ᆨⲴ⨶䀓ᱟሽちⲴ——ؑ䙢а↕Ⲵ、ᆨⲬኅ㜭ཐ䀓⊪ԕᖰⲴ、ᆨ



乼ˈ㘼ަᡰᴹⴞ⁉䜭ᱟ、ᆨѫ㗙䆈ᖒѻлⲴᒫ㿪Ǆ∄ྲˈᡰ䄲Ⲵ▄㜭Ⓚˈṩᵜቡнᆈ
൘Ǆㅜйػ⡸ᵜࡷ䂽⛪ˈ⭏᮷᰾ᱟᆼޘн਼Ҿᐕᾝ᮷᰾Ⲵаぞ᮷᰾ᖒˈᱟሽᐕᾝ᮷᰾Ⲵ
事㾶ˈᗎަ⽮ᴳⴞ⁉ࡠ䆈ᖒˈᗎަ⽮ᴳ㎀Ώࡠ、ᆨᢰ㺃Ⲵ䀂㢢ˈ㾱ޘڊ䶒Ⲵ᭩䙐Ǆ⛪↔ˈ
俆ݸ㾱ሽᐕᾝ᮷᰾䙢㹼ᗩᓅⲴᢩࡔˈަ⅑㾱ᗎۣ㎡ѝ⊢ਆ⓻伺Ǆཊ⁓ᙗⲴൠฏᙗⲴۣ㎡᮷ॆˈ
ᱟᴮ㏃ᆈ൘䙾Ⲵਟᤱ㒼Ⲵ᮷᰾ᖒǄ൘䙉ػ㗙кˈѝ഻ൠ॰ቊᆈⲴۣ㎡᮷ॆˈᖸਟ㜭ᴳ
ᱟᵚֶ⭏᮷᰾Ⲵᱏᱏ⚛ぞǄ൘ᔪ䁝⭏᮷᰾Ⲵ䙾〻ѝˈ俆ݸ䴰㾱ᔪ䁝Ⲵᱟ⭏䗢ᾝǄ
ࢹ˖ᡁҏੁۮㅜйػ⡸ᵜⲴ⭏᮷᰾Ǆ↓ྲᝋഐᯟඖᡰ䃚ˈ⭘䙐ᡀ乼Ⲵ䚿䕟ֶ䀓⊪਼а
乼ˈᱟ㹼н䙊ⲴǄ䙐ᡀӺཙᡰ䄲Āᐕᾝ᮷᰾ā˄ሖ⛪᮷᰾Ⲵ⇰⓵˅Ⲵ⚭䴓ᙗഠຳⲴˈᚠᚠᱟ
⨮ԓⲴ、ᆨѫ㗙Ǆ ᡁ਼⭠㘱ᑛ䃚Ⲵˈ俆ݸ㾱ᔪ䁝⭏䗢ᾝǄᡁ䚴㾱࣐аਕˈ㾱ᔪ䁝⭏
⽮॰˄community˅Ǆ䘁ᒤֶˈᡁ㘳ሏҶঠᓖǃ⌠഻ǃ໘㾯କǃ〈冟ǃ⬌ཊ⡮ǃ⧫࡙㏝ӎㅹ
ᔪ䁝⭏⽮॰Ⲵే䂖ˈᖸਇஏⲬǄĀ⨮ԓā㿆䀂ሽ䗢ᶁൠ॰˄ቔަᱟտ≁䗢ᶁ⽮॰˅ᱟн
ኁа亗Ⲵˈ䂽⛪ᆳف㩭ᖼǃᝊ᱗ǃ؍ᆸǃ䋗マǃа❑ᱟ㲅ǄਟᱟˈԆⲴف⢙䌚䋗マнᱟᗎֶ
ྲ↔ⲴǄEduardo Galeano Ⲵ㪇ǉб㖾⍢㻛࠷䮻Ⲵ㹰㇑Ǌ᧿䘠ҶӄⲮᒤⲴ⇆≁↧ਢྲօ
֯б㖾⍢ᗎ䊀侂䆺ᡀ䋗ⱐˈ㠣Ӻᛵ⋱і❑ᢝ䕹䙾ֶǄնᴹнቁտ≁䗢ᶁ⽮॰݈㇑䚝䙷᭟
䴒⺾Ⲵᛵ⣰ˈᑦ㪇㍟㍟ۧⰅˈফᤂ㎅⨮ԓĀᐕᾝ᮷᰾āⲴ⾿丣ˈࣚ࣋᧒㍒ᡆ䟽ᔪԕޡޜ䋑
ᇼ˄the common˅⛪ส⼾Ⲵ⭏⽮॰Ǆ2008 ᒤˈ⬌ཊ⡮ᢺൠ⨳⇽㿚℺઼࡙Ӫ≁伏⢙ѫ℺
ማ䙢២⌅ˈ⛪䙉ᮁӪ于ǃぞ⭏⢙ԕ৺ൠ⨳⇽㿚Ⲵ䶌唈䶙ભ䙻अࠪڊҶ⌅ᖻⲴ㺘䘠ĂĂ
█˖ᡁفӺཙᗎ伢伏ǃ伺⭏ˈ䃷ࡠ⠏伺ᆨ㠷Ā、ᆨѫ㗙āⲴ৽ᙍˈ৸䃷ࡠ⭏᮷᰾Ⲵ䁝ᜣ㠷
ᔪΏˈ⎹⦥Ҷᖸཊ䂡乼ǄؑᡁⲴف䀾䄆ሽӪف䟽ᯠሙ㿆伢伏ڕᓧǃ伺⭏㿰ᘥ઼৽ᙍĀᐕᾝ
᮷᰾āлⲴаӋഠຳ䜭ᴳᴹᡰஏⲬǄ
˄ᵜ᮷⛪ѝ㨟ਟᤱ㒼Ⲭኅ⹄ウᡰ㌫ࡇሽ䃷ഋˈ䜘࠶ޗᇩ࠺Ҿǉ㏐㩹Ǌ2015 ᒤㅜ 3 ᵏ˅
˄᮷ѝ䜘࠶െ⡷᪈㠚㏢㎑˅








伏૱ᆹޘ乼㠷⽮॰᭟ᤱ䗢ᾝ
üüӜޙൠ⽮॰᭟ᤱ䗢ᾝሖ䑀Ⲵ∄䔳
㺱᱃ཙ ᳹䕍 █ہ

ᕅ䀰:⽮॰᭟ᤱ䗢ᾝ (Community Supported Agriculture),1960 ᒤԓᴰᰙࠪ⨮൘ᗧ഻ǃ⪎༛઼ᰕ
ᵜ,ॱޛᒤԓ䮻൘㖾഻䗵䙏ⲬኅǄ⽮॰᭟ᤱ䗢ᾝⲴࠪ⨮ᱟ⛪Ҷ៹ሽ伏૱ᆹޘ乼઼ᐲॆ
䙾〻ѝⲴ൏ൠ乼,൘⭏⭒㘵઼⎸䋫㘵ѻ䯃ᔪ・аぞޡᬄ付䳚ǃ⭘ޡ᭦⳺ⲴਸᙗⲴ৽ᣇᙗ
ሖ䑀Ǆ൘䙉ػਸ䰌ײѝ,аᯩ䶒,⎸䋫㘵乀Ԉ⭏⭒䋫⭘ᡆ⛪䮧ᵏᴳ䮧ᵏ䀲䌬ᴹሿ䗢઼
ਸ⭏⭒㘵Ⲵ⭒૱,᭟ᨤ֯⭘⭏ਟᤱ㒼ⲴぞἽᯩᔿі㠷⭏⭒㘵਼ޡᬄ䗢ᾝぞἽ䙾〻ѝਟ
㜭ࠪ⨮Ⲵ付䳚;ਖаᯩ䶒,⭏⭒㘵䄮ᨀᴹ⭏⭒Ⲵڕᓧ䗢⭒૱㎖⎸䋫㘵Ǆ䙉ぞ⽮॰᭟ᤱ䗢
ᾝ㛼ᖼ㰺ਜ਼Ⲵ⨶ᘥᱟᔪ・䎧ᵜൠⲴ伏⢙億㌫іࢥ䙐аػ䇃䗢≁઼⎸䋫㘵а䎧ᐕⲴ⫠ຳ,㠤
࣋ᯬᆹⲴޘ伏૱⭏⭒ǃ⍱䙊㠷⎸䋫,іሖ⨮㏃☏ǃ⽮ᴳ㠷㠚❦⫠ຳⲴਟᤱ㒼ᙗǄ⽮॰᭟ᨤ䗢ᾝ
䙊䙾ᔪ䁝ᴹ䗢ᇦ㠷⎸䋫㘵Ⲵཕդਸ䰌ײ䔳⛪ᴹ᭸ൠ䀓⊪Ҷ伏૱⭏⭒઼⍱䙊䙾〻ѝǋᐲ
ཡ䵸ǌ(market failure)Ⲵ乼,㻛ⴻᱟ៹ሽ伏૱ᆹޘ乼Ⲵᴹ᭸ሖ䑀Ǆ䘁ᒤֶ䳘㪇ޜሽ㏐
㢢伏૱䰌⌘ᓖⲴ䮧,⽮॰᭟ᤱ䗢ᾝԕ৺ަ㹽⭏Ⲵ䗢ཛᴹᐲ䳶˄farmers’ market˅ㅹ൘ѝ഻
ޗൠ઼俉ǃ㠪⚓䜭Ⲭኅ䗵䙏Ǆн䙾,䳘㪇ሖ䑀Ⲵ᧘䙢ҏࠪ⨮аӋ䴰㾱䀾䄆Ⲵ乼,ྲǋؑԫ
Ⲵษ伺ǌǃǋ⎸䋫㘵Ⲵѫ億ᙗ৳㠷乼ǋ付䳚㇑⨶ǌǃ৺ǋ㹼ᾝޗ㾿ㇴ৺㠚⋫㇑⨶ǌㅹ乼Ǆ
⛪↔,ᡁف䚰䃻Ҷ俉઼ेӜ⽮॰᭟ᨤ䗢ᾝሖ䑀Ⲵޙս么䓽Ӫ⢙䙢㹼Ҷ䙉ᵏሽ䃷Ǆ

హ䌃:㺱᱃ཙ,俉ǋ俜ሦሦ⽮॰䗢ǌ઼ǋ俜ሦሦ⭏⍫ǌⲴ䋐䋜ӪǄ
ǋ俜ሦሦ⽮॰䗢ǌ઼
ǋ俜ሦሦ⭏⍫ǌᓗ㩭൘㊹Ꮺ俜ቾคᶁ,ᗎࡽᱟаọ⮦ާ㾿⁑Ⲵ䗢ᶁ,ṩᬊ㏝⩚Ⲯ、Ⲵ䋷ᯉ,
ⴋޘᱲᵏᴮ㏃ᴹгⲮᡦᶁ≁ᗎһउ䗢ᐕ,ն⨮൘䗢ᾝᗞ,ᶁޗቡਚ࢙лⲮཊᡦᶁ≁,фབྷ
ཊᮨ䜭ᱟ㘱ӪᇦǄ䘁Ӌᒤ俉аӋᒤ䶂Ӫ䮻Ҷǋᗙ㙅䙻अǌ,൘䙉㼑ᔪ䁝Ҷǋ俜ሦሦ⽮॰䗢
ǌ઼ǋ俜ሦሦ⭏⍫ǌ,䮻ኅ≨㒼䗢ᾝሖ䑀,䚴वᤜᴹ䗢ǃ伏⢙ᐕൺǃ䗢ሾ䌎ㅹǄ
䚪Ⲵᱟ俜ቾคᶁҏ㻛㌽ޕҶǋᯠ⭼ᶡे䀸⮛ǌ,ⴞࡽ 80%Ⲵ൏ൠᐢ㏃㻛ൠ⭒୶᧗ࡦˈ俜ቾ
คᶁ≁䶒㠘㪇ཡ৫䗢ൠⲴড䳚,аӋᒤ䕅ӪⲬ䎧㰍㺃䆧ᶁ䙻अˈᐼᵋ⮉؍ǋѝ⫠ܩ٬ǌԕཆⲴ
ཊぞ⭏⍫⁑ᔿⲴਟ㜭Ǆ
హ䌃:᳹䕍,ेӜǋሿ∋傒ᐲ≁ᴹ䗢ൂǌⲴ䋐䋜ӪǄሿ∋傒ᐲ≁䗢ൂࢥᔪᯬ 2008 ᒤ 4 ᴸ,
ঐൠ 230 ⮍,ᱟ⭡ेӜᐲ⎧◡॰᭯ᓌ઼ѝ഻Ӫ≁བྷᆨ䗢ᾝ㠷䗢ᶁⲬኅᆨ䲒ޡᔪⲴ⭒ᆨ⹄สൠ,
⭡഻ӱ䜹 (ेӜ)、ᢰⲬኅѝᗳ䋐䋜䙻⠏Ǆ
ǋሿ∋傒ᐲ≁ᴹ䗢ൂǌ2009 ᒤ䮻↓ᔿԕ⽮॰
᭟ᨤ䗢ᾝⲴᯩᔿ䙻,ᱟѝ഻⽮॰᭟ᤱ䗢ᾝⲴԓ㺘ѻа,ሽ᧘ᔓѝ഻⽮॰᭟ᤱ䗢ᾝሖ䑀઼⹄ウ
ҏ䜭Ⲭ᨞Ҷ䟽㾱Ⲵ⭘,൘ަᖡ丯л,Ӻཙ൘ѝ഻ⲴབྷѝᐲᒮѾ䜭ࠪ⨮Ҷ⽮॰᭟ᤱ䗢ᾝ઼
ᴹ䗢ཛᐲ䳶Ǆ



ѫᤱӪ:█ہ,ѝ㨟ਟᤱ㒼Ⲭኅ⹄ウᡰⲴ〈ᴨ䮧,俉བྷᆨ⨮ԓ䃎䀰৺᮷ॆᆨ䲒Ⲵঊ༛ى䚨Ӫ,
ᴮቡ㚧ᯬѝ഻⽮ᴳ、ᆨ䲒⽮ᴳᆨ⹄ウᡰ,ᴮᬄԫ㤡഻ٛᮖ᭯⋫㏃☏ᆨ䲒Ӫ于ᆨ㌫Ⲵᇒᓗ⹄ウ
Ǆѫ㾱⹄ウᯩੁ⛪伏૱ᆹޘ乼ǃⲬኅ乼ǃਸ㏃☏઼᮷ॆ⭒ᾝǄঊ༛䄆᮷ᱟሽᰕᵜⲴ
伏૱ᆹޘ乼઼ਸ㏃☏Ⲵ⹄ウǄ

ྲօⴻᖵ伏૱ᆹޘ乼?
ѫᤱӪ:2008 ᒤй㚊≛≘ѝ∂һԦ⠶Ⲭᖼ,伏૱ᆹޘᡀҶа⟡ػ唎䂡乼Ǆ൘㏃↧Ҷ䘁Ӌᒤа䙓
ѢⲴᴹ∂伏૱һԦѻᖼ, аᯩ䶒,ѝ഻ⲴػӪ㗔䮻䰌⌘伏૱ᆹޘ乼іే䂖ԕ㹼अ᭩䆺
⨮⣰; ਖаᯩ䶒ҏᴹӋ⎸䋫㘵䲧ޕаぞ ⣰,ࠪ⨮ǋྦ㊹▞ǌㅹһԦǄሽᯬ伏૱ᆹޘ乼
Ҽսᘾ哬ⴻ?
㺱:伏૱ᆹޘᴹ㪇ཊኔ⏥㗙,वᤜ⭏⢙㗙кⲴᆹޘ,⽮ᴳ㗙кⲴᆹޘ䚴ᴹᗳ⨶㗙кⲴᆹ
ޘǄ⭏⢙ᆨ㗙кֶ䃚, 伏⢙៹䂢ᱟֶ㠚㠚❦Ⲵ,ਟԕ㎖Ӫ于ᨀᆹⲴޘ⠏伺઼㜭䟿㎖; ൘
⽮ᴳ㗙к, 䙉ػ伏⢙៹䂢ᱟ㻛䂽ਟⲴ䚙ਸӪ于伏⭘Ⲵ, 䙉൘н਼Ⲵ⽮ᴳᴹ㪇н਼Ⲵ㌴ᇊ,
∄ྲᡁفӺཙᇓሾⲴ伏૱⭏⭒Ⲵਟᤱ㒼ᙗ઼䋯᱃ޜᒣ䃚Ⲵ䜭ᱟ൘⽮ᴳ㗙кᆹޘǄ䲔Ҷ䙉Ӌ
ཆ,伏૱ަሖ䚴ᴹᗳ⨶㗙кⲴᆹ઼ޘ᮷ॆ㗙кⲴ䂽਼,ྲаػൠᯩۣ㎡Ⲵ伢伏઼✩会ᯩᔿ
৺伺⭏ۣ㎡ሽ⍱㹼⯵Ⲵ䱢⯛઼⠏伺൷㺑ᴹ㪇ᖸ䟽㾱Ⲵ䰌ײ,⮦䙉Ӌ㻛ᢃ⭊㠣᧕䘁⎸ӑⲴᱲ
ى,伏૱ᆹޘҏቡᡀҶ乼Ǆ⮦❦⨮൘བྷᇦᤷⲴ伏૱ᆹޘ乼ѫ㾱䃚Ⲵ䚴ᱟ⭏⢙㗙кⲴᆹ
ޘ,ᱟ䳘㪇伏૱⭏⭒, ⢩ࡕᱟ䗢ᾝⲴᐕᾝॆ઼ॆᆨॆᑦ㎖伏૱઼伏૱Ⲵ伏⭘Ӫ㗔ڕᓧⲴⴤ᧕
Ⲵᡆ▋൘Ⲵড䳚Ǆ



:ሽ,䃚ࡠᓅ伏⢙Ⲵᵜ䌚਼ަԆⲴ୶૱ᱟна⁓Ⲵ,ᴹ㪇ٛ⨶ᙗǄᐕᾝॆ⭏⭒Ⲵ䚿䕟ᱟ䋷ᵜⲴ
䚿䕟, ݸᱟ䋷ᵜᣅޕ, 䋧ޕᶀᯉ઼ऎअ࣋,❦ᖼ䙢㹼୶૱Ⲵ⭏⭒, 䌓ࠪᖼ⦢ᗇ࡙,᧕㪇
佈Ⲵа䜘࠶ᴳ䆺ᡀ䋷ᵜᣅ⭒⭏ࡠޕǄնᱟ伏૱Ⲵ⭏⭒ᱟн਼Ⲵ,ഐ⛪ᱟ⭏⭒伏૱Ⲵᴰส⼾
Ⲵ⭏⭒ݳ㍐ᱟ൏༔ǃオ≓ǃ䲭ݹǃ≤,ᡰᴹ䙉Ӌ䜭нᱟӪ于Ⲵࢥ䙐,н㜭㻛⮦䋷ᵜ,৫⋯㾢䋷
ᵜ⭏⭒ᣅⲴޕ䚿䕟Ǆᐕᾝॆ઼ॆᆨॆⲴ䗢ᾝ⭏⭒ᢺ㠚❦䋷Ⓚ⮦䋷ᵜⲴ⌅ᵜ䓛ቡᱟн䚃
ᗧⲴ,ॆ㛕઼◰㍐ۜॆлⲴ伏૱⭏⭒ᱟԕ൏༔ǃオ≓ǃ≤ㅹ䙉Ӌ⭏䋷ⓀⲴ༎⛪ԓⲴܩ,䙉
⁓ᯩᔿ⭏⭒ֶࠪⲴ伏૱⮦❦ҏнᆹޘǄᡰԕ,伏૱䲔Ҷ୶૱ᙗԕཆ,䚴ᴹᆳⲴ㠚❦ٛ⨶ኜᙗǄ

ѫᤱӪ:Ҽս࠶᷀ᗇᐢ㏃ᖸ䘿ᗩҶǄ伏૱៹䂢ᱟ㠷ӪⲴ⭏ભᆹޘᴰ䘁Ⲵǋ୶૱ǌҶ,䙉⁓Ⲵᙗ
䌚䁫ᇊҶ伏૱ᱟ❑⌅ᆼ➗᤹ޘᐲⲴ䚿䕟৫⭏⭒઼⎸䋫ⲴǄ⮦伏⢙Ⲵ⭏⭒億㌫㻛䕹䆺ᡀ伏૱
⭒ᾝ,᤹㪇䋷ᵜⲴ䚿䕟᭮ࡠᐲ㼑䙢㹼ᐕᾝॆⲴ⭏⭒㠷୶ᾝॆⲴ㏃⠏ᱲ,䋷ᵜⲴୟ࡙ᙗ⊪ᇊҶ
伏૱⭏⭒㠷⍱䙊ѝⲴᆹޘǃਟᤱ㒼ǃޜᒣ઼᮷ॆۣ㎡䴓ԕᗇࡠ؍䳌Ǆ㏃☏ᆨ㼑䅋ᐲⲴᴹ䲀
ᙗ,ᐲ൘⽮ᴳॆкǃٛ⨶к઼⭏кㅹ䜭ᱟᴹተ䲀ᙗⲴ,伏૱ᆹⲴޘ乼㠷⭒ޡޜ૱Ⲵ⭏⭒
ᴹ㪇于լᙗ,䜭䙷ࡠҶǋᐲཡ䵸ǌǄ਼ᱲ⭡ᯬаӋᴹǋ૱䌚⃒ݽǌ䋷ṬⲴ⸕Աᾝҏ䲧ޕ
伏૱ᆹޘ乼䟌㚎,ԕ৺䂽䅹┿⍎઼߂ٷᴹ伏૱ㅹһԦ,⎸䋫㘵ف㿪ᗇֶ䛓Ӌ傇䅹伏૱
ǋᆹޘǌⲴ䙄ᗁ(᭯ᓌᡆḀӋ䂽䅹Ώ)ᐢ㏃нਟ䶐,ᗎ㘼,ѝ഻Ⲵ伏૱⭏⭒㠷⎸䋫н۵㏃↧
Ҷǋᐲཡ䵸ǌ,ҏ㏃↧Ҷǋ᭯ᓌཡ䵸ǌǄ伏૱ᆹޘ乼⠶Ⲭԕֶ,൘ൠ⒗⨮ࠪҶぞᴯԓᙗ
Ⲵ伏૱⭏⭒ǃ⍱䙊઼⎸䋫ሖ䑀,ྲᴹ䗢ᾝǃ⽮॰᭟ᤱ䗢ǃ䗢ཛᴹᐲ䳶ǃធ伏Ⲵ᧘ᔓㅹǄ
ަѝⲴ⽮॰᭟ᨤ䗢઼൘ަส⼾кⲬኅ䎧ֶⲴ䗢ཛᴹᐲ䳶ㅹⲬኅ䗵䙏,㻛䂽⛪ᱟᴰᴹᐼᵋ
䀓⊪⮦ࡽⲴ伏૱ᆹޘ乼і䚄ࡠ伏૱億㌫ਟᤱ㒼ⲬኅⲴሖ䑀ǄᡁⲴཷྭفᱟ⽮॰᭟ᨤ䗢ᾝࡠ
ᓅᴹ㪇Ӱ哬⦘ࡠѻ㲅˛৸ᱟྲօ䀓⊪ǋᐲཡ䵸ǌ઼ǋ᭯ᓌཡ䵸ǌⲴ,ሖ⨮伏૱Ⲵᆹޘǃ⫠؍ǃ
ਟᤱ㒼Ⲵ⭏⭒઼⎸䋫Ⲵ?



⽮॰᭟ᤱ䗢ᾝⲴ⢩唎
:ѝ഻ޗൠⲴ⽮॰᭟ᨤ䗢ᾝⲴሖ䑀བྷཊ“ۿሿ∋傒ᐲ≁䗢ൂ”ᐞнཊ,ᡁفнᴹ䂽䅹,㘼
䙊䙾䗢ཛ㠷⎸䋫㘵ⴤ᧕ਸֶ׳ᡀ伏૱ᆹ⎸઼⭒⭏ޘ䋫Ⲵਟᤱ㒼ᙗǄаᯩ䶒,䗢ཛ䄮ぞἽ
ᆹ❑ޘ䗢㰕Ⲵ㭜㨌઼ᴹ伺⇆Ⲵ㚹㳻ㅹ伏૱, 䗢ੁ⎸䋫㘵ᆼޘ䮻᭮,ᡁف䚴ᨀа䜘࠶൏
ൠ⛪ǋऎअԭ乽ǌᤋए⎸䋫㘵㿚㠚৳㠷㙅ぞ;ਖаᯩ䶒, ⎸䋫㘵㠷䗢㉭䀲аᇊᵏ䲀Ⲵਸ
㌴ᇊ, ⭘䔳儈ⲴܩṬ,乀䌬䗢ཛⲴ⭒૱,䗢᤹➗䴉ᯩⲴ㌴ᇊ⇿䙡ᨀа⅑аᇊԭ乽Ⲵ伏૱䝽
䘱ᴽउǄ䙉⁓Ⲵᯩᔿаᯩ䶒ᖸྭൠ⎸䲔Ҷᐲᐲ≁Ⲵ⯁ឞ,䇃Ԇفਟԕ⦢ᗇ᭮ᗳᆹⲴޘ伏⢙;
ਖаᯩ䶒,ҏ֯ᗇ䗢㜭ཐ⦢ᗇ儈ᯬۣ㎡䗢ᾝⲴᐲ᭦ޕ,ਟԕ䙢㹼ਟᤱ㒼Ⲵᴹ㙅ぞǄᡁف
ሖ䳋кᱟ㎀ᡀҶа⎸ػ䋫㘵㠷䗢≁ㅹሿ伏૱⭏⭒㘵ⴤ᧕Ⲵ伏⢙䴰億㌫Ǆ⎸䋫㘵㠷⭏⭒㘵൘
䙉ػ億㌫ѝޡᬄ付䳚,䙉⁓Ⲵਸ億㌫ҏ֯伏૱⭏⭒ਟԕᴹ㪇゙ᇊⲴᐲ᭟ᫀ,㜭ཐีᤱ“ᴹ
”㙅,⮦ൠ⮦ᆓ,݈䟿ᐕ㼭,ޜᒣ䋯᱃ㅹǄ

ѫᤱӪ:㚭ᛘⲴӻ㍩,ᝏ㿪к⽮॰᭟ᤱ䗢ᴰབྷⲴ⢩唎൘ᯬ䗢ཛ઼⎸䋫㘵ⴤ᧕Ⲵਸ,䙊䙾䴉
ᯩ㌴ᇊֶ䀓⊪䗢ཛ“ᴹ”㙅䴰㾱Ⲵ゙ᇊᐲ઼⎸䋫㘵䴰㾱Ⲵᴹᆹ؍ޘ䳌Ⲵ伏૱,ᱟ䙉⁓?
:ᱟⲴǄᗎ⎸䋫㘵Ⲵ䀂ᓖⴻ, ൘䟽བྷⲴ伏૱ᆹޘһԦ乫乫Ⲭ⭏ѻᖼ,↓㾿Ⲵ伏૱䂽䅹ᐢ㏃╨
╨ཡ৫Ҷ℺ေ,ؑᗇ䙾Ⲵᱟⴤ᧕䶒ሽ䶒ⲴӔ⍱઼㿚䓛৳㠷ⷝ䀓⭏⭒Ⲵ䙾〻Ǆ⽮॰᭟ᨤ䗢ᾝᨀ
Ҷаػ䇃⎸䋫㘵ⴤ᧕㠷⭏⭒㘵Ӕ⍱ⷝ䀓⭏⭒,⭊㠣㿚㠚৳㠷㙅ⲴᴳǄਖаᯩ䶒,䗢ཛҏ
䶒ሽ㪇“㨌䌔୶䗢”Ⲵᛵ⋱, 䙾৫ӺᒤኒኒⲬ⭏ѝ䯃୶᧗㨌ܩ, ᔴᗇ䗢≁䴆❦䊀᭦,ফ䙓ᡀ
ᵜ䜭᭦нഎǄ䮧↔ԕᖰ,ᴹӋ䗢≁ቡ䮻վᡀᵜ,䌤䗢㰕ॆ㛕ֶ࣐⭒䟿,⭊㠣ᢃ◰㍐ֶ㑞
⸝㭜㨌Ⲵ⭏䮧䙡ᵏ,伏૱Ⲵᆹޘҏቡнਟ䶐ҶǄ⽮॰᭟ᨤ䗢ᾝⲴ⁑ᔿ㾿䚯Ҷ㭜㨌⍱䙊Ⲵѝ
䯃⫠ㇰ,⦢ᗇҶ⎸䋫㘵゙ᇊⲴᐲ᭟ᤱ઼ሽ䔳儈ⲴܩṬ, 䇃䗢≁ਟԕн⭘ᬄᗳᐲ, 䐿ሖ
ൠ䙢㹼“ᴹ”㙅ぞ, ⭏⭒儈૱䌚ڕᓧⲴ㭜㨌,ᱟаػ䇃䗢ཛ઼⎸䋫㘵“䴉䌿”Ⲵ⁑ᔿǄ
㺱:⽮॰᭟ᨤ䗢ᾝᱟаぞਸӂ䌿Ⲵ㏃⠏⁑ᔿ,ަሖҏᱟ㲅ᯬ⭏⭒䧸ọޙㄟᴰᕡⲴሿ䗢ཛ઼⎸
䋫㘵Ⲵਸ㠚ᮁ㹼अǄ⽮॰᭟ᤱ䗢ᾝᱟ൘⭒䚺㐓Ⲵሿ䗢ཛ઼“ཡ䃎”⣰лⲴ⎸䋫㘵Ⲵ⡝ਆ
สᵜ℺࡙Ⲵᣡൈ㠚ᮁ䙻अǄቡۿ䅋ࡠⲴ“㨌䌔୶䗢”઼⎸䋫㘵Ⲵ“ཡ䃎”,䙉а࠷䜭⊪ᇊҶ⽮॰



᭟ᤱ䗢ᾝ൘а䮻ቡᱟа丵৽ᙍᙗⲴ alternative Ⲵሖ䑀,䠍ሽⲬኅѫ㗙Ⲵॆᆨॆǃᐕᾝॆ䗢
ᾝ઼伏૱㌫㎡⛪а⭒ػᾝ㻛୶ᾝॆ䙻Ⲵ৽ᙍᙗሖ䑀Ǆᡰԕᆳᴳѫᕥ“伏૱⭏⭒㠷⎸䋫Ⲵ
⮦ൠॆ”ԕቁ㜭ⓀⲴ⎸㙇;ᴳѫᕥ“伏૱⭏⭒⮦ᆓ”, ݈䟿⋯㾢⭏⢙㠚❦Ⲵ⭏䮧㾿ᖻ, н⭘ॆ
㛕䗢㰕; ᴳѫᕥ“ޜᒣ䋯᱃”,⢩ࡕᱟᕧ䃯ሽᇦᓝ䗢ǃۣ㎡伏૱࣐ᐕൺǃۣ㎡Ⲵ✩会伺⭏⸕
䆈Ⲵ؍䆧......ᡰԕ൘䙉ぞሖ䑀ѝ,ᡁفᴳⴻࡠぞ㹼अᴳᴹᡁف䃚ࡠⲴ䙉Ӌܩ٬ਆੁǄ
ѫᤱӪ˖㚭к৫਼ᡁঊ༛⹄ウⲴᰕᵜ“䰌㾯ഋ㩹㥹ਸ㚟ⴏ”(“䯒㾯ȝǹ㩹䙓㎑ᴳ”)Ⲵሖ䑀ᖸ
ۿǄԆ⨮فᴹ㠚ᐡⲴа྇ᗎ㨌⭠ࡠ佀ṼⲴ伏⢙億㌫,वᤜ“ぞ伺㎀ਸ”Ⲵ㭜㨌䗢઼伺⇆, ⋯
㾢ۣ㎡ᐕ㰍Ⲵ伏૱࣐ᐕᔐ, 㠚ᐡⲴ䝽䘱ѝᗳ઼⢙⍱ѝᗳ,䚴ᴹഋ㩜ᡦᐖਣⲴ⎸䋫㘵ᴳ઼ަ
Ԇ䕄ࣙΏǄ䙉ػਸ㏢䐟ᱟԕ⽮॰᭟ᨤ䗢⛪ѝᗳⲬኅ䎧ֶⲴ,н䙾䙉㼑Ⲵ䗢ᵜ䓛⭏⭒
Ⲵ㭜㨌ਚঐࡠ億㌫ޗ⍱䙊㭜㨌Ⲵ 15%ˈਖ 85%⭡䗢䱴䘁ⲴਸⲴሿ䗢ཛفᨀǄ䗢⛪
аػᒣ㠪⛪ઘഽⲴ䗢ᡦᨀษ䁃ǃ⍱䙊ǃ૱䌚㇑ࡦǃ䋷䀺઼ᐲㅹᴽउˈ਼ᱲ䙊䙾㠷伺⇆
“ぞ伺ਸ”,䗢ཛفᢺにệ઼࢙㨌㎖伺⇆伬ᯉ,伺⇆ᢺअ⢙㌎Ⲭׯ䞥ᖼⲴᴹ㛕䘄എ㎖
䗢ཛ㛕ᯉǄᮤػ䙾〻ѝ,“൘ൠॆ”ǃ“ਟᤱ㒼”ǃ“ᴹ”ㅹ⨶ᘥᱟᡰᴹ䙉Ӌሖ䑀䎧ᕅሾᯩੁⲴ
Ⓠࡷ; 䙉⁓Ⲵަ⌅ڊሖкᱟ൘䟽ᯠᙍ㘳Ӫ㠷㠚❦Ⲵ䰌ײ,Ӫ㠷ӪⲴ䰌……ײ

⽮॰᭟ᤱ䗢ᾝ䶒ሽⲴᡠ

㺱:ᱟⲴ,䙉ぞሖ䑀ሖ䳋к䂖െᔪ䁝Ⲵᱟаぞ⽮ᴳ⨶ᜣ,ᆳᨀаぞӪ㠷㠚❦઼䄗㲅,н਼Ⲵ
Ӫ㗔઼䄗㲅Ⲵ⽮ᴳᜣۿǄਚᱟ⨮൘俉Ⲵ䗢਼ࢋ䃚Ⲵ൘ཚᒣᰕᆀⲴ䗢ᱟᴹ唎н਼,
俉ᱟаػཚሿⲴൠᯩ,オ䯃ᱟᡁفнᗇн⡝ਆⲴൠᯩǄ俉᭯ᓌǃ䋑ൈ⮦ࡽⲴ㿆䟾㼑ⴻࡠ
Ⲵਚᱟ൏ൠⲴ㫻ᡯᆀ઼⁃ᐲൠ⭒Ⲵǋܩ٬ǌ,ᘈ䁈Ҷ൏ൠṩᵜⲴ㗙൘ᯬ伏⢙⭒ࠪⲴܩ٬઼
䗢ᾝሽ⽮ᴳⲴཊ࣏㜭ᙗˈഐ↔ᴹ“ᯠ⭼ᶡे䀸⮛”ˈᡁفᮤػᶁ,ᮤػ॰䜭㎖ঐҶǄ俉Ⲵ䗢
ᾝ⨮൘ᖸড䳚ˈഐ⛪൘൏ൠ乼к䗢ཛ㠷䋑ൈ㲅ᯬ䠍䤂ሽⲴ⣰⋱ˈ㘼൘ޗൠᡆ㠪⚓,ᡁف
৫൏ൠ,䚴ᱟ∄䔳ᇩ᱃аӋǄᡰԕᡁف൘䅋“㼷㙅䙻अ”ᱲ,俆ⲬࠪⲴݸ唎ᱟᗎ䗢≁Ⲵ℺࡙Ⲵ
䀂ᓖ৫䅋൏ൠⲴһᛵ, 䙉⎹৺ࡠⲴнਚᱟ伏૱ᆹޘ, ᴤᴹ⛪⎸䋫㘵, ⛪аػᕡऒⲴሿ
䗢ཛⲴ℺࡙乼,ᡰԕᡁف㲅⨶Ⲵ乼нᱟᱟᴹㄦ⡝࣋ⲴⲴ乼,㘼ᱟ↓㗙Ⲵ乼Ǆᡁف൘



䙉㼑ᜣ䁤ᡰᴹ俉ӪⲴᱟ䗢ᾝ䐏俉ⲴⲬኅ䰌⭘;ײ䗢ᾝ৫ⴻᐲⲴ乼,∄ྲ䃚伏૱ᆹޘ
Ⲵ乼,ۣ㎡Ⲵ⍱䙍Ⲵ乼,⛪аػӪ㗔ⲴṩⲴ乼ㅹㅹ......ᡁفᐼᵋਟԕᕅሾӪفᗎ䗢ᾝ
䟽ᯠ৫ሙ㿆ᐲ⭏⍫,㘼нਚᱟᗎᐲⲴ䴰㾱৫ⴻ䗢ᾝ,ԕ৺എ䙾九ֶᗎᐲⲴਟᤱ㒼Ⲭኅ䀂
ᓖ৫䟽ᯠᙍ㘳ⲬኅǄ
:ަሖ俉Ⲵ൏ൠ乼,൘ेӜҏᆈ൘ˈሿ∋傒䗢䛓ൠઘഽҏ൘䮻Ⲭ,⁃ⴔ䐏ᡁⲴف䐍䴒
઼فᱟа⁓ⲴǄਚᱟᡁف䐏᭯ᓌⲴ䰌⋂ײᴹ䙉哬㏺ᕥ,Ԇفᴳᨀࡽаޙᒤ䙊⸕ᡁف, ⭊㠣Ԇ
ᴳ䃚䙉ػൠᡁف㾱⭘, ㎖ᨋػൠᯩ,ᡁف൘ḣ᷇ᔪㅜҼػ䗢ᵜֶቡᱟ៹ሽ䙉ぞ乼ⲴǄ䆜
ྲଚཙሿ∋傒䛓ൠ㾱䚧Ҷ,ᡁفቡᩜ䙾৫Ǆ㉑䅋ᡁ਼ف᭯ᓌⲴ䰌⋂ײᴹሽ・,ᖸཊᱟ
୶Ⲵ,ਟԕⓍ䙊઼䃯ㇰⲴǄ䙉⁓Ⲵ୶䰌ײнᱟ䃚ᡁفᴹ᭯ᓌ㛼Ჟᡆ㘵ᴹӰ哬䰌ײ,㘼ᱟ㠚ᐡ
ѫअ㏝䆧઼⡝ਆлֶⲴǄ᭯ᓌᇈҏᱟӪ,⭊㠣ᴮ㏃䙾䗢≁,ሽ䗢ᾝ઼䗢ᶁᱟᴹሖ൘ᴹᝏᛵ
Ⲵ,ⵏ䃐ⲴᝏᛵᣅޕԆᱟⴻᗇ㾻ⲴǄ⮦❦ҏᴹഐᱟѝ഻ޗൠ᭯ᓌሽᖵ䗢ᾝⲴᓖ㠷俉
᭯ᓌᱟнཚа⁓Ⲵ,݈㇑ਇࡠᡯൠ⭒୶ᾝ࡙⳺Ⲵ啃अ, ᭯ᓌሽ䗢ᶁ઼䗢ᾝⲴᓖ䚴ᱟ⨮ሖⲴ,
഻ᇦᗵ丸؍䅹㌗伏ᆹޘǄᡁⲴفሖ䑀ᱟᴹ᭯ㆆᬊⲴ,ᱟ᭯ᓌ䂽ਟⲴᐕ,⭊㠣ഐ⛪ᡁⲴف
ሖ䑀Ⲵᡀ࣏,䚴⦢ᗇ䙾᭯ᓌⲴ“⽮ᴳѫ㗙ᯠ䗢ᶁᔪ䁝ࢥᯠ⥾”......
ѫᤱӪ:ᗎ⨶ᘥࡠ⨮ሖ䗢ሖ䑀ѝⲴᴹ㪇ぞᡠ,⢩ࡕᱟ൘俉઼ेӜ䙉⁓Ⲵབྷ䜭ᐲ䟼
⽮॰᭟ᨤ䗢,䴓ԕ䚯ݽൠ㾱䶒ሽᐲॆǃ઼ॆ⨳ޘᐲॆⲴ㺍,⽮॰᭟ᨤ䗢ᾝⲴ⁑ᔿҏ
ᚠᚠᱟ⛪Ҷ៹ሽ䙉Ӌ乼㘼⭒⭏ⲴǄᡁف൘࠶᷀䙉⁑ػᔿᱲᴮᨀࡠᆳᴰབྷⲴ⢩唎ᱟ䙊䙾ᔪ・
⎸䋫㘵㠷⭏⭒㘵ѻ䯃ᴹؑԫⲴਸֶ“付䳚ޡᬄǃӂ࡙ਸ”Ǆᡰԕᡀ࣏㠷ᖸ䟽㾱Ⲵа唎៹
䂢ᱟྲօᔪ・⎸䋫㘵㠷⭏⭒㘵ѻ䯃ⲴؑԫǄҼսਟԕ䃷䃷⛪Ҷࡠ䙉ӋᴹӰ哬ᡠ˛൘ሖ
䑀ѝ৸ᱟᘾ哬៹ሽⲴ˛
:ᡁفᑨᑨᝏ㿪ࡠ⮦伏૱ᆹޘһԦ⠶Ⲭᱲ,ᡁⲴفᐕᴤྭ䮻ኅ,ᐲ≁ᴤᇩ᱃अҶǄഐ⛪བྷ
ཊᮨᛵ⋱лӪ݈ف㇑⸕䚃伏૱ᆹޘ乼Ⲵ䟽,ফ㑭ᱟੁۮᯬ䂽⛪䛓ᱟ䴒㠚ᐡᖸ䚐Ⲵһᛵ,
ਟ㜭ᱟ㍉кⲴаػᯠ㚎, ᡆ㘵䳄ᐲ㼑Ⲭ⭏ⲴаػһԦ,ਚᴹ⮦Ԇ࠷فሖᝏਇࡠҶ乼
ሽ㠚ᐡⲴড䳚ᴳ䮻㹼अǄ2008 ᒤй㚊≛≘ѝ∂һԦⲴ⠶Ⲭᡀ⛪ѝ഻ޗൠ⽮॰᭟ᤱ䗢ᾝ
ⲬኅⲴа׳ػ䙢ഐ㍐,ᗎሿ∋傒䗢䮻ࡠ⨮൘ޘ഻ᐢ㏃ᴹӄⲮཊᇦ䙉⁓Ⲵሿර䗢Ǆ݈㇑
ेӜॳޙཊ㩜Ӫᡁفаॳᡦˈ۵ഋॳӪˈնᡁⲴفሖ䑀䚴ᱟⴤ᧕ᡆ䯃᧕ൠᖡ丯㪇Ӫفሽ伏
૱ᆹޘ乼Ⲵ䆈ǄⲬኅࡠ⨮൘,ᡁفᴤཊᝏਇࡠⲴᡠֶ㠚ᯬ୶ᾝॆⲴᴹ䗢ᾝǄۿк⎧
ⲴḀޜػਨᆼ➗᤹ޘᡁ⁑Ⲵفᔿ, նᱟԆ⨮൘ᴹкܴ㖾䠁Ⲵᣅ䋷, Ԇف䙢㹼Ҷ䝽䘱⁑ᔿॆ,
൘ޘ഻ᴹгػสൠⲴ伏૱䝽䘱㏢䐟ǄࡽޙᒤḀ IT ԱᾝҶ 20 Ⲭܴػኅ⭒ػޙ૱,аػᱟᕼ
⥤ṳ,аػᱟ㯽ẵ,Ԇҏᱟ᤹➗ᐕᾝॆⲴᙍ䐟઼⁉ⓆॆⲴ⁑ᔿ,䂖െᔪ・а྇⭒૱ᆹ⭒઼ޘ૱
㾿ㇴ,ᢃⲴᱟ儈ㄟڕᓧ⡼,བྷ㾿⁑Ⲵ୶ᾝॆᴹ䗢ᾝ伏૱Ⲵྒָ૱,䌓Ⲵᖸ䋤,ਟᱟᴹаᮤ
྇Ⲵ䗖⌅׳䣧Ǆ䙉Ӌབྷޜਨ,аᣅ䋷ᒮॱܴ, ৫ڊ䗢ᾝ, аസൠᒮ㩜⮍, ࣐кᴰ䘁Ⲵ“൏ൠ⍱䕹”
᭯ㆆሖ䳋кҏ啃थҶ䙉Ӌ䋷ᵜ䙢ޕ䗢ᶁ,䙉ӋሽሿⲴ CSA 䗢ᴹаᇊⲴေ㜵Ǆ㠹ֻػᆀ,ᡁف
Ⲵᇦᓝ䝽䘱,ྲ᷌㜭൘а⽮ػ॰ޗབྷᾲᴹйࡠӄػᴳ,ᡁفቡ㿪ᗇᖸᯩׯ,а䘱ቡᱟйࡠӄ



ᇦǄਟᱟᴹа⇥ᱲ䯃ᡁⲴفᴳቡڌ䝽Ҷ,䁤ᡁفлઘн㾱㨌, ࡕ䘱Ҷˈ ᡁ⛪فӰ哬, Ԇ
䃚ᡁ⽮ف॰⨮൘ᴹݽ䋫Ⲵ㨌ਲ਼, ᳛ᱲн⭘ف䘱, ڌаڌǄӪᇦᱟ䮻㪇䓺,ᮤ⽮ػ॰ݽ䋫ਲ਼
йཙ㨌, ᱟ䙉⁓᧘ᔓⲴˈ㘼ᡁفଚᙅ൘⇿а⽮ػ॰⇿ᇦⲬаۣػቡⲬマҶ,䙉ػ㗙к,ⵏ
Ⲵ⋂ᴹ䗖⌅ㄦ⡝Ǆ

䰌ᯬ“ᴹ䂽䅹”

ѫᤱӪ:ᡁف৸䃷ࡠ“ᴹ䂽䅹”઼୶ᾝॆᴹ䗢ᾝⲴ䂡乼ҶǄᡁⷝ䀓ࡠ俉┱䆧㖢൘ 2000 ᒤ
12 ᴸ䮻㠹䗖ǋᴹ㙅䕹ර䀸⮛ǌ,ࡠ⨮൘Ⲭኅ㠣 7 ػѫ㾱㨌॰,㑭ޡᴹ 196 ػ䗢৳࣐Ҷ
┱䆧㖢Ⲵᴹ㙅᭟ᨤᴽउǄᴹ㙅⭒૱൘䎵㍊ᐲǃڕᓧ伏૱ᓇǃ䗢઼㺇ᐲㅹൠᯩ䣧
Ǆ2002 ᒤ 12 ᴸ⭡⎨ᴳབྷᆨǃ㏐⭠ൂส䠁(㏐⭠ൂ)઼俉ᴹ⭏⍫Ⲭኅส䠁(俉ᴹ䗢ᾝ
ᴳ)㚟ਸ㍴ᡀǋ俉ᴹ䋷Ⓚѝᗳǌ↓ᔿᡀ・,ࡦ䀲ǋᴹ⭏⭒৺࣐ᐕ⁉Ⓠǌ,ᗎ 2004 ᒤᓅ
䮻↓ᔿ᧕ਇᴹ䂽䅹⭣䃻Ǆн䙾ᡁ⌘ࡠ“俜ሦሦ⽮॰䗢”ྭ⋂ۿᴹ⭣䃻䂽䅹,ᛘ൘᧿䘠
伏૱⭏⭒ᯩ⌅ᱲҏᕧ䃯Ⲵᱟ“⋯㾢⭏⢙㠚❦Ⲵ⭏䮧㾿ᖻ”⭏⭒, ⋂ᴹ⭘“ᴹ”䙉ػᾲᘥ,ݸ
⭏ҏᨀࡠѝ഻ޗൠⲴ⽮॰᭟ᤱ䗢ҏབྷཊнᴹ䂽䅹ⲴǄ Ҽսᘾ哬ⴻᖵ“ᴹ䂽䅹”䙉ػ
乼˛
㺱:俉ަሖᱟа∄ػ䔳ሿⲴൠᯩ,䰌䦥ᱟྲօⴻᖵ㠚ᐡⲴڕᓧⲴ乼Ǆᱏᵏޝǃᱏᵏཙ৫ᯠ
⭼ⴻⴻ䗢,䐏䗢≁ᢃӔ䚃,⛪Ӱ哬㾱ⴻӰ哬ᴹ䂽䅹˛н䴰㾱䂽䅹,ؑᡁቡਟԕҶǄᡁ
нؑᴹ䂽䅹,ഐ⛪ሖ䑀Ⲵ䙾〻ѝᑨᑨ䴓࢟ሖˈ俆ݸ, 㾱ࡠаػᴹ䗢㰕ᖸ䴓Ⲵ, ㅜ
Ҽቡᱟ䂽䅹ࠪ⨮ѻᖼ,ᴹ૱ቡᱟа୶ػ૱ॆ, 䙉ᱟаػᖸ䟽Ⲵ乼Ǆ᭯ᓌ㾱᧘ᔓᴹ㙅ぞ
ⲴᱲىԆᑦ㪇Ḁ䋑ൈ, 䐏ḀӋ䎵ᐲਸ,ᴹӋ䗢≁ቡਟԕᢺ䂽䅹Ⲵ㭜㨌䘱ࡠ䛓䌓, ྭ䊑ᱟ
ᖸ付ⲴݹаԦһ, նᱟܩ䥒ᖸվǄ㘼ф䎵ᐲ䐏䋑ൈⲴ䗢ᾝ⹄ウ䜘, 㾱ᴹ㛕Ⲵ⹄ウ,䴰㾱ᩎ
䋷ᯉ, ቡᢺᴹ㛕᭮ࡠᡁⲴف䗢৫䂖⭘,ᡁفቡۿᱟаⲭػ㘱啐ǄԆⲬࠪⲴف唎інᱟ⛪Ҷ
俉Ⲵ䗢ᾝ,㘼⛪Ⲵᱟ⭏ݸ䅋ࡠⲴབྷ䋷ᵜᝏ㠸䏓Ⲵѝ഻ⲴབྷᐲǄ⮦᭯ᓌ㾱ᢺᴹ䂽䅹䐏
ᐲк䰌Ⲵײᱲى,ቡ㾱䐏䋑ൈᢃӔ䚃, “ᴹ”ҏቡ䆺ൠᡀ⛪Ҷа⁉୶ػ㖧ҶǄ
ਖཆ,ሽᯬᴹ䂽䅹,ᖸཊሿ䗢ҏнᱟᖸ䂽਼Ǆഐ⛪ᡰ䄲Ⲵ䂽䅹བྷ䜘࠶ቡᱟ㾱≲䁈䤴,ᾲᘥ



䙉⁓Ⲵᶡ㾯, 䗢≁⋂ᴹ㏃傇Ԇн៲,ҏнᜣڊǄབྷཊሿ䗢䂽⛪:ᡁぞⲴᶡ㾯⭘ӪṬᬄ؍,н᭮
ᗳ,ᡁਟԕ䮻᭮৳㿰,ᛘ䙾ֶⴻᡁቡ㹼Ҷ,㾻ࡠ䶒ᱟᴰ᭮ᗳⲴ,ᒩӰ哬㾱৫䂽䅹!“ᴹ䂽
䅹”㾱ປ㺘Ӱ哬Ⲵ,ሿ䗢فቡᖸ➙,ᡰԕᖸཊ䂽䅹ⲴΏ䚴ᱟ䗢≁Ⲵ㍴㒄,ᱟ䳶億Ⲵ৫ᒛаػ
⽮॰Ⲵ䗢≁৫⃒傇ǄᴹᐕӪ㪇㺘䚺䚺ᴯ䗢ཛປ㺘:Ӻཙ䤔㥹൘ଚ㼑, ൘ଚ㼑䋧ࡠ
㛕ᯉ, ൘ଚ㼑ࡠᴹ䗢㰕......䙉Ӌ䜭䁈лֶ,Ԇቡਟԕࡠ䂽䅹ˈ䙉ᱟㅜа唎ǄㅜҼ唎ቡᱟ
สᵜк䂽䅹䋫ᖸ䋤Ⲵ,ྲ᷌ⵏⲴ㾱᭦䋫,བྷᾲаᒤ㾱а㩜ཊ,⇿ᒤ㾱䘱а㩜ཊ䥒㎖Ԇ,䗢≁
ᱟнਟ㜭Ⲵ,ྭ൘ᖸཊぞᴹ㭜㨌Ⲵ䗢ᡦ䚴ᱟ⽮,ᡰԕԆف䇃ਸ⽮ᒛԆفԈҶǄԕࡽབྷᾲ
ቡᱟ䙉⁓Ⲵᛵ⋱,⨮൘ᘾ哬⁓ᡁн⸕䚃ᴹ⋂ᴹӰ哬䆺ॆǄ⮦❦ᴹаӋ䗢≁䂽䅹Ҷቡᴹаػ૱
⡼,ܩ䥒ਟԕ䋧Ⲵ∄䔳ྭ,նᱟᡁػӪⲴ㏃傇нᱟ䙉⁓Ⲵ,䗢≁㠷⎸䋫㘵ѻ䯃䚴ᱟ㾱㾻䶒,ធធ
ᔪ・Ⲵؑԫᴤ⢒പ......
ѫᤱӪ:ᴹ䙉ػᾲᘥഐ⛪ਇࡠབྷ䋷ᵜⲴ㼩䮧ᵏԕֶ伭ਇ⡝䆠ǄᴰケࠪⲴֻᆀׯᱟ 1990 ᒤ
ԓ,㖾഻ᴹ䙻अⲴޗཆऒ࣋ሽ“ᴹ”䂡䃎℺Ⲵ⡝ྚǄ1990 ᒤ, 㖾഻㚟䛖᭯ᓌ䮻ሽᴹ䗢
ᾝ䙢㹼䂽䅹, і䙊䙾Ҷǉᴹ伏⢙㠷⭒૱⌅ṸǊ(OFPA) ሽᴹ伏⢙઼䗢⌅ᔪ・Ҷа྇ޘ഻㎡
аⲴ⁉Ⓠ, նᱟ䰌ᯬ“ᴹ”Ⲵᇊ㗙ቡ⡝䄆Ҷॱཊᒤ,ሖ䳋к㠣Ӻҏ⋂㜭䚄ࡠаޡⲴ↓ⵏػ䆈Ǆ
ᰕᵜҏᱟ䙉⁓,൘ 2000 ᒤⲴᱲࠪىҶа ػJA ㌫㎡Ⲵ䂽䅹,ԆⲴаػสᵜⲴ⁑ᔿᱟ྇⭘ↀⴏⲴ
⁑ᔿ,ᱟ䚙ਸᯬབྷ䗢Ⲵᡆа⢙䗢Ⲵ䛓ぞ୶ᾝᴹ,ਟᱟᰕᵜབྷཊᮨ䜭ᱟሿ䗢,⢩ࡕᱟ
㾯ᰕᵜᒮѾ⋂ᴹབྷ䗢,JA 䛓྇䂽䅹億㌫䶎ᑨн䚙ਸǄ
ᡰԕᰕᵜⲴаӋᴹ䗢ᾝⲴ≁䯃ਸΏін⭘ JA Ⲵ䛓྇䂽䅹,㘼ᱟⲬኅҶаӋޗ䜘
Ⲵ“䂽䅹”億㌫,䆜ྲ“䰌㾯ഋ㩹㥹㚟ⴏ”൘ 2001 ᒤቡࠪ㠪Ҷа“ػ䰌㾯ഋ㩹㥹㚟ⴏ”“Ⲵޗᴹ”
䂽䅹,ਛ“ԕؑԫ⛪ส⼾Ⲵᴹ䂽䅹”Ǆᆳ㾱≲ᡰᴹⲴ⭏⭒㘵,㉭㖢аػਛ“ഋ㩹㥹ᴹ២ㄐ”,
䙉ػ២ㄐ㼑ᴳᴹᡁ⭒⭏فᯩ⌅Ⲵ㾿ᇊ઼䣧ᯩᔿⲴ㾿ᇊ,❦ᖼ䇃བྷᇦ䄮ᡰᴹӪ؍䅹᤹䙉ػ
ᯩ⌅৫⭏⭒઼䣧ˈ䕄ࣙⲴᴹа྇ਸ㍴㒄ֶ䃯Ǆᆳᱟаػ൘于լ਼ޡ億Ⲵ㚟ⴏޗ䜘Ⲵа
ػ䂽䅹,⎸䋫㘵᧕ਇᓖᖸྭ,ҏн䴰㾱䗢≁㣡ᖸཊⲴ䋫⭘,਼ᱲሽཆֶ䅋ᆳҏᱟа“ػ૱⡼”,ᯩ
ׯᴤཊⲴӪֶ䂽䆈Ǆᡁفሽ“䰌㾯ഋ㩹㥹㚟ⴏ”⎸䋫㘵ᴳᴮ㏃䙾аػ䃯ḕ:ᡁف䁝䀸Ҷޙ
㍴乼, ㅜа㍴乼ᱟԆ⮦فᱲ⛪Ӱ哬࣐ޕ䙉ػ㍴㒄,ㅜҼ㍴乼ᱟԆ⛪فӰ哬⮉൘䙉
ػ㍴㒄Ǆഐ⛪ԆⲴفᴳаॺ䜭ᱟӄᒤᡆӄᒤԕкⲴ,䙉ػ⢩ᗥᖸケࠪൠ㺘᰾ԆⲴفᴳᖸ
゙ᇊǄᡁ࠶ֶف᷀䙉ޙ㍴乼, Ԇ࣐ⲴޕᱲىᴤཊⲴअᱟ䰌ᯬ伏૱, ᱟሽ伏૱ᵜ䓛ᇒ㿰Ⲵ
ᵏᖵ;ਟᱟⴻԆ⮉൘“䰌㾯ഋ㩹㥹㚟ⴏ”Ⲵഐ,ѫ㿰Ⲵ䂽਼Ⲵ∄ֻᨀ儈Ҷ 30%ཊǄ䙉䃚᰾൘࣐
“ࡠޕ䰌㾯ഋ㩹㥹㚟ⴏ”ԕᖼ,ྭཊᴳᡆཊᡆቁൠ᧕ਇҶ“䰌㾯ഋ㩹㥹㚟ⴏ”ⲴаӋ⨶ᘥ,䙉ҏ
㺘⽪ࠪ⎸䋫㘵ᴳሽ“䰌㾯ഋ㩹㥹㚟ⴏ”ؑԫᓖⲴᖸབྷᨀ儈,䙉ᱟᴰ㍲⮉տ⎸䋫㘵Ⲵ䰌䦥Ǆ
ेӜ઼俉ᴹ⋂ᴹ㘳ឞ䙾ҏే䂖䙉⁓㚟ⴏޗ䜘Ⲵޡ䆈ᙗ“䂽䅹”?
㺱:ᰙ൘ 1998,1999 ᒤⲴᱲىቡᴹӪᨀࠪ㾱㍴㒄䎧ֶᔪ・ޗ䜘㾿ㇴ,于լ䃚Ⲵ“ޗ䜘䂽䅹”Ⲵ
乼Ǆᡁᱟަѝаػ㻛㍴㒄ⲴӪ,䛓ᱲ㑭ޡн䙾ॱֶᇦ, ਟᱟ䚴ᱟᖸ䴓ᖒᡀޡ䆈, ഐ⛪ᴹ㠚
ᐡⲴᐲ㇑䚃, іф㠚䚥ᗚⲴᴹ⁉Ⓠҏнⴑ਼,䴓ԕ㎡аǄۿᡁࢋ䃚ࡠⲴ,ᡁҏн



ؑ䂽䅹,ᡁ䂽⛪䂽䅹ࠪ⨮ѻᖼ,ᴹ୶૱ॆᖼ,“ᴹ”ҏཡᦹҶֶⲴ㗙……
:ेӜҏᱟ䙉⁓,㠚 2010 ᒤ 9 ᴸԕֶ,ेӜᴹ䗢ཛᐲ䳶ᐢ㏃㠹䗖Ҷ 100 ཊ,ⴤ᧕ᴽउ䗢ᡦ
઼⭏⭒㘵䎵䙾 40 ᇦ,㘼䙊䙾਼㹼㏢䐟ᐲ䳶ҏᴽउࡠޘ഻ൠ䗢৻ 100 ։ᡦǄࢋ䮻ᱲᐲ䳶⇿
䙡а,⨮൘ᐢ䗖ࡠ⇿䙡ޙ䳶ǃі䮻ᴹ㏢ᓇ㠷ሖ億唎ㅹǄਟᱟᡁف䙉 40 ཊᇦ䗢ᡦ/⭏⭒㘵ᐞ
ࡕᖸབྷ,݈㇑䜭৳࣐䗢ཛᐲ䳶,ᜣ⌅ফнཚа⁓,⭏⭒ᯩ⌅ᴹᐞ⮠,㾿⁑ҏна⁓,䗢ཛᐲ䳶кᴹ
ᴹкⲮػᐕⲴབྷӋⲴ䗢,ҏᴹཛޙਓᆀⲴᇦᓝሿ䗢ᡦ,⋂⌅൘аػኔ⅑к䃷乼Ǆྲ
᷌䃚ޡ䆈,བྷᇦ䜭ᱟぞҶྭᶡ㾯ֶ䐏㼑Ӫ࠶ӛਟ㜭㇇аػ, н䙾ޡ䆈ྲ᷌۵ᱟⲴ਼ޡᐲ,
䙉ᱟнሽⲴǄԄ㍠ᜣᜣྭۿҏн㜭䃚⋂ᴹޡ䆈,∄ྲབྷᇦ䜭ᱟᜣ᧘ᔓ䗢ᾝ,䇃ᴤཊⲴӪ⸕䚃䗢
ᾝⲴ䟽㾱ᙗ,བྷᇦ䜭ᱟᜣ⭏⭒ڕᓧⲴ伏⢙,䐏㼑Ӫ࠶ӛྭⲴ伏⢙,㛼ᖼⲴ୶ᾝݸ᭮൘а䚺,ᴰ
䎧⻬䙉⁉ⴞػᱟа㠤Ⲵ,བྷᇦ⋂ᴹӪᜣ䃚ᡁ৽ሽ⭏ڊ䗢ᾝ,ᡁ৽ሽᴹ伏૱,㠣ቁ⋂ᴹ䙉⁓
ⲴᛵᲟ,൘䙉ػസᆀ㼑䶒สᵜкᴹ䙉⁓аޡػ䆈……
ѫᤱӪ:ᛘࢋ䃷ࡠҶᖸ䟽㾱Ⲵаػ乼:⛪а䙻अ,᭟ᫀ൘㛼ᖼᱟаػӰ哬⁉Ⓠ,ᱟ⭘ᐲ
Ⲵ⁉Ⓠ,䚴ᱟа྇⨶ᘥ⛪ѝᗳ,于լⲴ䀾䄆൘ᰕᵜҏ㏃䙾ҶᒮॱᒤǄぞ⁓Ⲵ⡝兕,ぞ
⁓Ⲵ࠶࠶ਸਸ, 䙉䜭ᱟᖸ↓ᑨⲴˈн䙾ᡁف䴰㾱ᾊⲴᱟᡁف㾱ⲴᱟӰ哬һᛵ, н㠣ᯬ
ࡠڊᴰᖼᴳᘈҶᡁⲬࠪⲴف唎൘ଚ㼑,䙉а࠷ਟ㜭䚴䴰㾱ᱲ䯃ǄᡁفӺཙᐢ㏃䃷ࡠᖸཊ䟽㾱
Ⲵ䂡乼,ᐼᵋ䙉ᱟаػ䮻,Ӻᖼਟԕ䙢㹼ᴤཊⲴ㏃傇Ӕ⍱઼ሽ䂡,ҏᐼᵋ䙉⁓Ⲵሽ䂡ᴳሽ↓
൘䙢㹼ѝⲴᴯԓ伏⢙㏢䐟ሖ䑀㜭ᨀ唎ஏⲬ,䶎ᑨᝏ䅍ޙսǄ
˄ᵜ᮷䕹䔹㠚 ѝ㨟ਟᤱ㒼Ⲭኅ⹄ウᡰ“ޙየഋൠ॰ฏਸ㠷ਟᤱ㒼Ⲭኅ㌫ࡇሽ䃷”ѻй,
䜘࠶Ⲭ㺘ᯬǉ㍛㥺䄆Ǌ2014 ᒤгޛᴸ࠺ˈ㑭ㅜ 16 ᵏ˅
˄᮷ѝ䜘࠶െ⡷᪈㠚㏢㎑˅
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ᖼ⇆≁ൠⲴ㠚ѫᙗ
ઘᙍѝ 哳ᆛ℺

ઘᙍѝᯬ㨌ൂᶁⲴ㠚ᇦ㨌ൂޗ

ਇ䁚㘵˖ઘᙍѝ ˄俉⦘・Ⴢ億ᡀˈ俉৽儈䩥㨌ൂᶁ䙻अᡀǄ㐘ᴹǉ㼭䙐俉Ǌǃ
ǉ俉
䴫ᖡ 2013Ǌㅹᴨ˅
䁚㘵˖哳ᆛ℺
䁚䃷ᮤ⨶ṑሽ˖兿⧺

哳ᆛ℺˖ݸ䃷䃷࣐・⦘ޕჂ億ࡠ䆺ᡀ䗢≁Ⲵ䙾〻˛
ઘᙍѝ˖ᡁ⻙༛Ⲵᱲى൘Ꮺইབྷᆨ୨᮷ॆ⹄ウˈ៹䂢ᱟ൘䛓ػᱲىкҶаػਠ⚓Ӫਛ哳ᆛ℺
Ⲵа䮰䃢ˈ❦ᖼቡ䮻Ⲭ⨮ᡆ㘵ᱟ⸕䚃൘㏢䐟кަሖᱟᴹᖸཊһᛵྭ⧙ⲴˈਟԕᩎⲴǄ䛓ػ
ᱲى㌴㧛ቡᱟ俉 03ǃ04 ᒤⲴǋгаǌᱲˈىᮤ⽮ػᴳᴹ䶎ᑨབྷⲴ⍫䒽ᙗǄ൘Ꮺইབྷᆨ㼑
䶒ᴹаӋ㘱ᑛˈ䮻ᜣ൘㏢䐟к䶒ᔪа≁ػ䯃ⲴჂ億ˈ䛓ػᱲ≁ى䯃Ⴢ億൘俉䚴ᱟᥪᯠⲴ
аػᶡ㾯ˈ⋂ᴹ⨮൘䛓哬ཊн਼Ⲵ㏢㎑Ⲵᒣ㠪䇃Ӫᇦ৫Ⲭ㺘᮷ㄐˈ䀾䄆ㅹㅹǄаӋ㘱ᑛ䮻
ᩎᡁفᆨ⭏㿪ᗇ䶎ᑨࡪ◰ˈਟԕ㠚ᐡڊ䁈㘵ˈਟԕ൘㏢㎑к䶒Ⲭ㺘ᡆ㘵ᱟᗎһаぞᥪна⁓
Ⲵᯠ㚎Ⲵ⁑ᔿˈаぞ∄䔳ᴹᢩࡔᙗǃ㜭䐏䙻अ䙓൘а䎧Ⲵаぞᯠ㚎Ⲵ⁑ᔿǄ
俉⦘・Ⴢ億៹䂢ᱟ 04 ᒤᒤᓅˈ⮒ᾝᖼ࣐ޕҶǋ㏐㢢઼ᒣǌˈቡнڌൠማ᮷ㄐˈ䐁а



Ӌ⽮䙻ᯠ㚎ˈ৫аӋਟԕ৫ޕ␡ڊ䃯ḕⲴаӋ䆠乼Ǆ൘ǋ㏐㢢઼ᒣǌᒩҶаᒤॺˈቡ↓ᔿ
ᡀ⛪⦘・Ⴢ億Ⲵ㚧ǄᒩҶޙᒤˈሽᡁᱟᥪབྷⲴᖡ丯Ǆ05 ᒤ৽ WTOˈ06ǃ07 ᒤቡᱟཙᱏ⻬
九ǃⲷਾ⻬九䛓ӋһǄ䛓ػᱲىᡁᱟ㚧ˈสᵜк㚠九˄㩹㭝㚠˅Ԇف䜭н㇑ᡁ⭊ڊ哬һᛵˈ
ᡁᐞнཊᮤػᐕⲴᱲ䯃䜭ᣅࡠޕ䛓ᱲⲴى䙻अǃ㍴㒄ǃᖼᨤⲴᐕк䶒Ǆᡁ㿪ᗇᡁ䮻㠚
ᐡ৫ᜣаӋ乼ˈᡁᗎ䆰ᴨ䮻ᡰ᧕䀨Ⲵ⽮ᴳ䙻अˈᖸབྷ䜘࠶ᱟ∄ྲ䃚⭊哬ൠᯩᴹаӋнޜ
㗙ⲴһᛵⲬ⭏ˈ㼑䶒ᴹаӋᡁفᡰ䄲Ⲵ㤖ѫ˄ਇᇣⲴӪ˅ˈ䛓ᡁف৫ᜣˈ᭯ᓌ៹䂢ᴹ⭊哬᭯
ㆆкⲴ᭩䆺ᡆ㘵ᱟᴹ⭊哬ᮥӪᡁف㾱৽ሽˈਟԕ䇃䛓Ӌਇ㤖ⲴӪ⦢ᗇᴤྭⲴᖵ䙷ˈᡆ㘵ᱟᮤ
ػ᭯ㆆਟԕ᭩䆺Ǆնᗎⲷਾ⻬九䮻⎹৺ਖཆа㌫ࡇⲴн਼Ⲵ乼ˈഐ⛪俉Ӫަሖн㿪ᗇ
Ҷаⲷਾ⻬九ѻᖼԆفᴳ䆺ᡀ㤖ѫˈᆼޘнᱟ䙉⁓Ⲵа㍴乼ˈԆفቡ㿪ᗇᱟнᱟᴹа㗔
Ӫᖸᠧᘥ⇆≁ൠⲴ㎡⋫ㅹㅹˈԆفṩᵜн᰾ⲭᖸཊӪ⛪⭊哬ᴳ䐁ֶࠪ؍䆧ཙᱏ⻬九Ǆ䛓ػᱲ
ىᡁف൘ᜣⲴ乼ᱟ俉എ↨ॱᒤᖼˈሽᡁֶف䃚ણ㪇ᘾ哬⁓Ⲵ㾱≲ˈᡁف⍫൘аػн
ᱟ⇆≁ൠⲴൠᯩˈᡁف㾱ᘾ哬㾱≲ᡁف㠚ᐡ䐏ᮤػᐲⲴӪѻ䯃ǃӪ䐏᭯ᓌѻ䯃Ⲵаぞ䰌ײǄ
ᨋаػ䃚⌅ቡᱟ㠚ѫᱟ⭊哬ᙍˈᘾ哬൘аػᖼ⇆≁Ⲵᒤԓ䅋㠚ѫⲴ乼Ǆᡰԕᡁ㿪ᗇ䛓ػ
䙻अˈᆳ⎹৺Ⲵᣇ⡝аᯩ䶒ᱟ⮦ӪⲴ㍴㒄Ⲵ乼ˈਖཆᗎᙍ㘳Ⲵᯩ䶒Ԕᡁ䙢а↕৫ᜣ
ᖸཊᘾ哬⁓ᱟ㠚ѫⲴ⣰Ⲵ乼Ǆ䙉ػ乼ⴤ᧕ቡᑦࡠᖼֶ 08ǃ09 ᒤ䮻Ⲵ㨌ൂᶁ৽儈
䩥䙻अǄ

䛓ػ䙻अаᯩ䶒⮦❦ᱟ⎹৺൏ൠⲴᴹ℺Ⲵ乼ˈᡆ㘵ᱟ൏ൠⲴ࠶䝽㾿ࢳ˗ਖаᯩ䶒ަ
ሖણ㪇俉䐏ѝ഻Ⲵ䰌Ⲵײаぞ䕹ॆǄ儈䩥ቡྭۿаọ㡩ˈ㡩㡥㾱ሷ俉Ⲵᵚֶሾੁଚ㼑Ǆ
ഐ⛪儈䩥ቡᱟаọ㹰㇑ోˈᆳᢺབྷ䲨Ⲵ㹰㜸ⓀⓀн㎅ൠ䙻䙾ֶ俉ˈ❦ᖼ俉ྭۿᗎ↔ѻᖼ



ቡ⭊哬䜭н⭘㇑Ҷˈᡁفቡྭྭᢺ䛓ػ㹰㜸᧕䙾ֶቡਟԕ㒬㒼⭏⍫Ǆ䙉н۵۵䐏⽮ᴳка㡜
ⲴӪⲬ⭏⸋ˈᴤ࣐ᱟ䐏㨌ൂᶁⲴӪаⴤԕֶ䛓ぞ⭏⍫⣰ΏᡀҶаぞ䶎ᑨ䶎ᑨᕧ⛸Ⲵሽ
➗Ǆ㨌ൂᶁⲴӪቡᱟᡁفᡰ䄲ᡠᖼֶ俉Ⲵ䛓ᢩ䴓≁ˈኡ儈ⲷᑍ䚐ˈ᭯ᓌ㇑нҶҏ⋂ᴹ㜭࣋
৫㇑ǃ⋂ᴹ㜭࣋৫ᒛࣙˈԆف䲔Ҷ൘䙉㼑ᔪ・㠚ᐡⲴᇦᓝѻཆˈ䚴ᨀҶ俉ᡠᖼᐕᾝॆǃ
ᐲॆӪਓ䶎ᑨ䳶ѝⲴᐲ伏⢙ֶⓀˈ䛓ػൠ॰ቡ൘ᯠ⭼Ǆᡁнᱟ䃚ᡁف㾱䁈տ䙉࣏ػऎˈ
㾱ᘾ哬⥾䌎ԆˈفԆفᗎֶ䜭⋂ᴹ㾱䙉ػᶡ㾯ˈԆفаⴤ䜭ᱟаᯩ䶒൘㏝ᤱ㠚ᐡⲴ⭏䀸ˈਖ
аᯩ䶒᭟ᨤᐲ㼑䶒ⲴӪਓǄ䙉ػሽᡁֶ䃚ᱟаػᡁᗎֶ⋂ᜣ䙾Ⲵ㠚ѫ⁑ᔿˈ䙉ػ㠚ѫⲴ⁑
ᔿቡഐ⛪俉⨮൘⋂ᴹ⭏⭒㜭࣋ˈ⭊哬䜭⋂ᴹˈᆳ㾱䶐ޗൠֶⲴ䋷䠁ǃӪˈ䚴㾱⭘аぞ儈
䩥Ⲵᖒᔿ䕨䘱䙾ֶˈ❦ᖼቡ䇃ᡁᗎֶ䜭⋂ᴹᜣ䙾Ⲵ㠚ѫⲴ⁑ᔿᡀ⛪⣗⢢㘵Ǆᡰԕᡁ䛓ػᱲى
ᣅޕ㨌ൂᶁ৽儈䩥䙻अᱟᑦ㪇ᖸᕧⲴ䙉ぞᜣ⌅ˈቡᱟᡁفнᱟ㾱㏝䆧ᖸ䕅儶ᡆ㘵ᱟᖸ⎚╛Ⲵ
⭠ൂ⭏⍫ˈ㘼ᱟഐ⛪Ԇفԓ㺘㪇ᡁ⥌བྷ䜘࠶俉Ӫ䜭⋂ᴹᜣ䙾Ⲵ㠚ѫ⭏⍫Ⲵ⁑ᔿˈᡁف㾱
㺋䙉ػнᱟഐ⛪ᡁفᖸᝋᠰ⭠ൂⲴ付ˈݹ㘼ᱟഐ⛪Ԇفԓ㺘㪇ᡁف䲔Ҷ䌤ަԆӪѻཆⲴа
ぞࠪ䐟Ǆ䙉ᖡ丯ࡠᖼֶ儈䩥丵ⴞⅮ䙾Ҷѻᖼˈᡁفቡ䐏аᒛᴻ৻䮻൘㨌ൂᶁ䛓㼑৫ᆨぞ
⭠Ǆ䛓ػᱲⲴىᜣ⌅ᖸᒬおˈ㿪ᗇᡁف㾱ᢺ㠚ᐡ䁃㐤ᡀаػ䗢≁ˈ❦ᖼⵏⲴֶ᭦ᶁⲴᱲىᡁ
فቡਟԕᗎ䗢≁Ⲵ䀂ᓖ৫䐏Ԇف䙾Ǆ
ᗎぞ⭠䮻ᡁቡធធ᧕䀨ࡠ䗢ᾝǃ䗢≁ǃ䗢ᶁ䙉ਖཆаབྷ㍴Ⲵ乼ˈᆳ䐏ॆ⨳ޘᴹ䰌ˈ
䐏ѝ઼഻俉Ⲵ䰌ײҏᴹ䰌ㅹㅹǄࡠ⨮൘䙉ػ䲾⇥аᯩ䶒ᱟᖸࣚ࣋ᆨぞ㨌ˈᆨ㘂ᘾ哬৫㏃⠏
аػ㨌ൂˈਖཆаᯩ䶒ቡᱟᗎ⛪ڊаػ㨌ൂ䗢≁৫᧕䀨䗢ᾝ⨮൘䶒ሽⲴ乼ᡆ㘵ᱟ䗢ᾝ൘俉
㏃↧ᘾ哬ⲴаӋ䆺ॆⲴ乼ˈᴰṩᵜⲴᱟ䗢ᾝ൘ᮤػ俉Ⲵ⨮ԓⲬኅ㼑䶒ᱟᢞ╄Ҷаػᘾ
⁓ᡠ⮕ᙗⲴ䀂㢢Ǆ∄ྲ൘ߧᡠⲴᱲˈى䗢ᾝ൘俉ަሖᱟߧᡠ⭒⢙ˈే䂖৫᧕䀨䙉ӋһᛵǄ
哳ᆛ℺˖䃷䃷ࢋ䐏ᡁفᨀࡠ৳഻࣐䳋䙻अ㍴㒄ⲴаӋ㏃傇Ǆ
ઘᙍѝ˖ྭǄ৫ᒤ൘ᏪইབྷᆨⲴެ㚧㘱ᑛⲴӻ㍩ѻлᡁف৫Ҷঠቬˈ৳࣐Ҷ഻䳋ᙗⲴ⨳ޘ䗢
≁Ⲵ㍴㒄 /D9LD&DPSHVLQD˄䗢≁ѻ䐟˅Ǆᡁ䁈н䎧ֶᱟㅜॱቶ䚴ᱟㅜॱаቶⲴᴳ䆠ˈᆳᱟ
⇿йᒤǃഋᒤ㠹䗖аቶབྷᴳǄ䛓ػབྷᴳⵏⲴ䶎ᑨᴹஃⲬᙗǄ⨳ޘ䗢≁⮦❦䜭ᱟц⭼кᴰਇ༃
䘛ᡆ㘵ᱟ⭏⍫ᴰ㤖ⲴӪˈն൘俉ᡁⲴفᜣۿ㛟ᇊᱟቁᖸཊⲴǄᡁفሽ䗢≁Ⲵᜣۿᐞнཊ
ᱟ㤖䐏ឈˈṩᬊ俉᭯ᓌⲴ㎡䀸ᮨᬊˈ俉Ⲵ䗢ᾝⲴӪਓਚᴹ 5000 Ӫˈ㼑䶒䚴वᤜҶ┱ǃ
䗢ǃぞ㣡ㅹㅹн਼ⲴӪˈᡰԕᡁفṩᵜ⋂ᴹᜣۿ䙾䗢≁൘俉ᱟ⭊哬⁓Ⲵൠսˈ䐏⭊哬ᴹ䰌
Ⲵײа㗔ӪǄնᱟ৳࣐䛓ػᴳ䆠ቡ䇃ᜣ⌅ᆼޘ᭩䆺Ҷˈᡁᜣ䙉⁓䃚——ᡁفሽ䗢≁Ⲵᜣۿቡ



ᱟԆفᱟ䐏ц⭼㝛䴒ⲴӪˈഐ⛪Ԇ≨ف䚐ਚᱟᆸ൘Ԇ㠚ᐡⲴаሿⲴ䗢ൠк䶒Ǆ乼ᱟˈ⨮
൘ޘൠ⨳ᴹ 60 ܴӪˈࡠ⨮൘⛪→ˈ䚴ᴹ䎵䙾аॺᱟ䗢ᶁӪਓǄ∄ྲ䃚ѝ഻ˈ৫ᒤᐲӪ
ਓ䎵䙾䗢ᶁӪਓǄᡰԕᡁفᡰ䂽䆈Ⲵц⭼⋂ᴹ䗢ᾝ䙉аˈ⋂ᴹ䜹ᶁ䙉аˈնᱟ䜹ᶁ䙉
аቡ៹ᡁ⇿فཙ㾱ਲ਼Ⲵᶡ㾯ˈ䛓哬ൠ⨳㼑䶒䙉аᆳ൘Ⲭ⭏⭊哬һᛵˈ䛓Ӌ൏ൠᡆ㘵ᱟ
伺࠶ᡆ㘵ᱟ≤Ⓚᡆᱟぞᆀᡆ㘵ᱟ䛓ӋӪⲴ⽮㗔ˈԆ⨮ف൘䶒㠘㪇⭊哬ⲴаӋ乼ˈᆳޘ䜭ᱟ
൘ᡁⲴف㿆㐊ԕཆ……ᡰԕ䛓ػᴳ䆠㎖ᡁаػ䶎ᑨ↓䶒Ⲵаػ㺍ᡆ㘵ᱟ啃थǄ La Via
Campesina ᱟа⨳ޘػ㍴㒄ˈ䛓ػ㍴㒄ⲴᷦΏቡᱟˈ∄ྲᡁ൘俉ˈᡁᱟᩎаػ䗢≁㍴㒄Ⲵˈ
䛓ᡁቡਟԕ䐏ӎ⍢॰Ⲵ La Via Campesina Ⲵ䗖Ӫ⭣䃻࣐ޕᡀ⛪ᴳˈ॰ฏսቡᴳ⍮аӋ
ᐢ㏃ᱟԆف㍴㒄ᡀⲴӪˈֶⴻ㍴㒄൘ൠ॰ᱟᩎ⭊哬ᐕǃᴹ⭊哬Ⲵᡀ᷌ǃ⍫अᱟᘾ哬⁓……Ǆ
བྷᾲ㏃䙾аޙᒤⲴ㿰ሏˈቡਟԕ࣐ޕǄ࣐ޕѻᖼ䙉ػ㍴㒄ቡਟԕ৳㠷ࡦᇊ∄ྲ䃚ӎ⍢䙉а॰
йᒤࡠӄᒤ൘䙉аػ॰ฏ㼑䶒ᮤػ䗢≁㍴㒄Ⲵˈ⁉ⴞⲴ਼ޡ㾱⭘⭊哬ㆆ⮕ǃᴹ⭊哬ሖ䳋Ⲵ㹼
अ——∄ྲ৽ц䋯Ⲵ䛓Ӌᴳˈ൘䛓Ӌᱲ⭊ڊى哬ㅹㅹǄㅹᱲ䯃аࡠˈн਼॰ฏⲴᡀᴳ㚊
൘а䎧ˈᢺԆⲴف॰ฏ䀸ࢳޘ᭮൘а䎧ˈᙍ㘳ᐲлⲴ㹼अㆆ⮕ˈᴹ⭊哬䙺䃚Ⲵᐕਟԕڊ
ㅹㅹǄᡁቡ㿪ᗇ䙉ᱟ䶎ᑨ ᙆⲴࡇ᰾㍠ǃ᭯唘㍴㒄Ⲵᶡ㾯ˈնᱟࡇ᰾㍠нᱟ䋐䶒Ⲵˈᆳᱟа
ػᖸᇶǃ൘ࡦᓖк؍ᤱᆳⲴ≁ѫⲴᕸᙗⲴаぞ㍴㒄ᯩᔿǄ䙉㎖ᡁᖸབྷⲴаػஃⲬ˖аӋↀ
⍢∄䔳ᇼ㼅ǃ⭏⍫нᱟᖸ㤖Ⲵሿ䗢ҏᱟ La Via Campesina ⲴᡀǄ൘䶎⍢ǃই㖾ᴰ㤖ᴰឈ䛓
Ӌൠᯩҏᴹᡀˈྲ᷌䙉ӋӪ䜭ਟԕ㍴㒄൘а䎧ˈ৫а䎧ᜣ䗢≁ⲴаӋ乼Ⲵ䂡ˈ䛓ᡁفេ
⭊哬䃚俉⛪аػ䶎ᑨᇼᴹⲴ⽮ᴳˈᡁف䗢ᾝӪਓᖸቁˈᡁفቡᴹ䋷Ṭᡆ㘵ᱟᴹ⨶⭡н৫
ᜣᡆ㘵ᱟн৫ڊ䙉ᯩ䶒Ⲵһᛵ˛ਟԕⲴڊһᛵⵏᱟཚཊҶˈ∄ྲ䃚䐘഻Աᾝሽᯬ伏૱ᐕᾝ
Ⲵㆆ⮕乼ˈぞᆀⲴ乼ˈ⫠ຳⲴ乼……ަሖ䙉Ӌ൘俉䜭ᱟᆈ൘Ⲵˈնᱟቡᱟवᤜᡁ㠚
ᐡ൘ޗᖸཊӪ䜭㿪ᗇഐ⛪䗢ᾝքⲴ∄ֻሖ൘ཚቁˈᡰԕᆳ❑䰌ⰋⲒㅹㅹǄнᱟਇ㤖ⲴӪቁ
ቡਟԕ᳛ᱲᘭ⮕Ǆ⮦❦ᡁف䚴൘ᖸࡍ↕Ⲵ䲾⇥ˈྲ᷌ᡁفぞ⭠Ⲵ⭏⭒ਟԕ゙лֶˈᡁفᐢ㏃
䮻ᜣᴹ⭊哬䐏䗢ᾝ䗢≁伏૱ᴹ䰌ⲴᐕˈᡆᱟӰ哬ّ䆠ਟԕ൘俉ធធ┢䘿ᡆ㘵ኅ䮻Ǆ
哳ᆛ℺˖ᩎჂ億䐏ᩎ䙻अⲴᐞࡕ൘ଚ㼑˛
ઘᙍѝ˖ ᩎჂ億䐏ᩎ䙻अⲴᐞࡕˈ ᡁ㿪ᗇ˄ᖸ㟊Ⲵ˅——ᩎჂ億䴰㾱ⲴаӋ૱䌚ᱟᩎ䙻
अнаᇊ䴰㾱ⲴǄᡁ⨮൘⋂ᴹ৳㠷ཚཊ⦘・Ⴢ億Ⲵᐕˈնᱟ∄ྲ䃚ᡁࡠаӋ䙻अ⨮ˈᡆ
㘵ᡁн൘аӋ䙻अⲴ⨮ˈᡁᱟᖸ䴰㾱䄞䂒Ⲵˈྲ᷌ᱟᡁԕࡽˈᡁ㘱ᰙቡ䐁ࡠ㼑䶒৫ˈ⭊哬
Ⴢ億Ⲵᐕ䜭ᐢ㏃᭮Ỵˈᡁቡᱟ㾱㺍ˈᡁቡᱟ㾱䐁ࡠᴰࡽ䶒Ǆնᱟᡁ㿪ᗇަѝаػᴰ䟽㾱Ⲵ



һᛵቡᱟ——ڊჂ億ˈѳ㠣аػ䙻अჂ億ˈᱟ㾱ᖸߧ䶌ൠ৫ᆸ㪇ˈ䙉ػ䐏ᩎ䙻अᖸна⁓Ǆ
ᡁ㿪ᗇަሖᴹᖸཊᶡ㾯৽㘼ᱟլⲴˈࡠ⨮൘ᡁ䚴ᱟ䶎ᑨⲴᴹ㠸䏓৫䆰ᡆᱟ⅓䌎ᖸ␡Ⲵޕ
䚃Ǆ

∄ྲ䃚ˈԕᶡे䛓ػһᛵ⛪ֻˈᡁ൘⦘Ⴢⴻࡠаػ൏ⴏⲴሾˈ䃚⨮൘䛓ػ㾿ࢳተⲴ࢟
ተ䮧ˈԆֶᱟ䐘഻ᐕ〻ޜਨ么ሾˈԆнᒩ䛓ޜػਨ䙢ޕҶ᭯ᓌˈ䛓ػሾቡᨀࡠ㠷ⲬᧈҶ
ᖸཊ䙉ػӪڊҶ᭯ᓌⲴ࢟ተ䮧ѻᖼˈ᭯ᓌࡔҶཊቁᐕ〻㎖ԆֶⲴޜਨǄ䙉ػᡁ㿪ᗇቡᱟ䙻
अ䐏Ⴢ億ਟԕӔ⍱Ӕय़൘а䎧ⲴൠᯩǄഐ⛪а㡜Ⲵ㍉ਟ㜭ᴳᴹ৽ሽᇈ୶म㎀Ⲵ䛓ぞᓖˈ
նᱟԆف䁈㘵Ⲵ䁃㐤ˈᡆᱟԆڊفᯠ㚎ⲴнᴳᢺԆفᑦࡠ䃯ḕ㘵Ⲵ䀂㢢Ǆᡰԕᡁ㿪ᗇ൘
ᖸཊ㗙кჂ億䐏䙻अⵏⲴ㾱䙓൘а䎧ˈᡰᴹ䙻अ䜭䴰㾱䄆䘠ˈ䄆䘠ᨀаӋ䃎䀰㎖䰌ᗳⲴ
Ӫˈᡆ㘵ᱟᨀᴳ㎖ᵜֶн䰌ᗳⲴӪ৫䙢ޕ䛓ػ䆠乼ˈᡁ㿪ᗇ䙉ػᆼޘᱟ䙻अаػᗵнਟ
ቁⲴ䜘࠶Ǆ
ഐ⛪ᡁ㿪ᗇަѝаػᤷ⁉ቡᱟнᱟ䃚⦘Ⴢ䆺ᡀ⛪а⦘ػབྷⲴᡆ㘵ᱟᡰᴹӪ䜭৫ⴻ˄ⲴჂ
億˅ˈ㘼ᱟᆳࡪ◰ࠪᖸཊᡁᴳ㿪ᗇᱟ⦘ჂⲴаӋ䆺ぞˈmutation,ቡᱟᆳ䆺ⲴަԆаӋᶡ㾯Ǆ
ഐ⛪ਟ㜭ᩎⲴӪअна⁓ㅹㅹˈնᱟԆّف䆠ᙗ䌚䜭䶎ᑨᕧˈ৽↓⨮൘㏢㎑Ⴢ億Ⲵ⭏ᐢ
㏃ᆼޘн਼ˈᴹаӋᱟ∄䔳୶ᾝᙗⲴˈᴹаӋᱟ∄䔳។䶂Ⲵˈ㘼൘䙉ػ䙾〻㼑䶒ᡁ㿪ᗇ“⦘
Ⴢ”㾱ᆸտ˄н⸕䚃䙉ػᚠнᚠ⮦˅ᆳᱟаػᴹⲴ࣋ؑޜჂ億ˈᆳ㾱┯䏣аӋ㾱≲␡ޕ䚃
ⲴӪˈ৫䛓䚺৫ⴻ᮷ㄐǄ
哳ᆛ℺˖ᴹӪഐ⛪ⴻࡠ⦘ჂⲴሾᖼ࣐ޕ䙻अో˛
ઘᙍѝ˖䙉৽ػ㘼аⴤԕֶᡁ䜭н㛟ᇊⲴˈቡᱟⴻ䃚“࣐ޕ䙻अ”ᱟ⭊哬ᙍˈྲ᷌ᱟ∄
ྲ䃚——㗔䙻अ䳶ᴳ䙺㹼ˈ䙉ػᡁ㿪ᗇ㛟ᇊᱟᴹⲴˈնᱟྲ᷌ᱟ৳㠷㍴㒄ᐕᡆᱟ৫Ⲭኅ



䆠乼ˈ䛓ػᡁቡ㿪ᗇнаᇊᱟჂ億ᖸ䚙ਸⲴⴞ⁉ˈᆳਟԕࡠаӋ䆰㘵ˈᆳⲬ⨮䙉Ӌᴹ乼ˈ
䛓㼑ᴹ乼ˈնᱟ䙉ѻᖼᱟᘾ哬⁓˛䛓ᡁ㿪ᗇˈᆳ៹䂢ᱟធធᴹ㠚ᐡⲴ⭏ભ൘㼑䶒ⲴǄ
哳ᆛ℺˖ᴰᖼаػ乼ˈᵚֶᴹ⭊哬དྷᜣˈ⮦䗢≁⮦䛓哬ѵˈⴞࡽᜣⲴڊһᛵ䐏ᵚֶᜣ
Ⲵڊһᛵᱟ⭊哬˛
ઘᙍѝ˖㾱ᜣалˈቡᱟᒮػኔ⅑ǃᒮػᯩੁˈަѝаػቡᱟᡁ⻪ሖᱟ䶎ᑨᜣ㒬㒼৫䪭
⹄ぞ⭠Ⲵᴹ䰌Ⲵᢰ㺃ᐕˈᡁⲴ৳㘳唎ᱟቡᱟᒮॳᒤⲴ䗢ᾝ᮷ॆˈ䙉ػ㚭ֶ⭘ᔓᶡ䂡䅋ቡ
ᱟᖸ傅ˈⵏⲴᖸ傅ˈնᱟቡᱟᖸ㉑ˈ䛓ػ䃚⌅ҏᖸᲞ䙽ˈቡᱟӪ于䙉哬ཊᒤⲴ↧ਢˈն
ᱟൠ⨳ᖸ䟽㾱Ⲵаػᒿ㩭ᱟᐕᾝ䶙ભѻᖼˈӪ于䮻ྭ⭘ؑࡧۿа⁓৫䐏䙉ػൠ⨳
㲅ˈޙйⲮᒤቡᢺᮤػൠ⨳ഽҶаॺˈ䛓ᡁᆨぞ⭠ᙍቡᱟ䃚ˈᡁفᱟнᱟ䴰㾱䎧⻬ᦼᨑ
എӪ于൘䛓ػ唎ѻࡽˈԆ䐏ൠ⨳㲅Ⲵᯩ⌅˛䛓ػᴳнᴳ઼ᒣа唎ˈӪ㠷Ӫѻ䯃ˈӪ
㠷ൠ⨳ѻ䯃ᱟ∄䔳઼ᒣа唎˛䙉ᱟᖸػӪⲴᜣ⌅Ҷˈਖཆаػ予ᵋቡᱟ∄䔳ާ億Ⲵˈ৫
Ⲭᧈ俉ᗎᡠᖼࡠ⨮൘ˈྲ᷌ᡁفᗎ䗢ᾝⲴ䀂ᓖ৫ⴻ俉⽮ᴳⲬኅⲴ䓼䐑ˈᡁفᴳнᴳⴻ
ࡠаぞᴹ唎на⁓Ⲵ俉Ⲵᵚֶˈ䙉⁓ᆀǄᴰᖼ⮦❦ᱟᐼᵋ俉ཊа唎ሿ䗢Ǆ
˄᮷ѝ䜘࠶െ⡷᪈㠚㏢㎑˅
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New Alternatives: people decide by themselves
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Āᡁفሷ൘䙉䮻൏ൠぞἽ㭜㨌઼ば⢙Ǆā൘བྷᆨṑൂ㼑㙅ぞ˛սᯬ俉ᯠ⭼ⲴᏪইབྷ
ᆨ㠷ↀᔿབྷᆨн਼ˈṑൂ㼑䲔ᔪㇹ⢙ཆᒮѾ⋂ᴹオ㖞൏ൠǄ
ᆨ⭏ف䮻൏ൠˈ俆ݸ㾱ഽ㒎ѝ഻Ⲵਟᤱ㒼Ⲭኅˈԕሖ⨮䗢ᶁ⽮॰ਟᤱ㒼Ⲭኅ㠷⯮俣
Ⲵᐲ㏃☏؍ᤱᒣ㺑⛪ѫ乼ˈ㏃䙾䮧ᱲ䯃ᆨ㘂઼䀾䄆ᗇࠪ៹㎀䄆ᖼ䮻ⲴǄ
⛪↔ˈ㠷Ꮺইབྷᆨ઼䟽ឦབྷᆨⲴᮉᦸ઼⹄ウ⭏فа䎧৫Ҷ〈冟ǄԆف൘〈冟㘳ሏᱲ䰌
ᗳⲴнᱟ俜ш∄ш䙉⁓Ⲵঠ࣐䚪൰ˈ㘼ᱟᆹㅜᯟኡ㜸ঠ࣐䗢ཛⲴۣ㎡⭏⍫ᯩᔿˈᆨ㘂㠷
ᐲ᮷ॆᡚ❦н਼Ⲵᆹㅜᯟኡ㜸Ⲵ䗢ཛفᆸ䆧Ⲵۣ㎡㙅ぞᯩ⌅઼䳶億㋮⾎Ⲵ䗢㙅᮷᰾ǄԆف
ҏᴮሽঠᓖர䛖Ⲵ≁、ᆨ䙻अ㠷㠚⋫਼ޡ億䙢㹼䃯ḕ⹄ウˈіфᐢᤱ㒼  ᒤǄ㏃䙾
ᮉᦸ઼ᆨ⭏ف䮧ᱲ䯃㠚ⲬⲴ৳㠷і䁝䀸丵ⴞޗᇩˈᏪইབྷᆨṑ䮧ᴰ㍲䙊䙾Ҷ䙉ػ丵ⴞⲴ⭣
䃻Ǆ
丵ⴞ⭣䃻㻛᧑㌽Ⲵ⎸䇃ᆨ⭏઼ᮉᦸف䜭ᖸᥟྞǄᏪইབྷᆨࢹڕ㣍ᮉᦸᗎ  ᒤ䮻
৳࣐Āӎ⍢ᆨ㘵Ӕ⍱ā䙉ػӎ⍢॰Ⲵᆨ㘵䄆Ǆ䙉Ӌᒤᡁف㚊൘ঠᓖர䛖ൠ॰ǃ⌠഻
ᴬ䉧ǃਠ⚓儈䳴઼俉ൠ॰ˈ⇿ᒤ㠹㹼 ü ⅑ԕĀਖ于ӎ⍢ā⛪ѫ乼ⲴӔ⍱ᴳǄ䙊䙾Ꮺই
བྷᆨⲴే䂖ˈᴤ࣐⻪ᇊਖ于ሖ䑀Ⲵሖ⨮ᗵ丸㠷ࡽⷫ㎀ਸǄ
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ᐲⲴᵚֶ
üü㤡഻䕹ර䧞Ⲵᙍ㘳㠷ஏⲬ
᳹䕍

൘ᐲ઼䜹ᶁ䮧ᵏҼݳሽ・Ⲵተ䶒лˈӪفሽ⭏⍫ᯩᔿⲴ䚨լѾ䶒㠘ޙぞᾥㄟⲴᯩੁˈ
⮦ᖸཊ䗢ᶁൠ॰㻛䋬к䋗ഠǃ㩭ᖼǃ䮹ຎǃ⅐Ⲭ䚄ㅹ⁉㊔ˈᐲ൘㑱㨟Ⲵ㛼ᖼফᐢ㏃䶒ሽ⫠
ຳ⊑ḃǃ䋷Ⓚ㏺ᕥ઼伏૱ᆹޘㅹぞডˈ਼ᱲ䯃ˈ❑䄆ᱟⲬ䚄ˈ䋷Ⓚ⸝㕪઼≓ى䆺ॆⲴ
⨮ሖ䇃ᡰᴹӪ䜭❑⌅䘳䚯Ǆᡁྲفօ䚨ᡁ⭏Ⲵف⍫˛䴆❦аӋӪ䮻Ҷ䘶ᐲॆⲴ䚨ˈ
ᦰ䎧а㌫ࡇ䘄䜹▞ˈնᐲⲴᵚֶᱟӰ哬ˈ⨮ԓⲬኅ⁑ᔿ䃯ᮤⲴᯩੁ൘ଚ㼑˛ᡆ䁡ˈ䕹ර
䧞˄Transition Towns˅Ⲵᾲᘥ⛪ᡁفᨀҶᯠⲴਟ㜭ˈ䇃ᐲ൘ⲬኅⲴഠຳл䎠ᗇᴤ䚐˗ᆳ
ҏᨀ䟂ᡁˈف䜹ᶁ઼ᐲ❑⌅ࢢ㻲ˈᡁفᰒ㾱䃯ᮤᐲⲴ⁑ᔿˈҏ㾱⧽ᜌ઼ُ䪂䜹൏⽮ᴳⲴ
ሦ䋤㏃傇ˈ䱢→ц⭼ᤱ㒼䲧ޕᐲॆⲬኅⲴ䃔॰Ǆ
䕹ර䧞ᱟ⭡㤡഻ᆨ㘵৺⽮ᴳ⍫अᇦ㖵ᐳЬ䴽Პ䠁ᯟ˄Rob Hopkins˅ঊ༛൘ 2005 ᒤᨀ
ࠪⲴᐲ᭩䙐Ώᜣˈᴰ䮻ѫ㾱៹ሽ≓ى䆺᳆઼⸣⋩⸝㕪ˈᖼⲬኅᡀ⛪៹ሽ⨮ԓⲬኅ乼Ⲵ
а㌫ࡇ㹼अǄ䴽Პᯟ䠁ঊ༛ᴮᱟаս⭏䗢ᾝ䗢㰍ᑛˈ⹄ウਟᤱ㒼䗢ᾝˈҍᒤࡽԆ൘ᇦ䜹ᢈ
⢩ቬᯟ䧞˄Totnes˅Ⲭ䎧Ҷ䀾䄆ˈᗎ㍴㒄Ӫف㙺ཙǃⴻ䴫ᖡ䮻ˈ䀾䄆ሿ䧞Ⲵ㜭Ⓚǃ伏⢙ǃ
㏃☏ǃ㍴㒄ㅹ䆠乼ˈ䟽唎ᱟᖼ⸣⋩ᱲԓⲴ⽮॰Ⲭኅㆆ⮕ˈԆف䙀╨ᨀࠪĀ൘ൠ伏⢙āǃ
Ā⽮॰
⭏䔹࣋ā઼Ā䷼ᙗ㏃☏āㅹ⨶ᘥˈ䙉Ӌᾲᘥ䮻ᬪ㝛⨳ޘㇴഽޗᐢ㏃ᔓ⌋ᖒᡀⲴ⽮॰ܩ
٬㏃☏⁑ᔿǄ䳘㪇䕹ර䂖傇൘ᢈ⢩ቬᯟⲴ䮻ኅˈ䎺ֶ䎺ཊⲴት≁࣐ޕҶ䙉ػ䀸⮛ˈ㘼䙉丵䂖
傇ҏᗇࡠཆ⭼ส䠁Ⲵ᭟ᤱǄ2009 ᒤକᵜṩ≓ىབྷᴳѻᖼˈ䕹ර䧞⭡ൠ॰䂖傇䕹䆺⛪ᔓ
⌋Ⲵ⨳ޘ৳㠷㏢䐟ˈণ䙢 ޕ2.0 ᱲԓˈԆف䮻ษ䁃н਼ൠ॰ⲴӪف䮻ኅ⮦ൠⲴ䕹ර䂖傇ˈ
і⛪Ԇفᨀᒛࣙˈࡠ 2013 ᒤˈᐢ㏃ᴹ⏥㫻 40 ཊػ഻ᇦ䎵䙾 1800 䕹ර⽮॰䀸⮛ˈ䕹ර
䧞↓ᡀ⛪൘ц⭼ㇴഽޗ⍱㹼Ⲵа⽮ᴳ᭩䙐䙻अǄ2014 ᒤ 7 ᴸˈ൘⽮॰ཕդⲴ䋷ࣙлˈᡁ
਼㾯ইབྷᆨ⹄ウ㍴а䎧ࡠ㤡഻Ⲵᢈ⢩ቬᯟ઼ᐳ䟼ᯟᢈ⡮˄Bristol˅ㅹൠ৳㿰ᆨ㘂ˈіᴹᒨ൘
㡂俜䎛ᆨ䲒˄Schumacher College˅㿚㠚ᤌ䁚Ҷ䴽Პᯟ䠁ঊ༛Ǆ



െ˖䴽Პᯟ䠁ঊ༛ੁ⹄ウ㍴ӻ㍩䕹ර䧞Ⲵᾲᘥ
кػц㌰ 90 ᒤԓᡀ・Ⲵ㡂俜䎛ᆨ䲒ˈቡ㩭൘ᢈ⢩ቬᯟ䧞ˈ⭡ঠᓖᆨ㘵㯙ᨀᯟЬᓛ⪚
˄Satish Kumar˅ࢥ・ˈᰘ൘᧘अਟᤱ㒼⭏⍫㠷⭏䀸Ⲵ⨶ᘥǄᆨ䲒䮻䁝ሿර⭏ᢰ㺃ǃਟᤱ㒼
⭏⍫ᢰ㜭ㅹ䃢〻ˈ㠷䕹ර䧞Ⲵⴞ⁉䶎ᑨа㠤Ǆഐ↔㡂俜䎛ᆨ䲒ᖸᰙቡ࣐ࡠޕ䕹ර䧞Ⲵ⹄
ウ઼㏢䐟᧘ᔓѝˈ⛪㏢䐟Ⲭኅᨀᆨ㺃䋷Ⓚԕ৺ᢰ㺃᭟ᨤǄ2012 ᒤˈ㡂俜䎛ᆨ䲒㠷㾯ইབྷ
ᆨѝ഻䜹ᶁᔪ䁝ᆨ䲒ᔪ・ਸ䰌⅑↔ˈײᡁࡠف㤡഻ᆨ㘂䕹ර䧞Ⲵ㹼〻䜭ᱟ⭡㡂俜䎛ᆨ䲒
ᆹᧂǄ

െ˖㩭ᯬᢈ⢩ቬᯟ䧞Ⲵ㡂俜䎛ᆨ䲒

െ˖ㅶ㘵㠷㡂俜䎛ᆨ䲒ࢥӪ㯙ᨀᯟЬᓛ⪚
䕹ර䧞⛪᧘अ⽮॰䕹රⲴа㌫ࡇ䀸⮛ˈᴰṨᗳⲴ䆠乼ᱟ伏⢙ǃ㜭Ⓚ઼㏃☏ˈі䙊䙾



ぞ൘ൠⲴ䀓⊪ᯩṸˈ䂖െΏᔪᵜൠ⽮॰Ⲵਟᤱ㒼⭏⍫⁑ᔿǄ㏃䙾ཊᒤⲴሖ䑀ˈᐢ㏃Ⲭኅࠪ
а྇वਜ਼䎧↕ǃ␡ॆǃ䙓᧕ǃΏᔪǃདྷᜣㅹާᴹܩ٬Ⲵ↕傏Ǆᵜ᮷䙊䙾ሽ䕹ර䧞ᴰṨ
ᗳⲴйػ䆠乼Ⲵ䀾䄆઼ӻ㍩ˈᡆ䁡ਟԕᒛࣙᡁ⨶ف䀓઼ᙍ㘳䕹රⲴⵏ↓⏥ޗǄ

െ˖սᯬᢈ⢩ቬᯟⲴ REconomy ѝᗳ
аǃᵜൠ伏⢙䙻अ
ᮨॱᒤࡽˈѝ഻Ⲵ䗢ᾝ䆠乼ᱟྲօ伺⍫ᴤཊⲴӪˈᡁⲴف⡦䕙བྷ䜭ᴹ䙾侁佃Ⲵ㏃↧ˈࡠ
ᡁف䙉ԓӪⲴᱲˈى䰌ᯬ伏⢙䆠乼ᐢ䘁䕹䆺⛪ྲօਲ਼ྭⲴ⠏伺ᆨᾲᘥˈ❦㘼䘁ᒤֶᡁفᡰ䶒
ሽⲴ伏⢙䆠乼ᴤཊ䕹䆺⛪伏૱ᆹޘ乼Ǆ㏐㢢䶙ભ䇃䗢ᾝ⭏⭒ᯩᔿⲬ⭏ᐘབྷⲴ䕹䆺ˈҏ֯ᗇ
ӪⲴف伏⢙㎀ΏⲬ⭏ᖸབྷ䆺ॆˈն伏૱ᐕᾝⲴⲬኅ઼伏⢙Ⲵॆ⨳ޘլѾін㜭䀓⊪伏⢙
乼ˈ൘㤡഻ˈ䴆❦Ӫൠ䝽㖞㾱儈ᯬѝ഻ˈնফᴹ䎵䙾аॺⲴ伏⢙䴰㾱䌤഻ཆǄᵜൠ伏⢙䙻
अᚠᚠᱟ៹ሽ伏૱ᐕᾝॆ઼ॆ⨳ޘ㘼ֶˈ↓ᱟ伏⢙乼Ⲵ䟽ᯠࠨ亟ˈᐲॆ䙾〻ѝⲴぞড
ˈ֯ᗇӪف䟽ᯠ䰌⌘䜹ᶁǃ൏ൠ㠷伏⢙Ǆ
൘㠷ᢈ⢩ቬᯟ⮦ൠ CSA ΏӔ⍱Ⲵ䙾〻ѝˈ䇃ᡁঠ䊑ᴰ␡Ⲵаਕ䂡ᱟ˖
Āᡁفᐼᵋᵜ
ൠ⭏⭒Ⲵば⢙ᱟ㎖⮦ൠӪਲ਼Ⲵʽā㾱⨶䀓䙉ਕ䂡ˈ俆ݸ㾱ⷝ䀓⮦ൠⲴ䗢ᾝ⭏⭒⁑ᔿ઼伏⢙㎀
ΏǄ㤡഻ᱟ൏ൠ⿱ᴹⲴ഻ᇦˈᢈ⢩ቬᯟⲴབྷཊᮨ൏ൠ↨ൠѫᡰᴹˈ❑䄆ᱟൠѫ㠚ᐡ㏃⠏䚴ᱟ
ࠪ』㏃⠏ˈ䜭ᱟ㲅൘аػ伏૱⭒ᾝ䧸ọ㼑ˈн਼ᯬѝ഻Ⲵሿ䗢㏃☏ˈ䗢ѫ൘䗢ぞἽа
Ⲵ䗢⢙ᡆ伬伺⢋㖺ˈ⭒ࠪᖼ㎡а䣧㎖伏૱ޜਨˈ䙉Ӌޜਨሽࡍ㍊⭒૱䙢㹼࣐ᐕ઼व㼍ˈ
䙊䙾伏૱៹䧸ࡠ៹н਼Ⲵᐲˈ⮦ൠӪԕ୶૱Ⲵᖒᔿᗎᐲ䌬䋧ˈ䋧ֶⲴҏᵚᗵᱟᵜ
ൠ⭒ⲴǄᢃ∄ػᯩˈᇦ䮰ਓᱟа⡷ሿ哕⭠ᡆаػ⢗ˈফᖸ䴓ⴤ᧕ਲ਼ࡠ䙉㼑Ⲵሿ哕઼⢋
ྦˈ㘼䴰㾱৫䎵ᐲ䌬䋧࣐ᐕྭⲴ哥वᡆң䞚ˈіф䋧ࡠⲴ伏૱ҏᵚᗵᱟᵜൠ⭒ˈഐ⛪ᆳਟ
㜭ֶ㠚ᯱ䚺Ⲵൠ॰⭊㠣ᱟᴤ䚐Ⲵ഻ᇦ˗਼ᱲ䙉⭠㼑Ⲵば⢙ਟ㜭䌓㎖伬ᯉᔐˈ⢋ྦࡷ࣐ᐕᡀ
ң㼭૱䣧ᖰަԆൠᯩǄᡁفᴮ㏃ԕ⛪ˈ୶૱ॆ䇃ӪⲴف䚨ᴤ㠚⭡ˈ䇃䋷ⓀⲴ䝽㖞ᴤਸ⨶ˈ



ҏ䇃伏⢙ཊ⁓ॆǄ❦㘼ሽ⮦ൠӪֶ䃚ˈаᯩ䶒ཊᮨӪ䶒㠘伏⢙ܩṬॷ儈઼伏૱ᆹޘㅹ乼ˈ
਼ᱲˈ䗢ѫࡷ䶒ሽ⨳ޘ伏⢙ܩṬㄦ⡝Ⲵ༃࣋ˈ䎺ֶ䎺аॆ઼᧐ྚᔿ⭏⭒ˈӪ઼ف൏ൠⲴ
䰌ײ䎺ֶ䎺⮿䚐Ǆ⋂ᴹ൘ൠⲴऎअˈ⋂ᴹˈӪ઼ӪⲴ䰌ײҏ㻛ᢃᮓҶˈਚ࢙л䠁䥒㠷୶
૱ⲴӔ᱃ˈᴤ䟽㾱Ⲵᱟˈྲ᷌㲅൘ཡᾝ⣰ˈ൘ᑨ㾿伏⢙億㌫лˈҏ䴓ԕ䙊䙾㠚ᐡऎअ
ֶ⦢ਆ伏⢙ˈ䲔䶎ᜣ䗖⌅ᔴࡠ䥒Ǆഐ↔ˈᵜൠ伏⢙䙻अवਜ਼Ҷ䶎ᑨ䊀ᇼⲴˈ⏥ޗᆳ䴰㾱ሷ
൏ൠǃ伏⢙ǃӪ઼⽮॰䟽ᯠ䙓᧕䎧ֶˈ䟽Ώаぞ⭏⍫ॆⲴ䰌ྲֻˈײሷⲴޡޜ㣡ൂ઼㥹ක࡙
⭘䎧ֶˈ⭡⽮৳㠷ޡޜऎअі⦢ᗇ伏⢙Ǆ↔ཆˈቁ⸣⋩䌤ҏᱟᵜൠ伏⢙䙻अⲴ䟽㾱ᯩ
ੁˈ᧑⭘ᴹⲴཊ⁓ॆⲴぞἽᯩᔿˈн۵ਟԕ䱽վᧂ᭮ˈҏ֯ᗇӪⲴف伏⢙ᴤڕᓧǄ
⋣⚈ᴹ䗢˄Riverford Organic Farm˅ᱟ㤡഻㪇Ⲵᴹ伏૱ᆵ䝽ޜਨˈ൘ᢈ⢩ቬᯟ
䧞кঐൠ 3000 ཊ⮍ˈ䗢ѫ㌴㘠Ь⊳⢩˄John Watson˅Ⲵ⾆кᴮᱟབྷൠѫˈ൏ൠҏᴮа
ᓖ㦂ᔒˈᗎ 1980 ᒤԓ䮻䟽ᯠ࡙⭘൏ൠˈі䕹ර⛪ᴹ䗢ᾝǄ䗢ޗᴹぞἽൂǃ伺⢋ǃ
佀ᔣˈᴹ䝽䘱㌫㎡ˈ䚴ᴹаػབྷⲴ⭏凞䎵ᐲˈሸ䮰ᨀᵜൠ⭏⭒Ⲵᯠ凞伏ᶀˈ∄㠚ᐡ⭏⭒
Ⲵ䜘࠶ˈ᭦䳶䱴䘁ሿ䗢Ⲵ伏ᶀࡷքᬊ䝽䘱㏢䐟Ⲵѫ㾱䜘࠶ˈⴞࡽ䂢䗢ᴹ 400 ཊᐕˈ
ᒤ⠏ᾝ乽㌴ 3 ॳ㩜㤡䦺Ǆ䗢䎵ᐲⲴ伏⢙⏥㫻Ҷ㭜㨌ǃѫ㌗ǃ㚹于ǃ࣐ᐕ伏૱ㅹᒮѾᡰᴹ伏
૱于ࡕ∄ᑨ㾿䎵ᐲˈ䙉㼑Ⲵ伏⢙ܩṬн㇇儈ˈফᱟᵜൠ⭏⭒Ⲵᯠ凞伏⢙ˈഐ↔⋣⚈ᴹ䗢
ᖸਇ⮦ൠӪ↑䗾Ǆ

െ˖⊳⢩ੁ⭏ݸᡁفӻ㍩ԆⲴᴹ伏⢙㏢䐟



െ˖⋣⚈ᴹ䗢Ⲵᴹ伏૱䎵ᐲ

െ˖⋣⚈ᴹ䗢ᵜൠᴹ伏૱䎵ᐲ

∄བྷ䗢ˈཊ࣏㜭Ⲵሿ䗢ࡷᴤཊˈᆨṑ㨌ൂ˄School Farm˅ቡᱟަѝѻаǄނЬ
ਹ⡮㧛˄Hal Gilmore˅઼ཕդޙ㏃⠏㪇䙉 ػCSA 䗢ˈԆ઼ف㡂俜䎛ᆨ䲒㚟ਸˈ䮻ኅ䗢ᾝᮉ
㛢Ⲵ⍫अˈіሷ伏ᶀ៹㎖ᆨ䲒৺ઘ䚺Ⲵᴻ৻Ǆ㨌ൂ䶎ᑨᮤ▄ˈⴻ䎧ֶᖸᴹọ⨶ˈぞἽⲴ૱
于ҏᖸ䊀ᇼˈػޙӪⲴ㟹к䜭⌻ⓒ㪇㠚઼ؑᒨ⾿Ǆਹ⡮㧛ҏ৳㠷ࡠ䕹ර䧞ⲴަԆᐕˈྲ
⽮॰䋘ᒓⲴ㇑⨶ˈ⽮॰㍴㒄৺аӋ⹄ウᐕǄ

െ˖ਹ⡮㧛Ⲵཕդӻ㍩ᆨṑ㨌ൂ



െ˖ᆨṑ㨌ൂ
㱁㧷ҏᱟаػሿⲴࢥ伏⢙丵ⴞˈ൘а⽮ػ॰㨌ൂᯱ䚺ˈаሽᒤ䕅Ӫ֯⭘аػ䳶㼍
㇡ֶぞἽ㱁㧷ˈ㱁㧷⭏䮧ⲴสᯉቡᱟǄަሖԆفᨀ㎖ት≁Ⲵᱟа乶Ā㱁㧷āˈа
ػਟԕᤱ㒼⭒ࠪ㱁㧷ⲴሿᯩⴂᆀǄ⮦ⴂᆀ൘䳶㼍㇡ษ伺ࡠаᇊ䲾⇥ˈਟԕᩜࡠ㠚ᐡᇦ㼑ធធ
䟷㱁㧷ҶǄࢥ㘵ᜣ䁤Ӫˈف㠚ᐡ⭏⭒伏⢙нᱟаԦཚഠ䴓Ⲵһᛵˈਚ㾱予㣡ᱲ䯃ˈ
ቡਟԕ࡙⭘ぞ䋷Ⓚ䕹䆺⛪ᆹޘਟਓⲴ伏⢙Ǆ

െ˖ᾥާࢥⲴ㱁㧷⭏䮧ⴂ
䧞к䚴ᴹᖸаӋⲴޡޜ㨌ൂˈ⭡ᘇ予㘵ᢃ⨶ˈԫօት≁᧑᪈઼֯⭘Ǆަሖˈ㡂俜䎛ᆨ
䲒㼑䶒ҏᴹаػሿ㨌ൂˈ䙉ػ㨌ൂᴤཊᱟ⛪ᆨᨀሖ䑀Ⲵᡰˈ㨌ൂ䙓᧕Ҷᔊᡯǃึ㛕⊐
઼⭏ᓱᡰˈᖒᡀҶаػሿⲴ伏⢙㌫㎡ˈ⛪䗢ᾝሖ䑀㘵ᨀ৳㘳ǄԆفҏ㏃ᑨ㍴㒄ᆨ㾿ࢳ
ᯠⲴ⭏䗢ˈԕᑦ么བྷᇦᴤྭൠ৳㠷ࡠਟᤱ㒼Ⲵᵜൠ伏⢙ᙍ㘳ѝ৫Ǆ



െ˖㡂俜䎛ᆨ䲒Ⲵޗሿ㨌ൂ

െ˖ᢈ⢩ቬᯟ䧞кⲴ⽮॰㨌ൂ
Ҽǃᯠ㜭Ⓚ㠷൘ൠ䮻Ⲭ
㜭Ⓚ乼դ䳘㪇ᐕᾝॆ઼ᐲॆ㘼ֶˈᐕᾝॆⲴѫ㾱ⴞ⁉ᱟ⎸䋫䴰≲ˈഐ↔㜭Ⓚডሖ
䳋кᱟ䙾ᓖ⎸䋫㠷㜭Ⓚ䲀ᇊѻ䯃Ⲵнਟॆ䀓Ⲵ⸋Ǆаᯩ䶒ˈⲬ䚄ൠ॰ᖰᖰሷ⊑ḃⲴԓܩ䕹
〫ࠪ৫ˈᡆ㘵䳡㭭䎧ֶˈਖаᯩ䶒ࡷᇴᐼᵋᯬ、ᢰⲬኅˈ䂖െ䮻Ⲭᯠ㜭Ⓚˈᖼ㘵ᖰᖰᑦֶᯠ
ⲴডǄ൘ↀ⍢ཊᮨᰙⲬᐕᾝॆൠ॰ˈ⭡ᯬ⊑ḃ઼㜭Ⓚ乼ࠪ⨮ᗇ∄䔳ᰙˈഐ↔ҏ൘ᖸᰙⲴ
ᱲىቡᨀࠪ㏐㢢㜭Ⓚǃ▄㜭ⓀㅹⲴᾲᘥˈཚ䲭㜭ণᱟަѝаぞǄཚ䲭㜭Ⲵ֯⭘ᱟ㜭Ⓚ൘ൠ
࡙⭘ⲴᖸྭⲴ䚨ˈᆳਟԕቡ䘁ǃᯩׯൠ䕹ॆཚ䲭Ⲵݹ㜭䟿іᴯԓ䜘࠶ᑨ㾿㜭ⓀǄ
⭡ᯬ䙾৫ཚ䲭㜭⭒૱Ⲵ㼭䙐ᡀᵜ䔳儈ˈ㠷ۣ㎡㜭Ⓚ∄ˈᗎ㏃☏䀂ᓖݚऒнབྷˈаӋↀ
⍢ᐲ⛪Ҷ啃थཚ䲭㜭ㅹ㏐㢢㜭ⓀⲴ࡙⭘ˈቔަᱟↀⴏ഻ᇦᴮ䄮 2020 ᒤѻࡽ㾱ሷ▄㜭
ⓀⲴ֯⭘∄ֻᨀ儈ࡠ 20%ˈഐ↔᭯ᓌሷᗎ⸣⋩ޜਨᗥ᭦ֶⲴ⻣ᧂ᭮〵ˈ㼌䋬㎖ት≁啃थᆹ㼍
ཚ䲭㜭ˈնᱟ⭡ᯬ⭣䃻ǃᆹ㼍ǃ㏝䆧ㅹ䚴ᱟ⮦哫➙ˈ᧘ᔓⲴ䙏ᓖінᘛǄᴰ䘁ᒮᒤֶˈѝ
઼഻ইӎаӋ഻ᇦ㼭䙐ᾝ䗵䙏ⲬኅˈݹԿ⭒૱Ⲵᡀᵜ䳘ѻл䱽ˈ䙢а↕䱽վҶཚ䲭㜭Ⲵ֯⭘
䮰⃫ˈׯᴹཚ䲭㜭᧘ᔓޜਨǃᯠ㜭Ⓚਸ⽮ㅹΏⲬኅֶࠪǄᆳ⛪فԢӻˈ䃚ᴽት≁֯⭘
ཚ䲭㜭ˈіԓ⛪ᆹ㼍ǃ㏝䆧ˈ䚴㎡аᒛ⭘ᡦ⭣䃻㜭Ⓚ㼌䋬ˈᖒᡀаぞሽᡀ⟏Ⲵ᧘ᔓ⁑ᔿˈ



䙉ぞ֯⌅ڊᗇ䕹ර䧞ǃ㏐㢢ᐲㅹሖ䑀൘㜭Ⓚ么ฏᴹҶᯠケǄ
ն䙉ぞ㜭ⓀᯩṸⲴн䏣ѻ㲅ᱟˈаᯩ䶒ᗵ丸䌤⸣⋩ޜਨⲴ⊑ḃ〵ˈਖаᯩ䶒ަሖᱟሷ
㼭䙐ݹԿ⭒૱Ⲵ⊑ḃԓܩ䕹〫ࡠҶӎ⍢Ǆ㨟བྷᆨⲴ⭠ᶮᮉᦸᴮሸ䮰᮷࠶᷀䙾ཚ䲭㜭Ⲵ࡙
ᔺˈԆ䃷ࡠཚ䲭㜭ަሖᱟᴤ࣐㙇㜭ⲴᯩᔿǄഐ↔ˈ㜭ⓀⲴ䆠乼Ⲵᙍ㘳ˈㇰ⍱∄䮻Ⓚᴤ䟽㾱ˈ
ⵏ↓Ⲵ䕹රᐲˈ㾱᭩䆺ަ儈㙇㜭Ⲵ⭏⍫ᯩᔿˈే䂖аぞ㏐㢢Ⲵ᮷᰾Ǆ⭊㠣䴰㾱䟽ᯠ䂅ՠ⮦
ൠⲴ⭏䔹࣋ˈሷ⭏⍫ᯩᔿ㠷⭏ọԦ㎀ਸ䎧ֶˈᗎ㺓伏տ㹼ㅹػᯩ䶒ሖ⨮Ӫ㠷㠚❦Ⲵ
㶽ਸǄ
བྷ㺋Ьẁᗧᯟ˄David Saunders˅ؑᢰ㺃ਟԕ䀓⊪⽮ᴳ乼ˈԆབྷॺ⭏䜭ᗎһ TI 㹼ᾝˈ
Ԇሽཚ䲭㜭ⲴⲬኅ▋࣋ؑ┯ݵᗳˈԆᐳ䟼ᯟᢈ⡮ᡀ・Ҷаػ㜭Ⓚਸ⽮˄Bristol Power Coop˅ˈሸ䮰᧘ᔓཚ䲭㜭Ǆ

െ˖ẁᗧᯟ⭏ݸӻ㍩ཚ䲭㜭丵ⴞ

െ˖ẁᗧᯟ⭏ݸӻ㍩㜭Ⓚড৺ᯠ㜭ⓀᴯԓᯩṸ

㢮㊣࡙ӎЬẵ⡮㏝⡮˄Emilia Melville˅ᱟਖаػ㜭Ⓚਸ⽮˄Bristol Energy Co-op˅Ⲵ䋐
䋜Ӫˈྩ䙊䙾㍴㒄䆰ᴨᴳ઼⽮ᔪ・䙓᧕ˈі൘аἏᯠᔪⲴჂ億ѝᗳቻ串ᆹ㼍Ҷཚ䲭㜭䴫
㌫㎡ˈਟԕ⛪䗖⁃ޜᨀ䎵䙾 40%Ⲵ䴫࣋Ǆ



െ˖ẵ⡮㏝⡮ӻ㍩㜭Ⓚਸ⽮Ⲵ䙻

െ˖൘Ⴢ億ѝᗳⲴབྷ⁃㼑ˈ䴫ᆀቿ亟⽪⮦ཙቻ串ཚ䲭㜭ᐢ㏃Ⲭ䴫 140 ॳ⬖

йǃᯠ㏃☏ˈᯠ⽮॰
൘Ӫ于⽮ᴳⲬኅⲴ↧ਢкˈ㠚ᗎ֯⭘Ҷ䋘ᒓˈᖸቡⲬ᰾ҶĀ䥒⭏䥒ā㾿ࡷˈ䙉ػ㾿ࡷ
䎺╄⛸ˈⴤࡠⲬኅࠪҶ⨮ԓ䠁㶽ˈ㘼䃠ᦼᨑ䠁㶽䋷ᵜˈ䃠ቡ⦢ᗇަ٬᭦⳺ˈᦼᨑⲴ䎺ཊˈ
⦢ᗇⲴᴤཊǄդ䳘㪇䋷Ⓚ䋷ᵜॆˈޘц⭼ൠн਼Ⲵ䋷Ⓚҏቡ䳘㪇䋘ᒓⲴ⍱अ㘼⍱अˈᗎ䗢
ᶁ⍱अࡠᐲˈᗎマ഻㚊䳶ࡠᇼ഻ˈ❑䄆ᱟ㠚❦䋷Ⓚ䚴ᱟӪ࣋䋷Ⓚԕ৺ަࢥ䙐Ⲵܩ٬ˈ㘼фˈ
䎺ᱟˈॆ⨳ޘ䎺ᱟ㠚⭡⍱अˈቡ䎺ਟ㜭ᾥㄟॆˈ䋑ᇼቡ䎺䳶ѝǄ਼ᱲˈᦼᨑ䋘ᒓⲬ㹼℺䜘࠶
഻ᇦˈ䙊䙾䋘ᒓ᧗ࡦ㘼ѫሾ䠁㶽ᐲˈ⦢ਆҶ⨳ޘ䠁㶽ᐲᴤབྷ᭦⳺Ǆ
൘䙉⁓Ⲵ㾿ࡷлˈа⽮ػ॰ྲ᷌㲅൘аػᔓ⌋Ⲵ઼㠚⭡Ⲵ䋘ᒓ㌫㎡ˈަ㠚䓛ⲴⲬኅǃ䋑
ᇼⲴ઼࣐ぽ㍟䜭ᴳਇࡠ䲀ࡦˈӪ❑فᖒѻѝ㻛䋘ᒓ㎱઼ᷦࢍࡺǄᗎ⽮॰ⲬኅⲴ䀂ᓖˈ䙾
䌤㜭ⓀޜਨᨀⲴ㜭Ⓚˈֻྲ䌬䋧⸣⋩઼䴫࣋ˈ֯ׯᗇᵜൠ䋷Ⓚԕ䋘ᒓⲴᖒᔿ䗵䙏⍱ࠪ˗
伏⢙ҏᱟˈᢈ⢩ቬᯟ䧞кት≁ѻࡽ䎵䙾ҍᡀⲴ伏⢙䌤䎵ᐲ㌫㎡ˈ㘼䙉䜘࠶⎸䋫བྷ䜭ᗎ⽮॰
⍱ࠪ˗䚴ᴹ䢰㹼㌫㎡ˈаᯩ䶒ൠᯩݢ㫴ᖰᖰ㻛བྷරޜਨ࡙⭘ˈ㘼ት≁ؑ䋨ࡷ䴰㾱᭟ԈᴤབྷⲴ



ԓܩǄഐ↔ˈྲօ䇃䋷䠁઼䋑ᇼ⮉൘ᵜൠˈᖒᡀаػ൘ൠⲴ䠁㶽㾿ࡷі⛪ᵜᴽउˈᱟᖸཊ
Ӫᙍ㘳ᯠ㏃☏Ⲵѫ㾱ࠪ䐟ѻаǄ䙊䙾Ⲭ㹼⽮॰䋘ᒓˈሖᯭൠᯩ䋯᱃؍䆧ǃ啃थ൘ൠ⎸䋫ǃⲬ
ኅ൘ൠݢ㫴ㅹ⇥ˈਟԕ֯а⽮ػ॰Ⲵぞ䋷Ⓚ㾱㍐ⴑਟ㜭ൠ⮉؍лֶˈҏ⛪ൠᯩޡޜᴽउ
઼䋑उぽ㍟ᨀҶਟ㜭Ǆ
൘ᢈ⢩ቬᯟⲴ㺇䚃ˈਟԕⴻࡠаӋ୶䤚Ⲵ⧫⪳⡶ཆˈ䲔Ҷᕥ䋬ぞؑ⭘ǃ䢰㹼ㅹ᭟Ԉ⁉
㊔ˈ䚴䋬ᴹ᰾亟⽮॰䋘ᒓⲴ⁉㊔ˈ䙉ણ㪇⮦ൠӪਟԕ֯⭘Āᢈᒓā൘ᓇ⎸ޗ䋫Ǆ⭡ᯬᢈᒓ
ਚ൘⮦ൠ⽮॰⍱䙊ˈᗎ㘼䱢→䋘ᒓཆ⍱ˈ֯ᗇ䋘ᒓਚ⛪⛪ᵜൠⲴ⭏⭒ǃᔪ䁝ǃ઼⎸䋫ᴽउǄ
ᢈᒓᱟ⭡⮦ൠ≁䯃Ώ㚟ਸⲬ䎧ˈⴞࡽⲬ㹼㾿⁑䔳ሿˈն↓൘䙀↕ᬤབྷˈᴹ㗙Ⲵᱟ䙊䙾ᵜ
ൠ䋘ᒓӔ᱃ᖒᡀⲴ䰌ײ㏢㎑ˈਟԕ⛪⽮॰Ⲵ䕹රᨀ㢟ྭⲴ㍴㒄ส⼾Ǆ

െ˖ᢈ⢩ቬᯟⲬ㹼Ⲵ⽮॰䋘ᒓüüᢈᒓ

െ˖ᓇ䤚䮰ਓ᭟ᤱᢈᒓ⎸䋫Ⲵ⁉⽪



ᐳ䟼ᯟᢈ⡮൘ॱҍц㌰ԕࡽᱟаⲬػ䚄Ⲵਓᐲˈᴮ⛪䋙䌓唁ྤⲴᬊ唎઼㖾⍢⦹㊣
Ӕ᱃ᐲ㘼㚎Ǆཡ৫ц⭼ਓൠսᖼˈ㠚⭡㏃☏䇃䙉ػᐲ␡ਇަᇣˈᐲ≁䙻अ⍫䒽ˈᴮ
㏃Ⲭ⭏䙾ཊ䎧৽ሽ⨳ޘ䙓䧆䎵ᐲ′䌬˄TESCO˅Ⲵབྷර৽ᣇ䙻अǄᬊ䃚ᴮᴹ䎵䙾ҍᡀⲴᐲ≁
᭟ᤱ൘ൠ⎸䋫ˈ৽ሽ′䌬ˈਟ㾻⮦ൠ≁ሽᯬ൘ൠ㏃☏Ⲵબ㚢ᖸ儈Ǆ

െ˖ᐳ䟼ᯟᢈ⡮㺇九䰌ᯬ᭟ᤱᵜൠ㏃☏ǃᶟ㪋′䌬䎵ᐲⲴᖙ㒚

൘ᐳ䟼ᯟᢈ⡮ᐲ≁䙻अⲴ᧘अлˈᐲ䆠ᴳᢩ߶Ⲭ㹼ᐳ䦺ˈіфᡀ・ሸ䮰Ⲵ䢰㹼ˈ䋐䋜ᵜ
ൠ䋘ᒓⲴⲬ㹼઼㇑⨶ˈᬊ䃚䙓ᐲ䮧Ⲵᐕ䋷䜭ᱟ⭘ᐳ䦺Ⲭ᭮ˈ㘼фᖸཊ୶ᇦ䚴᧘ࠪ᧑⭘ᵜᒓӔ
᱃Ⲵ䴫ᆀӔ᱃㌫㎡Ǆн䙾ˈ൘⋂ᴹᖒᡀᆼᮤⲴ൘ൠ䠁㶽㌫㎡ѻࡽˈᐳ䦺઼㤡䦺ѻ䯃ᱟപᇊय़
⦷઼㠚⭡ݼᨋⲴˈⲬ㹼㾿⁑ҏਚᴹᮨॱ㩜㤡䦺ˈ᳛ᱲ䚴нᱟаػሱ䮹Ⲵ⽮॰䋘ᒓ㌫㎡ˈնᱟ
Ⲭ㹼⽮॰䋘ᒓ㠣ቁ࣐ҶӪⲴفᵜൠ䂽਼ᝏˈ䙺ᇒҏਟԕ֯⭘㤡䦺᤹➗аᇊⲴݼᨋ㠚⭡䌬
䋧ˈྲ᷌нᜣ൘⮦ൠ⎸䋫ᆼˈቡਟԕ⮦ᡀ䙺㌰ᘥᒓᑦഎ৫᭦㯿ˈ䙉⁓ަሖҏ⛪⮦ൠ䙺
࣐᭦ˈޕᴹӋൠᯩ᭯ᓌҏ䮻ᢺ䕹ර䧞䀸⮛⮦ڊ࣐ቡᾝⲴ⇥ѻаǄ

െ˖俜ݻЬ⮒乃˄Mark Burton˅ੁᡁفӻ㍩Ҷᐳ䟼ᯟᢈ⡮Ⲵ⽮॰䋘ᒓ䢰㹼



െ˖1 䦺䶒٬Ⲵᐳ䦺

െ˖5 䦺䶒٬Ⲵᐳ䦺

ഋǃ⭏⍫ᝏ㠷⽮॰ࠍ㚊࣋
䕹ර䧞䙻अᱟаⓛ઼Ⲵ⽮ᴳअˈ䙉ぞअᢺぞ⽮ᴳডޗ䜘ॆ઼൘ൠॆˈ䙊䙾
㠚ᡁ৽ᙍˈ㠚ᡁ䃯ᮤ઼㠚ᡁ㍴㒄ˈᖒᡀаぞᯠⲴ⽮॰᮷ॆˈ਼ޡ䶒ሽᵚֶⲴ⭏⍫ˈ❑ᖒѻѝ
ᖒᡀаぞ⨮ሖⲴ৽ᣇ⁑ᔿǄ
൘䕹ර䧞㏢䐟Ⲵሖᯭ↕傏㼑ˈ俆ݸᕧ䃯Ⓧ䙊ǃ୶㠷ਸˈֻྲ㾱俆ݸᔪ・㠚ᐡ㠷䝠
ትⲴ䰌ˈײᢺа㗔Ӫ㚊䳶൘а䎧ˈབྷᇦ䙊䙾䀾䄆ǃ৽ⴱǃ࠶ӛˈ਼ޡ䶒ሽ⽮॰ⲴডǄ䙉
ػ䙾〻ѝѫ㾱ᢩࡔⲴᱟػӪѫ㗙઼⎸䋫ѫ㗙ˈᨀّ⽮॰਼ޡ億ˈ⌘䟽⭏⍫Ⲵⵏሖܩ٬઼⛪
䳶億Ⲵ⭏ᆈ᮷ॆǄ൘䕹ර䧞Ⲵ⨶ᘥ㼑ˈऎअܩ٬㻛ᕧ䃯ˈབྷᇦ㾱а䎧ऎअˈ⭏⭒⭏⍫⢙䋷ˈ
ֻྲ䙊䙾ぞ㨌ǃ✩会ǃڊᐕㅹᨋਆऎअᡀ᷌ㅹˈ䙉⁓ˈӪ⭏Ⲵف⍫ᝏቡᴳᕧˈㇰ㌴䆈ǃ
ޡޜ㿰ᘥǃሽ㠚❦઼ԆӪⲴᮜ⭿ᗳҏᴳ䙀╨ษ伺䎧ֶǄѻࡽ䙊䙾䠁䥒ሖ⨮Ⲵܩ٬ˈ⨮൘䴰㾱
䙊䙾㠚ᐡऎअˈ䠁䥒ᴮ㏃լѾ䇃Ӫ⭏Ⲵف⍫䆺ᗇ⦘・ˈ㘼ऎअࡷ䴰㾱ˈҏ䴰㾱➗亗н਼
ⲴӪǄ
൘⿱ᴹॆⲴц⭼㼑ˈޡޜ䜘࠶䎺ֶ䎺ቁˈഐ⛪䋷ⓀⲴ䕹〫ᱟྲ↔㉑઼䗵䙏ˈнᴳഐ



⛪൘ᮨॳޜ䟼ཆⲴ㌗伏⸝㕪㘼⎚→ڌ䋫伏⢙ˈҏнᴳഐⴻࡠц⭼ሽ䶒Ⲵ൏ൠ⊑ḃ㘼ቁ
㜭Ⓚ⎸㙇ˈᴤнᴳ൘⎸䋫૱㛼ᖼⲴ㹰⊇ᐕᔐˈ⭊㠣ሽ䃷䄆㪇ޜᒣফ൘൘❑ᖒѝ㼭䙐нޜ
ᒣ㘼❦ޘн⸕Ǆնྲ᷌䙀╨᭮Ỵሽཆ⭼伏⢙ǃ⸣⋩઼䋘ᒓ㌫㎡Ⲵ䌤ˈ⽮॰㠚ᴹ䋷Ⓚቡ亟ᗇ
ᕼ䏣⧽䋤ˈഐ⛪ൠᯩ⭏Ⲵ䔹㜭࣋ሷ䰌Ѿ⇿аػӪⲴ⭏ᆈˈⲴ⎚䋫ǃ⎸㙇ǃ᨞䴽䜭ᖡ丯
ࡽˈᆳ⮦❦ᱟⲴ਼ޡǃᝏ਼䓛ਇⲴǄสᯬ䙉ぞ⭏⍫ܩ٬Ⲵ䚨ˈа⽮ػ॰Ⲵ⭏⍫ᯩᔿ㠚❦
㘼❦ᴳ᭩䆺ˈіф䎺ֶ䎺എ↨⨮ሖˈ䙢㘼ᖒᡀᯠⲴ⽮॰䰌ˈײ䙉ቡᱟࠍ㚊࣋Ǆ

െ˖䴽Პᯟ䠁઼⹄ウ㍴㍴ޡ䙢ॸ佀

а唎ஏ⽪
ѝ഻↓㲅൘儈䙏Ⲭኅѻѝˈ഻䳋ॆᴮᱟѝ഻⽮ᴳⲬኅⲴа⁉ػⓆˈ൘ᘭ⮕Ӫൠ䋷Ⓚᐞ⮠
ⲴⲬኅṶᷦлˈѝ഻དྷੁ㾯ᯩⴻ啺ˈѝ഻Ⲵᐲॆ⦷઼⨮ԓॆ〻ᓖҏнᯧ࣐ᘛǄ㤡഻䕹ර
䧞䙻अਟԕᗎڤ䶒ⴻࡠ㾯ᯩ⽮ᴳᐲॆⲴডˈቔަᗎ伏⢙ǃ㜭Ⓚ઼㏃☏么ฏǄѝ഻䗢ᶁⲴ
ሿ䗢㏃☏⽮ᴳަሖᱟᖸྭⲴިㇴˈᆼᮤⲴ൘ൠ伏⢙㌫㎡ǃ઼䗢ᾝ㎀ਸⲴ⭏⍫㜭Ⓚԕ৺нཚ୶
૱ॆⲴ㏃☏Ǆᐲড䟽䟽ˈնᐲॆফ൘࣐ᘛˈ䗢ᶁⲴぞ䋷Ⓚ㾱㍐䗵䙏⍱ࠪǃ൏ൠ઼⫠
ຳ㻛⊑ḃˈ䗢≁ҏ㻛㼩䙢⨮ԓॆⲴ▞⍱ѻѝǄᡁ៹ف䂢䟽㿆ѝ഻ۣ㎡䜹൏⽮ᴳㇰܹǃ㍐ǃ
㠚䏣Ⲵ⭏ᆈܩ٬઼ԕᶁ㠽⛪ᵜⲴ⽮॰㋮⾎ˈ䅩᧘䙢ᐲॆˈ਼ᱲ৽ᙍᐲᵚֶⲴࠪ䐟Ǆ
⽮ᴳ᭩䙐нᱟаԦᇩ᱃Ⲵһᛵˈѝ഻䘁ᒤֶ㠸䎧Ⲵ CSA 䙻अ઼㬜ࣳⲬኅⲴᝋ᭵䜹⍫अ䇃Ӫ
⅓ហˈᝋ᭵䜹ᢺᐲ઼䜹ᶁ䙓᧕䎧ֶˈᆳᨀ䟂ᡰᴹӪ᭮ធ㞣↕ˈഎ九ⴻⴻ᭵䜹ˈ䟽ᯠᙍ㘳⭏
⍫ⲴᯩੁˈԆҏ੨ᕅҶаབྷᢩ䘄䜹䶂ᒤˈഎࡠ䛺॰ᡆ䜹лⲴ⭠䟾㼑ˈڊഎᲞ䙊ӪǄᡁᜣ䙉ᱟ
ѝ഻Ⲵ䕹රˈҏ䁡н䴰㾱儈␡Ⲵ⨶䄆ˈ㠚ؑа唎ˈធа唎ቡྭǄ



䗢㙅ˈਖ于Ⲵ⧠ԓᙗ
օహሦ

⨮ԓᙗлˈᡁف䜭ᱟ䘭≲㪇ᘛǃ⁉Ⓠॆǃ᭸⦷ǃ乀䀸ᙗˈ਼ᆨ㏃䙾ҶҼॱᒤⲴ㾿䁃ˈᖸ
ᘛቡᴳ᧕ਇҶӋܩ٬઼ᙍ㘳⁑ᔿǄն᮷ॆ⹄ウᡰᨀⲴᯩ䶒˄SHUVSHFWLYH ˈн਼Ⲵ⨶䄆
৫Ԕᡁൠᙍ㘳䙉Ӌܩ٬Ⲵ↓⮦ᙗ઼൘䙾ᯬ⨶ᙗॆⲴ⨮ԓ⽮ᴳሻ≲ᯠⲴࠪ䐟Ǆ❦㘼ˈ䲔Ҷ⨶䄆
ⲴṶᷦ৫ⲬኅᯠⲴᙍ㘳⁑ᔿˈ䚴ᴹሖ䑀৫䟽ᯠᢃ㠺ᴹⲴܩ٬ˈᙍ㘳ᴤཊⲴਟ㜭ᙗˈᡁ䂽⛪
ṑൂ䗢㙅ᱟаػᖸྭⲴĀ৫ᆨ㘂ā˄XQOHDUQ˅Ⲵ䙾〻Ǆ
俆ˈݸ䗢㙅ᱟаぞǋ䶎⨶ᙗǌⲴ⍫अǄ0DU[:HEHU ᨀࠪˈ⨮ԓᙗቡᱟаػ儈ᓖ⨶ᙗॆˈ
⽮ᴳ㲅ݵᯕ㪇䅩Ⲵᇈ܊ᷦΏˈӪ≁ᴤἽṩҶаぞ⨶ᙗⲴܩ٬ˈ䙉ぞ⨶ᙗⲴܩ٬ᱟᴹ᭸⦷ˈ
ণԕᴰቁⲴऎअ࣋⭏⭒ᴰབྷⲴ࡙▔Ǆ᰾亟ൠˈ൘䙉ぞᇊ㗙лˈ䗢㙅і䶎аぞ䅋≲᭸⦷Ⲵ⭏⭒
⍫अˈഐ⛪ᖰᖰ䴰㾱བྷ䟿ⲴӪ࣋⢙࣋৫ᗇࡠቁ䁡Ⲵᡀ᷌Ǆԕᵜṑ⛪ֻˈ਼ᆨ৳㠷⇿ᱏᵏⲴ䗢
㙅ˈᰕᴜ䴘⏻ˈਟᱟࡠᆨᵏᆼ㎀ਟ㜭ਚ࠶Ҷቁ䁡Ⲵ䗢⢙Ǆ৸ᡆ৫ࡠѝ᮷བྷᆨ䗢ൠⲴ㘳ሏˈ
⭠ൠⲴ䗢⢙䜭ਇࡠཙ≓ᡆᱟ㠚❦⫠ຳⲴᖡ丯㘼༎᭦ᡀˈаབྷ⭠ਟ㜭䜭⋂ᴹཊቁᯔᡀ
᷌Ǆ䙉৸ঠ䅹Ҷਖаぞ⨮ॆᙗܩ٬ˈਟ乀䀸Ⲵˈ䗢⢙Ⲵྭ༎ԕ৺᭦ᡀᱟнਟԕ乀䀸Ⲵˈ਼
ᱲӖᱟн⁉ⓆǄнਚᱟᡀ᷌нᴳࠪ⨮а⁓Ⲵǋࡦ૱ǌˈণ਼֯૱ぞ⭘਼⁓Ⲵぞ٬⌅઼㛕ᯉˈ
ֶࠪⲴ᭦ᡀ⢙䜭ਟԕᴹབྷᴹሿˈ਼ᱲ䯃৫㙅Ⲵ⌅䜭н㜭⁉Ⓠॆˈഐ⛪н਼૱ぞˈн਼≓
ˈىᡰ䴰Ⲵ≤࠶ǃ㛕ᯉ઼䲭ݹ䜭н਼Ǆ
਼ᆨ൘㏃傇㠷⨮ԓᙗна⁓Ⲵ⭏⭒⁑ᔿˈᡆཊᡆቁᱟᕅ䎧਼ᆨ৽ᙍᰕᑨⲴ⭏⍫Ǆᡁفᱟ
㘂នҶ⨮ॆᙗⲴᯩׯᘛᦧቡ⋂ᴹަԆⲴਟ㜭ᙗ˛⛪аػ㿰ሏ㘵ˈԕ⨶䄆઼Ԇ㘵Ⲵ䀂ᓖ
৫ⴻˈ൘㙅ѝ਼ᆨԈࠪⲴᱲ䯃઼ऎअ࣋ˈ᰾亟ൠᱟ䗋㤖઼н䚙៹Ⲵˈ䓛億ਟ㜭ᗎᵚᴹྲ↔
Ⲵ㏃傇ˈнਟԕⴤ᧕ൠᤷੁ㏃䙾䙉⁓Ⲵ億傇ቡਟԕᢃҶ⨮ԓᙗሽ䓛億Ⲵ㾿㖠ˈնᱟаぞਖ
于Ⲵ㏃傇Ǆ䙾〻ѝ❑ਟ䚯ݽᱟ䗋㤖ˈ䙉ぞ䗋㤖਼ᱲ࣐␡Ҷ䓛億ሽ䗢㙅Ⲵ䁈៦Ǆ䙉⅑৫ᆨ㘂Ⲵ
䙾〻儶अҶᴹሽ⨮ԓ⭏⍫ⲴᜣۿǄᯬᡁ㘼䀰ˈᡁ⋂ᴹ৳㠷䗢㙅ˈ⋂ᴹ᭩䆺䓛億Ⲵ㏃傇ˈн
⸕䚃䗢㙅ᴹཊ䗋㤖ˈ㘼䙉⁓Ⲵ⭏⍫ᱟᴹ㜭࣋৫㏝ᤱˈഐ⛪䓛億ᱟ䚙៹Ҷ⨮ԓᙗⲴぞぞǋᯩ
ׯǌˈᢃ䙉Ӌ㾿㖠ᱟ䴆㾱ᖸᕧⲴ࣋䟿ˈ⮦ѝᴤवᤜ㠚ѫᙗǄ
䲔↔ѻཆˈ䗢㙅ᱟ৫⨮ॆᙗˈ䚴ᱟ৽⨮ԓᙗˈ䜭ᱟаػᖸ䟽㾱ᙍ㘳Ⲵ乼Ǆྲ᷌ᴹӪᇊ
㗙⽮ᴳ㐊ᙗⲬኅˈнڌൠ䙢↕઼㍟ぽˈ、ᆨॆǃᇈॆ܊ǃ䋷ᵜѫ㗙ॆቡᱟ⨮ॆᙗⲴ䂡ˈ䗢㙅



լѾ൘⨮ԓ⽮ᴳⲴᇊ㗙ṬṬнޕǄ䛓哬䟽ᨀ䗢㙅ˈᱟаぞق䘰˛нԕ⛪❦ˈഐ⛪䗢㙅
㠺⨮⮉؍ԓᙗᴳަѝ䟽㾱Ⲵݳ㍐ˈቡᱟ≁ѫǃޜᒣ઼≁ޜ䋜ԫǄӪ≁ਟԕ䟽ྚ伏⢙ԕ৺൏ൠ
Ⲵᦼ᧗℺ˈᴰ㉑ൠኅ⨮ǋӪ≁㠚ᐡⲴѫǌˈ਼ᱲˈ൘ਸ䗢㙅ѝਟԕ➗亗઼⨶䀓ԆӪⲴ
䴰㾱ˈ઼୶਼ޡ৳㠷⮦ѝǄަ⅑ˈ䙉ᱟޜᒣⲴˈᡁᜣᤷⲴнተ䲀Ӫ㠷Ӫѻ䯃ޜᒣሽᖵ
Ⲵኔ䶒ˈᴤᱟሽབྷ㠚❦ⲴޜᒣǄᐕᾝॆᱟሽབྷ㠚❦❑䲀Ⲵࢍࡺˈ㘼䗢㙅ᱟ䔳⛪ሽㅹⲴ⭏⭒ˈ
ഐ⛪ᖸཊ䜭ᱟਆѻ㠚❦৸⭘䄨㠚❦ˈഐᆓㇰ≓ىぞн਼Ⲵ䗢⢙ˈ਼ᱲᴳ⮉ぞл⅑㙅ぞˈ
伏⢙Ⲵᔊ佈䜭ਟԕ⛪㛕ᯉˈ䗢㙅ਟԕᱟ⭏⭏нⲴᗚ⫠ˈ㘼䶎аぞ⛪Ҷ┯䏣ӪⲴ䴰㾱ˋឮ
ᵋ৫㍒ਆ㠚❦䋷Ⓚˈ਼ᱲ൘⭏⭒ᱲࡦ䙐བྷ䟿Ⲵ⊑ḃ઼༎ˈ㘼䙉Ӌ༎ᱟ≨ѵᡆᱟᴳ䙐ᡀ䮧
ѵⲴۧᇣǄᴰᖼቡᱟ⽮≁ޜᴳⲴ䋜ԫˈ䙉ぞ䋜ԫᱟवਜ਼ᯬ˄℺≁ޜFLWL]HQVKLS˅ˈ䗢㙅ᱟ䇃
ӪਟԕǄǄ
䗢㙅൘ⲬኅҶ৫⨮ԓᙗⲴᡆᱟਖ于⨮ԓᙗⲴܩ٬ˈᴹҶ䙉Ӌܩ٬ˈ⮦ᡁف৫ⴻ≨㒼Ⲭኅ
઼≓ىǃ伏⢙઼㜭Ⓚড䙉Ӌ⫠ຳ乼ᱲˈቡнᴳᴳԕӺཙ⣜݂৸⸝㿆Ⲵ䀂ᓖ৫ⴻᖵǄ
Ⲭኅнᱟ㐊ᙗˈ⛪≲ᗇࡠᴤཊⲴˈ㍟ぽ઼ࢍࡺⲴⲬኅˈ㘼ᱟаػᗚ⫠ⲴⲬኅǄབྷ㠚❦
аⴤ䜭ᱟ൘ⲬኅⲴ⣰ˈ⭡ᡀ䮧ˈ㣡䮻㎀᷌ˈ㩭ൠॆ⛪伺࠶ˈ⅑䮻㣡ˈ䗢㙅↓↓ᱟ൘
䙉ᯩ䶒аⴤⲬኅǄࡠަԆⲴᆨṑ㿰ሏᱲˈ䜭ᴳⴻࡠԆ࠶ॱفᕧ䃯ਟᤱ㒼ⲬኅǄԕѝབྷ⛪ֻˈ
ṑᯩᢺ䗢㙅↨于⛪ṑൂਟᤱ㒼ⲬኅⲴަѝа⫠ػㇰˈ⮦ѝ䚴ᴹㇰ㌴㜭Ⓚǃᔒ⢙എ᭦ǃཚ䲭㜭
Ⲭ䴫ㅹㅹǄ䗢㙅а྇ቁ䴰≲˄GHPDQG˅Ⲵሖ䑀ˈ㠷ਟᤱ㒼Ⲭኅᜌᜌ䰌Ǆ䗢㙅ᖸ䴓ԕབྷ䟿
⭏⭒ˈ൘⋂ᴹಘᒛࣙл⭏⭒ᡀᵜሽ䔳儈ˈ᭵ᖸቁࠪ⨮࢙佈ˈ⨶ᜣൠ⭏⭒ᴳ┯䏣䴰≲ˈ䲔
лⲴቡ⛪ݢ㌗Ǆ䙉ぞ⭏⭒઼⎸䋫⁑ᔿᱟн䴰㾱乽ཆⲴ䴰≲઼࢙佈Ⲵˈ៹ሽᯬ㠚❦Ⲵ䴰≲䜭
ᴳቁˈഐ⛪ਚ㜭ǋ䶐ኡ伏ኡ䶐≤伏≤ǌˈᴹཊቁ⭏ᡀቡਟԕ⭘ཊቁˈ㘼нᕧ≲ᴤཊǄ৸ྲ
к᮷ᡰᤷˈ䗢㙅ᱟᴹ࡙Ⲭኅࠪа⽮≁ޜػᴳˈਟԕˈᱟаぞሽ⫠ຳˈ䜭⽮ᴳᴹ䋜ԫ઼ᬄⲴ
⭏⭒Ǆ
⨳ޘ᳆ॆǃ㌗伏ড઼䋷Ⓚ⸝㕪ㅹ乼䳘㪇䋷ᵜѫ㗙нᯧᬤᕥˈབྷ䟿⭏⭒ˈབྷ䟿⎸䋫઼
⢙䌚ӛ′㘼ֶˈ൘䙉㜸㎑лˈᡁفᰒᱟ㻛䋷ᵜᇦࢍࡺˈ਼ᱲ৸ᴳሽ∄䔳ᕡሿ઼䚺Ⓚа㗔Ⲵࢍ
ࡺǄ൘ࡠ䁚ѝབྷᱲˈ䗢ᾝⲬኅ㍴䋐䋜Ӫ㺘⽪ᐼᵋ䃈䙾䗢㙅৫ࠍ㚊аػᯠⲴ⽮㗔˄FRPPXQLW\˅ˈ
ᨀࠪҶ਼ޡ䌬䋧Ⲵ䀸ࢳˈᐼᵋ⭡⎸䋫㘵઼䗢ཛ୶਼ޡ䀾ਲ਼⭊哬ǃぞ⭊哬ˈ❦ᖼ਼ޡᬄ䗢
Ⲵ付䳚઼ᡀᵜˈ䘁Ҷ⎸䋫㘵઼⭏⭒㘵Ⲵ䰌ײǄаػਟԕ㏃䙾਼ޡ୶Ⲵ≁ѫॆ䙾〻ᖼˈ⎸
䋫н⭡䋷ᵜᇦᡰ᧗ࡦ਼ᱲᱟᖸสᵜⲴˈн㣡ᐗˈӖнᴳᕧ㹼᭩䆺㠚❦⫠ຳˈֶ┯䏣ػӪ



Ⲵ㾱≲Ǆ⮦ᡁف䃚⨳ޘ᳆ॆˈ≓ॷىⓛˈӪ于Ⲵ⢙ឮ䙾࢙ᱟަѝаػѫഐཆˈ䋷ᵜᇦⲴнᯧ
ᬤབྷ઼㍟ぽ䋑ᇼˈᴤᱟަѝаػǄ
ᢃ㪇㾱Ⲭኅ⛪ˈᢺⓛᇔ≓億ᧂ᭮䋜ԫй᧘ഋˈقᕧ䃯ᧂᴳᖡ丯Ⲭኅ䙢ᓖǄਟᱟˈӪ
于ᱟ䴰㾱аⴤⲴⲬኅл৫˛ᴮⴻ䙾аㇷ᮷ㄐᤷࠪˈ⨮ᱲⲴ㌗伏៹ᱟ䏣ཐ⨳ޘӪਓⲴⓛ
伭ˈ⛪օᴳᴹൠ॰ࠪ⨮伒㦂ˈᱟഐ⛪࠶䝽нᒣ㺍ˈቡྲᡁⲴف䋷ᵜа⁓ǄᡰԕˈᡁⲴف伏⢙ǃ
㺓ᴽǃ⭏⍫૱䜭ᱟ䏣ཐᡁف৫⭏ᆈ⭊㠣ӛ′ˈն⛪օ㾱аⴤൠԕ⎸䋫৫┯䏣䋷ᵜᇦⲴᬤᕥ˛
ᚠྭˈᗎ䗢㙅Ⲵ㘳ሏⲬ⨮ˈ䗢ཛॱ࠶䟽㿆㾱⢙ⴑަ⭘ˈԆ⎸Ⲵف䋫нᴳ䙾ᓖˈഐ⛪สᵜ⋂ᴹ
䙾ᓖⲴ⭏⭒ˈ਼ᱲӖᱟᒣㅹⲴǄྲ᷌㾱ц⭼Ⲭ→ڌኅֶធ⨳ޘ᳆ॆˈӪ৸䴰㾱аᇊⲴ⭏⭒ˈ
օнབྷ࣋Ⲭኅ䗢㙅˛
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Ӫ䅋㨌ũ䟽᧘ᵜൠ䗢ᾝ
㩹ま䂙











ᰙа䲓ᆀˈ䐏ᇦӪ䃚䎧ᡁ৳࣐Ҷṑൂ䗢㙅䀸ࢳˈফ㻛ᡁକౢㅁᡁǋབྷᆨ⭏৫㙅⭠ˈ䆰
ཊᴨ৫㙅⭠ǌˈᖧᖯ㙅ൠᱟמ䗡Ҷབྷᆨ⭏Ⲵ䓛ԭǄᴹ⅑ˈઘᙍѝ㘱ᑛ൘ሾ؞䃢ѝ㠷ᡁ࠶فӛ
Ԇ㙅ぞⲴ㏃傇ᨀ৺ˈ㤕Ԇ䃚㠚ᐡᱟаػ䗢ཛˈަԆӪᴳ䂽⛪Ԇнᙍк䙢 ᴹᴹ㞣৫㙅⭠ ˈ
ն⮦Ԇ䃚㠚ᐡᱟаػ䗢ཛˈެ㚧൘བྷᆨᮉᴨˈ䓛䚺ফ⋂ᴹҶ䛓Ӌ䝉㿆Ⲵ⾎Ǆഎᜣӄ⅑䗢㙅
㏃傇ˈ䲔Ҷཆ⭼а㡜䂽⛪㙅ぞቡㅹᯬ億࣋ऎअˈ䗢ᾝᴤᱟа䮰ᆨ、Ǆ䲔ҶӰ哬ᆓㇰ㾱ぞӰ哬
һⲴ㨌ˈ䚴वᤜᯭ㛕ǃ䕚㙅ǃ൏༔૱䌚ǃ䗢ᾝ、ᢰǃᴹ㙅ぞㅹㅹǄᴤօ⋱ˈӪऎ⺼а⭏⛪
Ⲵҏᱟй佀ⓛ伭ˈਟᱟᡁفফн䎧⛪Ӫ于ᨀ伏⢙Ⲵ䗢ཛǄ
㤕俉ᱟаػ䗢ᾝབྷ഻ˈᡁᜣབྷᆨ⭏㙅⭠ⵏⲴ⋂Ӱ哬乼Ǆਟᜌ൘儈ᓖ⨮ԓॆ৺䋷ᵜॆ
Ⲵ俉ˈһһԕ䌪䥒⦷⛪ˈ↨Ӫف䌤ǋᐕާ⨶ᙗǌ㺑䟿䓛䚺Ⲵа࠷ˈ䙢བྷᆨ䆰ᴨҏнᱟ
⛪䮧⸕䆈ˈ㘼ᱟ⛪Ҷ⦢ᗇ儈㯚㚧ⲴᴳǄഐ↔ˈབྷᆨ⭏᭮Ỵ䌪ਆ䊀᭦ޕ㘼⮦к䛓ᡰ䄲
⋂ᴹ⸕䆈ਟ䀰Ⲵ䗢ཛᱲˈᮤ⽮ػᴳ㠚❦ᴳ↗㿆ԆǄ࣐к䘭≲ᐲॆˈⲬኅᡀҶ⺜䚃⨶Ⲵ഻
ᇦˈ䗢ᾝᡀҶ㻛⽮ᴳ䝉㿆Ⲵ⭒ᾝǄ⮦䗢ᾝ㻛ǋ⊑ॆǌ৺ѝ഻ᢺ㏃☏䮧㠷ᐕᾝॆ਼ॆˈ᭯
ᓌਚ亗Ⲭኅᐕᾝ㘼ᘭ㿆䗢ᾝˈ䗢≁ᐕ㍋㍋⒗ޕᐲᢃᐕᵏᵋ⦢ᗇᴤ儈Ⲵ᭦਼ⲴޕᱲˈӖ䗾ֶ
Ҷѝ഻Ⲵ㜭ⓀডǄ
᭩䶙䮻᭮Ԕབྷ䲨ᡀҶц⭼ᐕᔐˈᐕᾝ⭏⭒㬜ࣳሽ䴫ǃᶀᯉⲴ䴰㾱㠚❦࣐Ǆ㏃☏Ⲭኅ



᭩ழҶ≁Ⲵ᭦ˈޕᴹ㜭࣋䌬ޕᇦ䴫ˈ⽮ᴳሽ䴫࣋৺⋩Ⲵ䴰≲ਚ❑Ǆ݈㇑ѝ഻Ⲵ➔㰺㯿
䟿䊀ᇼˈն⽉ᯬվ≤ᒣⲴ㜭Ⓚ᭸⦷৺нᯧкॷⲴ䴰≲ˈᵜൠ➔⭒䟿н៹≲ˈইᯩᐲ㾱ሖ
ᯭ䯃ⅷᙗ䴫Ǆ↔ཆˈ≁᭦ޕ࣐ⴤ᧕ԔĀᴹ䓺а᯿ā䲺ԽⲴᰕ⳺༟བྷˈሽḤ⋩䴰≲Ӗ਼
ᱲ࣐䇃ѝ഻ཊػᐲ䜭兗⋩㦂Ǆ࣐кн਼〻ᓖⲴ≤⊑ḃˈѝ഻ሷ䶒ሽǋڌ䴫ǃ㕪⋩ǃᯧ
≤ǌйབྷ㜭ⓀডǄᬊՠ䀸ˈѝ഻⇿ᒤᴹ㌴  㩜䗢≁⒗ޕᐲˈ㜭Ⓚডሷᴤ࣐ጫǄ
䲔Ҷ㜭Ⓚডˈѝ഻ᴰԔӪ䰌⌘Ⲵ㧛䙾ᯬᱟ⫠ຳ⊑ḃǄ
ǋⲬኅᱟ⺜䚃⨶ǌˈᇈⴢⴞ੩ᦗ
ᐕᾝॆǃᐲॆ˗ᵚ㏃㲅⨶Ⲵᐕᾝᔒ≤ǃ⭏⍫⊑≤ⴤ᧕ᧂ᭮ሾ㠤≤Ⓚ৺൏༔Ⲵ䟽䠁ኜ䟽䎵
⁉ˈ࣐к❑ㇰࡦⲴᯭ᭮䗢㰕৺ॆ㛕ˈ֯ѝ഻䗢⭒૱䮧ᵏ㻛傇ࠪ䗢㰕䎵⁉ǃ⇈⮉ড䳚Ӫ億Ⲵ
ॆᆨ૱ˈ ܴ⮍㙅ൠ䚝ࡠ⊑ḃǄ䗢ൠ⊑ḃ㦂ᔒդ䳘㪇䗢≁ቁˈ乀䀸ѝ഻Ⲵ䗢⭒૱ᮨ䟿ሷ
ᤱ㒼л䱽Ǆ൘ेӜˈԕᖰ൘ഋ⫠䱴䘁ᐢᴹ䗢ൠˈ⨮൘ᐢ䘰㠣⫠ޝᡆᱟ䛺॰Ǆ
ᐲॆ䲔Ҷቁ䗢ൠᮨ䟿ˈ⨳ޘ᳆ॆᰕ⳺䟽ӖԔ⨳ޘ伏⢙⸝㕪ড࣐␡Ǆ⎸㙇㜭Ⓚപ
❦ᴳ࣐བྷ≓ኔⲴҼ≗ॆ⻣৺ަԆⓛᇔ≓億ˈਟᱟ䳘㪇᭦ޕ࣐ˈ⨳ޘሽ⢋㚹Ⲵ䴰≲བྷˈ
ᵜ䓛⢋䳫બ੨ᴳ⭒⭏ⓛᇔ≓億ˈ⨮൘བྷ䟿伬伺⢋䳫❑⯁ᱟ࣐ࢷ⛪⨳ޘ᳆ॆǄᴤ䟽Ⲵᱟˈ୶
Ӫ⛪Ҷ伬伺⢋䳫ᡆᱟぞἽ⭈㭇ǃ㏃☏⢙˄FDVKFURS 㘼䙾ᓖ⸽Հ৺⠂⇰⟡ᑦ䴘᷇Ǆ⇻ᇩ㖞
⯁ˈ⸽Հ᷇ⴤ᧕ቁਟ࠶䀓Ҽ≗ॆ⻣Ⲵ᷇ˈਖаᯩ䶒ˈ⌕൏㕪ቁҶἽ⢙ṩ䜘Ⲵ؍䆧㘼᳤
䵢ᯬ䲭ݹѻѝˈ࣐䙏㫨Ⲭ⌕൏ѝⲴ≤ԭˈ⌕൏ץ㶅⭘Ԕ⨳ޘ㙅ൠᮨ䟿ቁˈᖡ丯䗢⢙⭒
䟿Ǆ䙾ᓖ⸽࣐᷇ᘛҶ⨳ޘ䆺᳆Ⲵ䙢〻ˈᾥㄟཙ≓ 仡付ǃ᳤䴘ǃᰡ⚭ǃ⌋☛ ࠪ⨮Ⲵ乫⦷кॷ
Ӗⴤ᧕ቁ㙅ൠ৺䗢⭒૱ᮨ䟿Ǆ
ᱟԕкᒮػ乼ቡ䏣ᐢ䅹᰾ⴢⴞⲬኅᐕᾝǃ啃੩ᐲॆˈ⛪Ӫ于ԕ㠣ൠ⨳䜭ᑦҶа
⚭䴓Ǆ᭵↔ˈ㾱᭩ழ⨮ԓॆᑦֶⲴ乼ˈᡁفᴹᗵ㾱᧘㹼ਟᤱ㒼Ⲭኅˈᒣ㺑ᯩ䶒ⲴⲬኅǄ
俆㾱Ⲵˈᱟ᭩䆺བྷሽ䗢ᾝԕ৺བྷ㠚❦Ⲵ㿰ᝏˈ᭩䆺ୟ࡙ᱟെⲴᙍᜣˈ⊑→ڌḃབྷ㠚❦ˈ䗢
ൠǃ᷇ᗇԕ؍ᆈǄ਼ᱲӖ៹࡙⭘、ᢰˈ᭩ழ䗢ᾝ৺㜭ⓀⲴ⭏⭒⦷Ǆ䲔Ҷ᭩ழ㜭Ⓚ᭸⦷ˈ
ᴤ䟽㾱Ⲵᱟ㾱ቁ䴰≲ǄӔ䙊ᬐຎѫ㾱ഐᱟ䓺䕋ཊᯬ䚃䐟Ⲵਇ࣋ˈ᭯ᓌ៹䘿䙾ᨀॷޡޜ
Ӕ䙊ᐕާⲴ䔹ᇒ䟿ǃ䐟㐊䟽㍴ㅹ啃थᐲ≁ቁ倅個ˈаֶਟԕ㍃㐙㜭ⓀডˈҼֶਟԕធ
⨳ޘ᳆ॆǄ㠣ᯬ䗢ᾝܩṬ៹ṩᬊᐲࡦᇊˈܩ䚯ܩݽṬ㇑ࡦԕ࣐䗢≁᭦ˈޕቁ䜹ᐞ
⮠ˈ੨ᕅ䶂ᒤӪ䟽ᣅ䗢ᾝǄ㠣ᯬ俉аⲬኅ䠁㶽ᾝˈⲴ伏૱䌤ѝ഻ޕਓˈᗎһ䗢ᾝ
⍫अⲴӪਓሕሕਟᮨ࣐к䗢ൠ㻛ᗥ᭦䎧⁃ˈሽ伏૱ܩṬ৺ᆹ❑∛ޘ䀾ܩѻ࣋ˈ⽮ᴳ㎀Ώᾥн
ڕᓧǄ䶒ሽ伏૱ᆹⲴޘေ㜵ˈᡁ䂽⛪ᴹᗵ㾱ᨀّᵜ൏䗢ᾝⲴ䟽㾱ᙗˈԕ゙ᇊ䙊㝩ˈ؍䳌伏૱



ᆹޘǄ݈㇑俉儈ᓖᐲॆˈնӽᴹнቁ㻛㦂ᔒⲴ㙅ൠˈ৽ᶡे㾿ࢳⲴ⹄䀾ᴳަѝа䅋㘵
㺘⽪ˈ㤕俉ޘ䶒ᗙ㙅䝽ਸ䗢ᾝ、ᢰˈᵜ൏䗢⭒૱ሷਟ┯䏣ᵜൠгᡀ䴰≲ˈǋ俉Ӫ伏俉
㨌ǌሷнᱟཙᯩཌ䆊Ǆ
⮦⭏⍫ᆼޘ㻛䙢ਓ伏ᶀ᭫քˈ൏ൠкਚ⸇・㪇儈⁃བྷᓸˈ俉䗢ᾝᆼ⎸ޘཡѻᱲˈ㻛ᧀ㪇
㝆ᆀⲴ䚴㜭ᴹӰ哬䚨˛Ⲵлаԓ䚴ᴹ℺ሽডᇣڕᓧⲴ伏ᶀ䃚ǋнǌ˛ǉᇦᑨׯ伟
ũũ㢟伏ᐲǊ
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৽ᙍ⨮ԓॆˈ䟽䆈䗢㙅᮷ॆ
㭑䥖῞













䴆❦ᵜ⅑䃢〻ਚᴹ⸝⸝ӄา䗢㙅䃢ˈն㏃䙾᳹䕍㘱ᑛⲴᚹᗳᤷሾǄ⮦ѝ䲔Ҷᆨࡠнቁ
㙅Ⲵ⸕䆈ཆˈҏԔᡁ൘ᯩ䶒ᴹཊ䟽৽ᙍˈ䂣䃷ྲл˖
俆⅑⇿ˈݸ䗢㙅䃢Ⲵࡽॺ⇥ˈ᳹䕍㘱ᑛ䜭ᴳ㣡аሿᱲ㠣аॺػሿᱲⲴᱲ䯃ᮉᦸᡁف䰌
ᯬ䗢㙅Ⲵ⸕䆈ˈ䙉ᱟ䎧ࡍᜣнࡠⲴˈࡍᱲᡁ䚴ԕ⛪йػሿᱲⲴሾ؞䃢ѝˈޘᱟ億࣋ॆⲴ䗢
㙅⍫अǄඖⲭ䃚ˈ㤕ഐ⛪ॱӄሿᱲⲴ䗢㙅㏃傇ˈᖸ䴓ሽ䗢ᾝᴹ␡ⲴҶ䀓ˈᗵ丸䝽ਸа
Ӌสᵜ⨶䄆઼ሸᾝ⸕䆈ˈ㜭ሽᮤػ䗢ᾝᴹ䘿ᗩⲴ䂽䆈Ǆ᳹䕍㘱ᑛ⇿⅑ሾ؞䃢Ⲵ䂣ⴑ䅋䀓ˈ
Ԕ䃢〻䲔Ҷ㿚䓛Ⲵ䗢㙅⍫अཆˈ䚴ᴹаӋԆػӪⲴ㏃傇৺䗢ᾝᆨ⨶䄆ˈԔᡁࡕᴹа⮚ᗇ㪇Ǆ
Ԇԕ㠚䓛㏃⠏ेӜሿ∋傒䗢ൂⲴ㏃傇ˈ䃷৺䗢ᾝ൘഻䳋ॆᐲ˄ेӜ˅ྲօ╨╨ൠнਇ䟽㿆ˈ
ֻྲ⨮ᱲ䗢ᾝքेӜᐲޗ㏃☏⭒٬ⲴⲮ࠶ॆ䎺ֶ䎺ቁˈഐ⛪Ӫ≁ሗ予ᗎһаӋᴤ儈⭒٬Ⲵᐕ
ˈҏн予ᗎһ億࣋ऎअරն᭦゛ቁⲴ䗢ᾝǄ㘼фˈԆӖᤷࠪҶѝ഻ޗൠⲴаػሿㅁ䂡ˈԆ
䃚˖
ǋԕᖰⲴѝ഻ˈӪ≁㜭ཐڊ䗢ᾝᱟ⾿≓˗⨮൘ˈ⋂ᴹӪᴳ䙉⁓䃚ҶǄ
ǌԆ䙉⮚䃚䂡ˈԔᡁ
䟂㿪ࡠᐲⲴᙕ䙏⨮ԓॆˈሖ൘⛪ц⭼ᑦֶҶ䕹䆺Ǆ䗢ᾝ⛪аػ㏃☏⭒ᾝˈަൠսнᯧл
䱽ˈ䎺ֶ䎺нਇᐲӪⲴ䟽㿆Ǆᒨྭˈ᳹䕍㘱ᑛ㇑⨶Ⲵሿ∋傒䗢ൂˈ⇿ᒤ䜭ᴳ᧕ᖵሖ㘂⭏઼



ᘇ予㘵ˈ㒬㒼ۣ䗢ᾝⲴ㋮⾎Ǆ
ަҼˈ᳹䕍㘱ᑛᴮᤷࠪˈԆ൘ޗൠⲴᇦᓝ⨮ᱲӽ❦᧑⭘㠚㎖㠚䏣ᔿ䗢ᾝˈሖ൘Ԕᡁ傊శ
৺֙ᴽǄ൘⨮ԓॆⲴ⽮ᴳлˈ⭊ቁᴳᴹӪ䚨㠚㎖㠚䏣ᔿ㙅ぞˈഐ⛪ᐲӪᴹ儈ᰲⲴ⎸䋫
࣋ˈ䌬䋧㭜㨌Ӗॱ࠶ׯᇌ˄ሽ㚹于ǃ冊于˅ˈնԆㄏ❦ᣅ᭮ᗳ઼ᱲ䯃ˈีᤱ㠚㎖ᔿ䗢ᾝˈ
н䚨䌬䋧䎵㍊ᐲˋ㨌ᐲⲴޗ㭜㨌ˈޘഐԆሽᯬᴹ䗢ᾝⲴว㪇઼ีᤱǄԆӖஏⲬҶᡁ
ሽ䗢ᾝⲴаӋᙍ㘳ˈަሖ㠚ᐡ㙅ぞᗇֶⲴ㭜㨌ˋ≤᷌ᗵ❦ᱟᴰڕᓧᴰཙ❦Ⲵˈ㤕❦䚨ᯬ䎵
ᐲˋ㨌ᐲ䌬䋧䗢⭒૱ˈᡰᑦ㎖ᡁⲴؑᗳ㍲䚌ᯬ㠚ᐡ㿚㙅ぞⲴǄ䃚ࡠ↔ˈᡁഎᜣ䎧ᡁ
Ⲵᇦ䜹ˉẵᐎǄᒤᒬᱲ˄བྷ㌴  ᒤᐖਣ˅
ˈ⮦ᱲẵᐎⲴ㏃☏ӽԕ䗢ᾝ⛪ѫሾǄ⇿䙒
എ䜹ˈᡁᴰབྷⲴঠ䊑ቡᱟࡽа⡷৸а⡷䚬䯺Ⲵ䗢⭠ˈᡁሿᱲىᐢ䐏䳘䙾ᡁޜޜၶၶ઼ဘჭ
ㅹ㿚ᡊǋ㩭⭠ǌǄն䘁ᒮᒤˈԆޘف䜭䚧ࠪẵᐎˈᐢᩜ㠣儈⁃᷇・Ⲵ␡ൣትտ˗㘼ᇦ䜹ẵᐎ
Ⲵ䗢⭠ˈᐢнᴹӪᗎһ䗢ᾝ⍫अҶǄ⮦ᡁޙᱏᵏࡽഎ৫␡ൣ᧒ᵋབྷဘჭаᇦӪⲴᱲˈىᡁ
ㄏ❦Ⲭ⨮ྩ൘ትտབྷᓸⲴཙਠӽ❦ᴹ㠚ᇦ㙅ぞˈྩᴳᇊᵏぞн਼Ⲵ㭜㨌ˈԔᡁ傊ௌнᐢǄ⻠
ᐗˈᡁ䙉ػᆨᵏ↓൘؞䆰䗢㙅䃢ˈᡁྩ઼ׯ㙺Ҷ䎧ֶˈ䃷䎧Ҷᡁ൘བྷᆨṑൂぞ⭠Ⲵ㏃傇Ǆᡁ
Ⲵབྷဘჭ䴆❦ትտ൘儈ᓖ⨮ԓॆⲴᐲˈնྩ㍲䂽⛪㠚ᐡ㙅ぞⲴ㭜㨌ᱟᴰㅖਸ㠚❦㾿
ᖻˈнਇԫօ䗢㰕ǃॆ㛕ǃสഐ᭩䙐⭏⢙ㅹᖡ丯ˈ࣐к䙢伏㠚ᐡぞἽⲴ㭜㨌Ṭཆᴹᡀ࣏ᝏ઼
┯䏣ᝏǄ⭡᳹䕍㘱ᑛ઼ᡁབྷဘჭⲴ㏃↧ਟⴻࠪˈণ֯⨮ԓ䗢ᾝ、ᢰྲօⲬ䚄ˈ䌬䋧㭜㨌ྲօ
㉑ˈնӽᴹӪีᤱ㠚ᇦ㙅ぞˈ㠚㎖㠚䏣ˈॱ࠶٬ᗇ⅓䌎Ǆ
ਖཆˈᡁᗎ㙅ᱲ⦢ਆⲴ㏃傇ˈ㎀ਸ᳹䕍㘱ᑛⲴ䅋䀓ˈ⮕⮕ᗇ⸕⨮ᱲى≓⨳ޘ䕹䆺ሽ䗢
ᾝᑦֶⲴᖡ丯ˈ㘼⭡ᯬ⨳ޘ᳆ॆᤱ㒼нᯧൠ⛪Ӫ于ᑦֶ㺍ˈ䙉ػ䃢乼ᴤ٬ᗇ␡᧒ޕ䀾Ǆ᳹
䕍㘱ᑛᴮሽᡁف䀓䟻ᏪইབྷᆨṑൂⲴޗἽ⢙Ⲵᬪ䁝ս㖞ˈᱟ⭡ᯬ㾱ⴑ䟿੨᭦བྷ㠚❦Ⲵ䲭ݹǃ
オ≓઼䴘≤ˈ䇃Ἵ⢙ᗇԕ丶࡙⭏䮧Ǆ䙉Ԕᡁᜣ䎧ˈ㙅ᡰ⎹৺Ⲵ䲔Ҷᱟ䗢ᾝᢰ㺃ཆˈ≓ىഐ
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൘Ӻ༿Ⲵ⟡⎚ѝˈঠᓖҏᴹᮨⲮӪ↫ӑǄ⮦ㅁ䂡䆺ᡀ⨮ሖᱲˈᡁفਟྲօ䶒ሽ˛
ᐤ哾≓ى儈ጠᴳࢋࢋ㎀ᶏˈ㚭䃚഻䚄ᡀ䆠ˈᐼᵋ㜭ሷ≓⨳ޘⓛⲴॷᑵ㠣ᐕᾝ䶙ભ
ࡽˈণᱟн䎵䙾  ᓖǄ㘼⛪аػሿሿⲴབྷᆨ⭏ˈᡁቡਚ㜭ڊаӋᖸสᵜⲴሿһˈྲሷඳ൮
࠶于ˈቁнᗵ㾱Ⲵ㏃☏⍫अǄ䴆❦ᴹᯠ㚎ሾ㻛࠶于Ⲵඳᢄᴰ㍲䚴ᱟࡠҶึປ॰ˈն㠣ቁ
ᡁڊҶ⨮䲾⇥ᡁ㜭ⲴڊһǄ
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七഻䗢ᾝ億傇
㖵ߐ㚠

七഻(ਔᵍ凞)㠚ਔԕ䗢・഻ˈ㠚ᯠ⸣ಘᱲԓ䎧ˈᮨॳᒤ㑡֯ᵍԓᴤ䘝ˈ七഻ሽ䗢ᾝⲴ䟽
㿆〻ᓖӖᖸ儈Ǆᰙ൘ॱޝᒤԓˈഐᐲॆ઼ᐕᾝॆˈ七഻䗢ᾝ൘七഻㏃☏ѝⲴ∄䟽ҏ䗵䙏л
━ǄᬊҶ䀓ˈ䗢ཊᱟᇦᓝᔿሿ㾿⁑㏃⠏ˈ㘼ഐӪਓ㘱ॆ乼ˈ⭏⭒࣋л䱽ˈ䗢ᾝ⭏⭒Ӗ䳘
ѻл䏼Ǆҍॱᒤԓˈ⭡ᯬ䗢⭒૱䋯᱃㠚⭡ॆˈ七഻䗢ᾝࠪ⨮ԕਸ⽮Ⲵ⠏䣧ᯩᔿࣙ䗢≁
࣐ᕧ⠏䣧ᾝउⲴ䀸ࢳǄ
2015 ᒤॱаᴸࡍˈᡁ⦢ᴳࡠই七ޜᒩˈᵜᐼᵋࡠ俆⡮㿰ሏ⮦ൠᐲ㙅˄Urban
Farming˅Ǆһࡽᡁ൘七഻䙺ᇈᯩ㏢丱䋷ᯉᩌ䳶ˈⲬ⨮᭯ᓌ⛪䝽ਸҼॱац㌰Ⲵ䗢ᾝⲬኅ
ᇓᨊ䗢ᾝˈ⁉ῌⲬኅᐲ㙅ˈ㣡䋫བྷ㌴ 4600 㩜㖾ˈݳ൘ 2018 ᒤࡽஏअ 1800 ػᐲ䗢
4Ǆ䙉Ӌ䗢ᴳ൘俆䜭≁ትⲴॱ࠶䩈↕㹼䐍䴒ޗǄ❦㘼൘㏢㎑ফ䴓ԕሻࡠаӋ൘俆⡮䱴䘁

Ⲵ䰌䗢᧑䁚ˈᡁӖᴮ㏃䂒䙾᧕ᖵᡁⲴف七഻ᵜൠӪˈԆفӖн⸕䚃ᴹ䰌Ⲵབྷර᭯
ㆆԕ৺ᐲ䗢Ǆ䀰䃎н䙊࣐к䋫ᴹ䲀лˈ㏃а⮚ᶡሻ㾯㿃ˈᴰᖼࡠҶ俆⡮㾯བྷ䮰Ⲵ䗢ᾝ
ঊ⢙佘˄Ϩ߶˅˗י㿆ሏˈҶ䀓七഻Ⲵ䗢ᾝⲬኅǄ
䗢ᾝঊ⢙佘ޡйኔ䮻᭮ˈབྷา⮦٬Ⲵ㚧ሽᯬᐲ㙅᭯ㆆⲴһᛵ᭟੮ԕሽˈ㺘⽪н⸕
䚃ᴹ䰌᭯ㆆ৺䗢Ǆ⭡↔ਟ㾻ˈ⮦ൠᐲ㙅᭯ㆆণ֯㻛བྷ࣋᧘ᔓˈӖᵚᗵᲞ৺㠣Პ䙊

4

http://www.cityfarmer.info/2015/04/18/by-2018-seoul-city-government-to-activate-1800-urban-

farms/



ᐲӪⲴኔ䶒Ǆ൘佘ཆᴹа⡷ൂൠഽ㒎↓䮰ˈк䶒ማк䰌ᯬ七഻Პ৺Ἵ⢙Ⲵ䋷ᯉ৺↓ぞἽⲴ䗢
⢙ˈֻྲ㢻九(TARO)Ǆ
ኅ佘㼍▒㋮㍠ˈн਼Ⲵ䗢㙅䚪൰⁑රԕн਼∄ֻኅࠪˈⵏሖ㍠㐫ˈㅜаǃҼኔѫᱟӻ㍩
七഻䗢ᾝⲴ↧ਢǃ䗢ᾝ⭏⍫Ⲵኅ佘ˈ䊀ᇼൠ䅋䘠七഻⭠ൠⲴഋᆓ䆺ॆ৺䗢ᇦ⭏⍫ˈӖ᧿䘠Ҷ
⭡ᯠ⸣ಘᱲԓ䮻㠣䘁⨮ԓⲴ䗢ᾝ䆺ॆ5ˈवᤜትտ⁑ᔿǃ䗢⢙ぞ于ǃ䗢⭠付䊼ǃ䗢ާ(ྲ˖
信ᷦǃ信ㆀǃ⋃䤔)ǃ⭊ᡆ䗢ԕཆⲴ䗢ཛ⭏⍫ˈྲ伺㹦ㅹˈҏᴹ൘ኅ佘ޗ䂣䘠Ǆ䗢ᾝ䆺ॆ㑡
❦བྷˈնᱲ㠣Ӻཙˈᡁفӽ㜭ⴻࡠਔ䗢ᾝⲴ䴋රˈቔަᱟ䗢ާˈ൘䃢าкⲴउ䗢億傇ˈᡁف
֯⭘Ⲵᐕާǃ֯⭘⨶(ྲ㘫儶⌕൏)ˈ൷ᰙ൘ᮨॳᒤࡽⲬኅˈ䆺ॆᡆ䁡ਚᱟᐕާкⲴ⢙ᯉᴹ
ᡰн਼Ǆ

七഻Ⲵᔪ഻ࡍᵏᱟ䗢ᾝ഻ᇦˈⲮ࠶ѻॱޛԕкⲴӪਓ䜭ᱟᗎһ䗢ᾝⲴǄ൘ኅ佘㘳ሏѝⲬ
⨮⛪ᮨнቁⲴ╒ᆇި㉽ˈ㘼ӻ㍩七഻䗢ᾝ䎧Ⓚ৺ⲬኅᱲӖ㠷ѝ഻䗢ᾝᾥ⛪լˈ㍠лⲬ⨮
ѝ七ޙ഻↧ਢˈᴹйഋॳᒤԕкˈഐޙ഻∇䙓ˈ᭵᮷ॆӔ⍱ǃ⭏⍫ǃ㘂؇䜭ॱ࠶ᇶ࠷ˈଷ
喂ˈѝ഻↧ਢᱟ七഻↧ਢа䜘ԭ˗七഻↧ਢҏᱟѝ഻↧ਢа䜘ԭˈ䙉ػᱟ乇ᴹ䏓ⲴⲬኅǄ
ኅ佘ኅࠪˈǋ七഻ǌ䗢ᾝぞἽ൘ᯠ⸣ಘᱲᵏࡽࠪ⨮ˈ൘ঊ⢙佘Ⲵ⸣ಘǃെ᮷і㤲Ⲵ䄆䅹᷌ⵏ
㠷ѝ഻↧ਢᡰ䁈䔹Ⲵྲࠪа䕽Ǆ㘼七഻Ӫੁۮሷѻ↨ᡀᱟǋ七഻Ӫ⾆ⲴݸᲪភǌǄ
㑡❦ѝ七↧ਢլᴹӔ⮺ˈ❦㘼н਼Ⲵൠฏ㍲ᴹަ⮠ѻ㲅ˈൠ⨶ս㖞↓↓㜭億⨮ˈ七
഻ॺጦኡཊᒣቁˈབྷཊᮨ䗢ᾝ൘ⓚ䉧䯃Ⲵᯌඑкኅ䮻ˈൠऒᶡ㾯ゴǃইे䮧˗ⲭ九ኡ(䮧
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ኅ佘лኔࡷᱟ七഻䗢ᾝᇓۣ佘ˈཆӔ⡸െ৺⮦ԓⲴ䗢ᾝ⁑ᔿ㠷ⲬኅˈኅࠪҶ七഻䗢ᾝ䋯
᱃ሽཆ䕨ࠪⲴ⡸െ㏢㎑ˈⲬ⨮七഻Ⲵ䗢⭒૱ᔓ⌋ൠ䕨ࠪц⭼ൠˈਟ਼ᱲԕᡁ䂽⸕七഻䗢≁
аⴤ㻛ࢍࡺᗇ⮦䟽ˈ2005 ᒤ七䗢ࡠ৳㠷৽ц䋯⽪ေˈ৽ሽаӋབྷ഻ྲ㖾഻㏃ᑨ㎖Ҹ
ᵜ഻䗢⭒ᐕᾝ㼌䋬ˈ֯ަࠪਓ䋘ሽׯᇌˈԔⲬኅѝ഻ᇦࠪ⭒Ⲵ䗢⭒૱❑⌅ㄦ⡝ˈаᰖⲬኅ
ѝ഻ᇦ㻛㾱≲ࡺ䰌〵䇃ཆൠ䗢⭒૱䕅᱃䙢ަޕᐲˈᇊᴳሾ㠤Ⲭኅѝ䗢ᾝፙ■ˈӖᴤ❑⌅
䀓⊪䳘ѻ㘼ֶⲴཡᾝǃ䋗マˈഐ↔⮦ᱲ䗢≁ྞ࣋ᣇ⡝ˈ❑ᠬᤈᦅǃۜ␊ᕸǃᐳ㺻ᕸˈ৸ԕ㤖
㹼ǃ䐣⎧ᯩᔿᣇ⡝ˈ⛪ᵜ൏䗢ᾝⲬ㚢ˈഐ↔䙉ᱟ٬ᗇབྷᇦа䎧䟽ᯠሙ㿆七഻䗢≁㠷⮦ԓ䗢ᾝ
Ⲵ⭏⭒⁑ᔿˈ䙉⮦❦ᱟ❑⌅ᗎঊ⢙佘ᡰ㾻ˈն㎅ሽ䴰㾱ᙍ㘳Ǆ
ᱟ⅑㘳ሏˈᦼᨑҶ七഻䗢ᾝ↧ਢ㠷⨮⋱Ⲵ䗢ᾝ⁑ᔿ৺㎀Ώˈ਼ᱲӖҶ䀓ࡠѝ七ѻ䯃䗢ᾝ
䆺ॆѻ਼⮠ˈⲬᧈҶᴤཊ㠷䗢ᾝ䰌Ⲵᜣ⌅㠷৽ᙍǄঊ⢙佘ᨀҶ䗢7ࠪ⡸ԕӻ㍩ኅ佘৺
七഻䗢ᾝ䰌Ⲵሿᆀˈ↑䗾㘱ᑛǃ਼ᆨۣ䯡Ǆ
˄㘵⛪ᏪইབྷᆨĀ&86᮷ᆨ㠷᮷ॆ⹄ウāᆨ⭏˅
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Global University for Sustainability

In response to our crisis-ridden epoch, the initiative of Global University for Sustainability (Global U)
supports the proliferation of autonomous and self-managing local bodies and their interdependent
networking for ecological and socio-economic sustainability with justice.
Global U will constitute itself as an experimental forum for alternative practices in the
production,dissemination and use of knowledge, making possible different modes of relating to one
another and to nature other than what is confined by prevailing dominating institutions and practices.
Global U will seek to transcend the commodification of knowledge driven by capitalist mechanisms that
shape possessive individualistic selves.
It hopes to bring together old and new generations of committed people working for ecological justice
and socio-economic justice to articulate knowledge produced by experiences in the field, common
reflections, and in particular, the wisdoms of the elders, the women, and the communities that defend
their commons and rights.
It hopes to help cross-fertilize initiatives practiced by organizations and networks to foster further
inter-connections, experiment with creative and equitable forms of interacting, networking, and
managing the commons.
Global U envisions a new sustainable humanity on earth.

Website˖http://www.our-global-u.org
E-mail˖our.global.u@gmail.com
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Schumacher College

Schumacher College was founded in 1990. It is a leading independent centre for ecological studies,
social action and transformative learning. Through their short and longer courses they work for a more
harmonious relationship between the individual, the community and the living planet.

Postal address: Schumacher College, The Old Postern, Dartington, Totnes, Devon, TQ9 6EA, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1803 865934
Fax: +44 (0)1803 866899
Website: https://www.schumachercollege.org.uk/
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The Institute of Rural Reconstruction of China (IRRC)
Southwest University
In March 2012, the Institute of Rural Reconstruction of China (IRRC) has been officially established. It
aims to implement the national strategic adjustment on “Ecological Civilization” as well as the
enhancement of cultural soft power stated by the ruling party. The further purpose is to succeed the
abundant historical resources and cultural legacy with the reinforcement of scientific studies, personnel
trainings, and the national and international influences of rural reconstruction.

Address: No.2, Tiansheng Road, Beibei District, Chongqing, China
Postal code: 400715
Website: http://irrc.swu.edu.cn
Email: zgxcjsxy@163.com
Tel: +86-23-68254012
Fax: +86-23-68254013

㾯ইབྷᆨѝ഻䜹ᶁᔪ䁝ᆨ䲒
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Little Donkey Farm

Little Donkey Farm chosen as:
z

Beijing Haidian District Agriculture and Forestry Committee—Rural Construction Center of Renmin
University of China Industry-University Research Base

z

Rural Construction Center, Renmin University of China—Janong Natural Farming Research Institute
(Korea) Natural Agriculture Test Base

z

Awarded “National Water Protection Public Figure” in 2011

z

Awarded “Silver Creative Garden Farm Award” in National Leisure

Agriculture Creativity

Contest by Ministry of Agriculture of the People's Republic of China in 2012
z

Awarded “Model Animally-Friendly and Sustainable Farm Project ” by World Animal Protection from
2010 to 2013
Little Donkey Farm established in April 2008 is located at the foot of Phoenix Mountain in the natural

area of Xijiao, Beijing and next to Jingmi Channel, covering 230 acres. It is an industry-university research
base built by the local government in Haidian District, Beijing and Remin University of China and now is
run by Green Ground Eco-Tech Centre (Beijing).
Little Donkey Farm uses natural farming techniques as the production method, respecting the
biodiversity, following the principles of the farming-breeding combination and emphasizing the culture of
traditional agriculture and the transmission of rural knowledge. For rebuilding the harmonic relationship
between the rural community and the urban community with mutual trust, it adopts the philosophy of
Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) into its operational model by providing the citizens vegetable
delivery services and vegetable field rental services, and promoting natural and healthy lifestyle.
In 2012, the project of the industry-university research base was promoted in Liulin Village of Sujiatuo
Town, Haidian District. Meanwhile, to further explore the mutual-aid models in the rural and urban
community, Green Ground Eco-Tech Centre and Liulin Village Committee jointly started “Little
Donkey—Liulin Community Farm”.
Little Donkey Farm is run in accordance with the philosophy of social enterprise and considers
maximizing social benefits as the main goal of the farm. As a model CSA farm in China and a practice base
of Participatory Guarantee Systems (PSG), Little Donkey Farm has been putting a lot of efforts on practice,



promotion and localization of CSA in China, including holding National Community Supported Agriculture
(CSA) Conference every year since 2009, establishing Community Supported Agriculture Alliance in 2009,
developing organic farmers’ market in Beijing in 2011, building the national support networks of
ecological agriculture in 2012 and exploring “Love Home Village” public project in 2013. It has trained
about 100 new farmers throughout the whole country since the CSA Farmer Trainee project started in
2008. These new farmers play an important role in the development of rural entrepreneurships in China.
They have joined and have started different projects, such as Nurture Land, “Back to Nature” Farm in
Zhengzhou, Big Buffalo Farm, Shared Harvest, Guxiang Farm, “Go Dutch” Community Canteen, DESIGN
Harvest and Meiheyu.
Now Little Donkey Farm has been becoming a comprehensive agricultural development platform which
involves many different areas: the production and marketing of organic products, farmland rental services
for citizens, the demonstration of ecological agriculture, experiential visits, social participation and
recognition, training and education, technology research and development, environmental protection,
theory research and policy advocacy and so on.
˖
Contact information˖
Address˖Little Donkey Farm, Houshajian Village West, Sujiatuo Town, Haidian District, Beijing, China
Tel. No.˖ +86-010-62460686
Email˖ littledonkeyfarm@163.com
Website˖www.littledonkeyfarm.com
Weibo˖ @Litttle Donkey Farm : http://weibo.com/chinacsa
@Little Donkey—Liulin Community Farm :

http://weibo.com/littledonkeyfarm
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Sangwoodgoon

Sangwoodgoon was founded in Anti-High Speed Rail Movement and Tsoi Yuen Village Movement. Being
inspired by the movement, we understand that, democracy in every local place depends on whether
residents have freedom and choices; creating their own ways of living and their relationships with others
and nature.
We have learned that food is basic to our life and plants are essential to the Earth. Hence, since 2010,
members of Sangwoodgoon have learned permaculture, doing organic farming.
Objectives:
ǃ To cultivate healthy and rich soil and then provide the next generation good environment and food.
ǃ To supply good-quality and fresh vegetables and, together with our consumers, establish a food
network, healthy, reasonable, just and sustainable.
ǃ To re-learn, through agriculture, histories of Hong Kong, water, soil, climate as well as sustainable
future.
ǃ To use food as a starting point and further understand problems caused by globalisation and rapid
urban developments in modern world.
Activities:
1ǃ Manning a market stall at Sangwoodgoon on Sundays and selling organic vegetables from the farm.
2ǃ Giving guided tours usually on Sunday or on the day that is reserved for groups.
3ǃ Holding workshops aimed at producing many kinds of food or daily essentials, from raw materials
grown in the fields or that can help work the fields.
4ǃ Launching annual film festivals - Sangwoodgoon Food and Farming Film Festival in which films
regarding agriculture or food will be selected and screened in different communities.

For Contact:
Facebook: ⭏⍫佘 Sangwoodgoon
Instagram: sangwoodgoon
Website: http://sangwoodgoon.wordpress.com
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Ecology Building Society
East China University of Science and Technology

Ecology Building Society at East China University of Science and Technology is a public health society
aiming at, in the school campus, promoting the concept of ecology building and the idea of organic
farming, as well as encouraging teachers and students to take part in the construction and to do planting.
Through regularly launching theoretical studies of ecology building, popularizing knowledge of organic
farming and providing related technical training; the society could draw students’ attention to
eco-architecture, eco landscape and organic farming. Also, she could advocate both a healthy society and
ways of life that are conservation-minded and environmentally friendly.

Apart from this, she could

foster sustainable construction and bring out positive environmental changes, in or outside the school
campus. Via polish of members’ labor skills, the project by the society can arouse students’ awareness
towards eco-environment protection, help trigger their love toward real life and provide a new platform
that enables students to learn and exchange knowledge and skills.

Now, the society has got two planting lots located respectively in Fengxiang Campus and Xuhui Campus.
Under the guidance of Associate Professor Yan Aibin, about 40 members of the society learn together and
enhance their knowledge on organic farming.
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Video links
㿆乫䧸᧕

Lectures

䅋ᓗ㿆乫˖

2014.12

᳹䕍

Land issues ൏ൠ乼 https://youtu.be/LcqONXipq5E

2015.03

᳹䕍

Food Safety 伏૱ᆹ ޘhttps://youtu.be/hBahdBy06z0

2015.04

ઘᙍѝ

Good Learning from Agriculture 䗢ᾝᱟᡰн䥟Ⲵᆨṑ

https://youtu.be/wlt87I_BuGc
2015.05

᳹䕍

Rural Reconstruction Movement in China and Return for Youth བྷ䲨䜹ᶁᔪ

䁝䙻अ઼䘄䜹䶂ᒤሖ䑀 http://youtu.be/rB9S_wUv7sE
2015.09

Helena Norberg-Hodge

Economics of Happiness - How Human Scale is Essential for

Solving our Social and Ecological Problems
ᘛ′㏃☏ᆨ-Ӫᙗቪᓖሽᯬ䀓⊪⽮ᴳ઼⭏乼㠣䰌䟽㾱
https://youtu.be/gsXf88fy8FU
2015.10

Jonathan Dawson

Buddhist Economics: The Relevance of an Ancient Wisdom

Tradition to Today’s Dilemmas
ᮉ㏃☏ᆨ-ਔ㘱ⲴᲪភۣ㎡㠷⮦ӺഠຳⲴ䰌ᙗ
http://youtu.be/2h_0Fa4yQoI
Life history ⭏ભ᭵һ˖http://youtu.be/EzzmTKps9Lo

Events ⍫अ㿆乫˖
2015.05.08 Inauguration ceremony ஏअܰᔿ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nHE-ohz7mF0
2015.09.12 Luncheon party ॸ佀ᴳ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KUJi4A8rMMg

2015.09.24 Mid-Autumn Festival

ѝ⿻ㇰ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BigDp1jl0KY

2015.10.15 Chung Yeung Festival

䟽䲭ㇰ

https://youtu.be/sIFB0Sp3XZY



Other Videos ަԆ㿆乫˖
Lingnan University Ꮺইབྷᆨ˖
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nHE-ohz7mF0

Student works ᆨ⭏૱˖
Cultural StudiesüFarming Project Final Version ᮷ॆ⹄ウ㌫ü 䗢㙅䀸ࢳ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sqbOXxY6enc
Lingnan University Farming Fun Ꮺই䗢㙅′
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8h2KaJ9ea5M

ᖙൂgй㩹㥹
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Students taking farming classes in 2014-15 (terms 1 and 2) and 2015-16 (term 1):

2014-15 (⿻
⿻ᆓ઼᱕ᆓ)઼ 2015-16 (⿻ᆓ) ؞䆰㙅ぞ䃢Ⲵ਼ᆨ

Cultural Studies courses:
؞䆰᮷ॆ⹄ウ㌫䃢〻˖
Lau Yuet Hei, Chau Leung, Chiu Wai Lam, Lau Yuk Mui, Leung Chui Yi, Mok Ka Wing, Tsang Yee Man, Cheng
Wing Sze, Lai Tsz Ying, Yau Mei Shan, Liu Xiulin, Siu Wan Ting, Chong Sang Ling, Guo Zejian, Lau Cheung
Yee, Lee Yuen Sing Sunny, Wong Ching In, Liu Hong Yin, Cheung Tsz Shan, Shou Xiaoying, Yeung Chung Un,
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Wing Sze, Lau Wai Ting, Lau Yin Fung, Leung Wing Yu, Lu Xiaoting, Wan Chiu Ue, Yip Wing Sze, Chan Pik Lai,
Chan Yik Yan, Chen Guanying, Leung Tsz Wing, Leung Sze Yuet, Lo Shing Hin, So Ka Yee, Law Kwun Chung

Community College:
؞䆰⽮॰ᆨ䲒䃢〻˖
Chan Ho Wai, Chan Ho Yin, Chan Tak Ching, Chan Yin Ming, Chow Sze Ki, Chung Ho Yin Alvin, Kao Fuk Yee,
Kwong Tak Hei, Leung Chiu Fat Calvin, Leung Ning Shan, Li Tsz Yin, Lo Mei Kam, Mo Chak Ming, Ng Ka Yip,
Tsui Ka Kei, Wan Siu Bon, Yue Chun Ho, Yuen Kai Hong,



Ref No.

Lingnan Gardeners

Registration Form

Ꮺইᖙൂ䗢㙅㍴ ৳࣐ⲫ䁈㺘
Name ဃ: ________
Gender ᙗࡕ: ________
Age group ᒤ喑: ________
ƶUnder 16 16 ↢ԕл

ƶ16-40

ƶ41-55

ƶabove 55 55 ↢ԕк

You are currently ᛘⴞࡽᱟ:
ƶStudent ᆨ⭏(major: ______________ year:_____ hostel: _______ )
ƶAcademic staff ᮉ

ƶ Admin staff 㚧

ƶ Alumni ṑ৻ (Programme in LN: ______________ Graduation year:_____ )
ƶRelative/Friend of (name) 㿚৻˄䃻⌘᰾᧘㯖Ӫဃ˅:_________________
E-mail 䜥㇡: __________________________________
Tel 䴫䂡:

___________________________________

Have you done any farming work before? If yes, for how long and where?
ᛘᱟᴮ৳㠷䙾䗢㙅⍫अ˛ྲ᷌ᱟˈᤱ㒼ᱲ䯃ᴹཊѵ˛ൠ唎൘օ㲅˛
_______________________________________________________________
Please email this to LN.gardeners@gmail.com

or ln.gardeners@ln.edu.hk

䃻ሷປྭ㺘ṬⲬ䘱㠣˖LN.gardeners@gmail.com ᡆ ln.gardeners@ln.edu.hk
For inquiry, please contact Ms. Jin: 2616 7671
䰌ḕ䂒ˈ䃻䴫㚟䶣ሿက˖2616 7671

